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Alaska Hire/Buy /Build Subcommittee 
Meeting Summaries 



Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
Alaska Hire/Buy /Build Subcommittee 

AGENDA 
August 2, 2001, 10:15 a.m. to 12:15 p.m. 

BaranofHotel,Juneau 

I. Introduction by Mike Navarre, Subcommittee Chair 

II. BP / ARCO Charter Commitments, Larry Ostrovsky, Department of Law 

III. Update on RFP for Socio-economic Study, RudyTsukada, Department of Community and 
Economic Development 

rv: Questions and Discussion 
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Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
Alaska Hire/Buy /Build Subcommittee 

August 2, 2001 Meeting Summary, Baranof Hotel, Juneau 

Chairman Mike Navarre convened the meeting. 

Navarre asked the Department of Law to explain concepts in the BP-ARCO charter agreement. Larry 
Ostrovsk:y, from the department, said that some historical background on Alaska-hire efforts would be 
helpful in putting the charter in context. 

In 1986 the Legislature enacted a law giving preference to local residents on public works projects in 
"economically distressed zones." The Commissioner of Labor was required to make a finding that a 
distressed zone had less than 90 percent of the average U.S. per capita income. A lawsuit arose when a 
contractor on the Red Dog port and road project (funded by Alaska Industrial Development and 
Export Authority, a State agency) was required, under the law, to hire 50 percent of craft workers from 
local communities. The State Supreme Court found for the contractor, invalidating the State law, on 
the grounds that rights of individuals (Anchorage workers, for example, seeking jobs on the project) 
outweighed the benefit of preferences given to local workers in distressed areas. 

The case was one of a series of setbacks the State has suffered in its attempts to enact Alaska-hire 
legislation, Ostrovsk:y explained. The :first of these was Hicklin v. Orbeck, a U.S. Supreme Court case 
invalidating a law enacted in the early 1970s giving Alaska workers preference as a condition of a 
State pipeline right-of-way lease. 

The BP-ARCO charter, on the other hand, was a voluntary agreement to use its best efforts to hire 
Alaskans and to build facilities in the state. It was built on similar language in the Northstar legisla
tion. Similar language also appears in the State Stranded Gas Act, which allows negotiation of special 
:fiscal terms for developers of a liquefied natural gas project. 

The most significant part of the agreement is the accountability section. BP is required to submit a 
quarterly report and an annual report, detailing its efforts and efforts by its contractors to hire and train 
Alaska workers. These reports are required and give the Legislature and the public information to 
monitor the company's efforts, Ostrovsky said. 

Navarre asked if Phillips Alaska Inc., which acquired ARCO's Alaska assets, had also signed the 
agreement, and if there was enforceability. 

Ostrovsk:y said the State could probably enforce the reporting requirement and local advertising, but 
he said the "best efforts" concept would be difficult to enforce. Phillips has also signed the charter. 

Rudy Tsukada briefed the committee on efforts by the Department of Community and Economic .. 
Development to develop a socio-economic study of possible impacts of gas pipeline construction on 
local communities. The $50,000 appropriated is insufficient for the full study, Tsukada said, so the 
department's efforts have been to identify the issues that should be considered in a socio-economic 
study. 
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Peg Tileston, a committee member, suggested that the department talk with people who were in
volved in assessing socio-economic impacts of TAPS construction. Many are still around, she said. 
Also, the effect on municipal governments should be considered. Many local government workers were 
lured away by high wages on the pipeline, and it was difficult for municipalities to compete. 

Tsukada said that would be considered, although there are major differences in the projects and the 
types of impacts, and the state of community infrastructure from the 1970s compared with the 
present. The study should also address the indirect effects, such as effects of taking workers out of 
communities. 

Tileston commented that the Joint Pipeline Office is already affected by recruiting difficulties. 

Mike O'Connor, a Council member, commented that employment statistics indicate the workforce is 
already tight. 

Tsukada agreed that unemployment in Alaska is the lowest it has been in years. Also, for the first 400 
miles the pipeline would not come near any communities of size. Only two or three communities are 
likely to be affected. 

Tileston asked if consideration is being given for training of specialized skills. 

Tsukada commented that we may be training our best workers for jobs that will not be there in the 
future. There are differences in these kind of direct and indirect impacts. 

Tileston said that with limited funds, perhaps the most important thing is to ensure the right questions 
get asked. 

Bill Corbus, a Council member, recalled when the TAPS construction project caused a 25 percent 
increase in the hourly wage of workers in the electrical field, and shortages appeared all over the state. 
For the electric utility industry, this resulted in rate increases. This is an example of an indirect adverse 
effect that has to be considered. 

Tsukada commented that the same thing happened during the Exxon Valdez oilspill cleanup. Dish
washers commanded high wages, and if the price of pizza went from $10 to $20, who cared? If costs 
go up, wages go up, but it's difficult for governments who can't quickly get the funds to pay wage 
mcreases. 

Mike O'Connor commented that the price of labor has gone up in the last six to 12 months. 

A comment was made that some contractors and suppliers in the TAPS era experienced long delays in 
getting paid and were experiencing sharp wage increases at the same time. How widespread the prob
lem was isn't known, but it was worth noting. 

Mike O'Connor said there is more infrastructure generally now than in 197 5. Most oil seryice compa
nies get paid in 30 days if they do their paperwork properly, he said. The producers are now pretty 
good at paying on time. For a contractor, meeting payroll on time is important. "If you don't pay on 
Friday, some of your people may not show up on Monday;' he said. 
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Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
Alaska Hire/Buy /Build Subcommittee 

AGENDA 
September 25,2001,9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon 

Anchorage Hilton Hotel, Cook Inlet Boardroom 

I. Call to Order and Introduction, Mike Navarre, Chair 

IT. History of Alaska Hire Policy, Toby Steinberger, Department of Law 

Ill. Update on Socio-Economic Study, Rudy Tsukada, Department of Community and 
Economic Development 

rv. Alaska Human Resources Investment Council, Jim Sanders, Executive Director 

v. Discussion 
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Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
Alaska Hire/Buy /Build Subcommittee 

September 25, 2001 Meeting Summary, Hilton Hotel, Anchorage 

Chairman Mike Navarre convened the meeting. 

Toby Steinberger, of the Department of Law, briefed the committee on the history of local-hire 
cases in the state, beginning with the U.S. Supreme Court 1978 decision in Hicklin v. Orbeck and 
ending with the case involving the Red Dog Mine. The state lost every time. 

Navarre commented that the courts wouldn't tell the state how to craft an acceptable law, but just 
struck down the laws. He commented to Commissioner Flanagan, who was participating by 
teleconference, that it would be important to get the producers to agree to the same language that 
is in the BP-ARCO charter agreement. 

Flanagan agreed that this should be a minimum. 

Rudy Tsukada, of the State Department of Community and Economic Development, updated the 
committee on the planned socio-economic study. 

The impact of the gas pipeline will be considerably smaller than TAPS construction in the 1970s. 
Most construction will be during the winter, and will involve about 3,500 workers at peak. Even 
with this there are questions as to whether Alaska has the labor supply to handle the project. 
There's also talk of an Alaska-Canada cross-border labor agreement. The State is also getting 
socio-economic data from construction of the Alliance Pipeline, a large diameter gas pipeline built 
in recent years. A socio-economic study must also consider the "gravity effect" of the immigration 
caused by the project. 

Tsukada presented the producers' labor projections in graph form. Discussion and questions 
followed, comparing the impacts of the northern and southern routes shown on the graphs. The 
indirect job effects were about the same for both the northern and southern route. In both cases 
the project causes more indirect rather than direct jobs. 

_One of the biggest problems the TAPS project created, he said, was the wage spike caused 
through the economy. The Fairbanks Police Department, for example, experienced massive turn
over and wage increases. This was a more serious problem than an escalation in living costs. 
Statistics also showed that property crimes in Fairbanks shot up. 

A question was raised over the maturing of the state's economy since the 1970s, and whether 
there will still be wage spikes. 

Tsukada said the department does not expect the same kind of wage spikes in the economy this 
time around. Aside from Fairbanks and the North Star Borough, there will be very littlelocal 
property tax benefit from the project. Tok, for example, is not enthused about incorporating a 
municipality or pushing for property taxes. 
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A series of charts were presented to the committee depicting community impacts on Fairbanks from 
TAPS construction. One spike that was noted was an increase in juvenile problems, caused pardy by 
so many parents working, leaving children with more unsupervised time. However, the expected 
impacts on Fairbanks schools never materialized. Most TAPS workers were temporary and didn't bring 
their families. That may or may not be the case now, however. It's an uncertainty that can't be mod
eled. Also, the school situation is now better. Delta has spare school capacity because of the closing 
of Fort Greely. Tok also has some spare capacity. 

Costs of living are only calculated officially in Anchorage, and 1974 and 1975 did show a spike. That 
may not recur in Anchorage now because the local economy is larger. It may be a different case in 
Fairbanks, however. For local utilities, the communities are larger now. The impacts can be absorbed 
eas1er. 

Surveys of Fairbanks residents during TAPS construction showed a general sense of loss of quality of 
living, because of increased crowding and higher living costs. Even with more and better-paying jobs 
people felt they were "worse off," pardy because with living costs up, they had to work more. 

Considerations in the socio-economic issue include whether we would just train Alaskans who would, 
when the project is complete, leave Alaska to seek jobs in their new fields elsewhere. Perhaps it would 
be better to let the pipeline builders come from out-of-state and leave when the project is finished. 

Tsukada showed a population growth chart which illustrated that each rise in the economic cycle 
brought in population, but the corresponding dip did not result in a loss of population of the same 
magnitude. The net effect is a gradual permanent increase in population. 

He said that once the department gets information on other pipeline projects, it will be included with 
an analysis of data submitted by the producers. 

Chairman Navarre commented that the producers' analysis does not include indirect effects, such as 
employment related to processing or manufacturing with gas in the state. 

A comment was made that the State should not "trade away" its property tax capacity, as is contem
plated in the State Stranded Gas Act. 

Navarre commented that the State must take care in asking what a community "needs" to prepare for 
impacts. "I can tell you what every community will say, that we need this (or that)." 

Jim Sanders, of the Alaska Human Resources Investment Council (AHRIC), described AHRIC's 
mission as overseeing policy development in workforce training. It is a private/public advisory body, 

mosdy private, that advises on policy but doesn't administer. 

AHRIC sees a developing crisis in the state's workforce, shortages due to retirements and lack of 
replacements not only in the skilled crafts but many professions as well, such as teachers. The problem 
is serious in the skilled trades, such as oil and construction workers, where there is a big "bulge" of 
the working population about to retire with not enough younger workers coming in behind them. 
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The training need will be felt in other areas as well. In some rural communities fishing is no longer 
seen as a viable opportunity for a family's major income. People are looking for alternate employment. 

Sanders said AHRIC has prepared a white paper on the workforce issue, which he presented to the 
committee. It includes a number of recommendations. (Note: The white paper is included in Volume I of 
this report.) 

Vocational training is seen as a key, and this past summer AHRIC solicited proposals for regional 
training centers and received 13 responses. Two are now before the state's congressional delegation 
and are likely to get some support. 

Jim Sampson, co-chair of the Gas Policy Council, commented that there is a terrible shortage of 
skilled labor both in the U.S. and Canada. He commented, however, that the University of Alaska will 
never train a pipeline welder, an operating engineer or a four-year journeyman electrician. The univer
sity is just not capable of training such skills, and the same might be said of regional training centers. 
Union apprenticeship programs should be part of this mix because the unions know the standards to 
which they must train. 

Sanders went on to say that to develop a trained workforce ready to start pipeline construction in 
2006 or 2007, people have to be moved into training now. There is also no guarantee that Alaska 
pipeline companies (which understand local labor) will get the construction jobs, either. 
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Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
State Pipeline Ownership and Tax Structure Subcommittee 

AprilS, 2001 Meeting Sutntna.ty, Sheraton Hotel, Anchorage 

The subcommittee will explore the following topics in coming months so as to reach a consensus on 
the final recommendations this autumn: 

* Costs and benefits of the State taking delivery of its royalty gas share vs. taking royalty payments 
from producers. 

* State promotion and facilitation of project financing - State ownership. 

* Review other states' policies for best practices of taking royalty share and ownership. 

* Evaluation of State tax structure. 

On April 5 the committee discussed its initial work program. Some topics were later transferred to 
other committees. · 

1. The best uses for the State's royalty share of gas. Among these are taking the royalty share in 
cash paid by the producers for use in the State General Fund or the Permanent Fund. Th~ subcommit
tee will also examine the history of various royalty ideas. 

Use by communities for fuel and funding a spur pipeline to Valdez or a Cook Inlet LNG plant were 
topics turned over to the In-State Gas Use and Future Opportunities Subcommittee. 

2. The best way to establish the value of the State's royalty share on a netback basis prior to 
construction and measure a fair return to the State. 

3. Cost and benefits of the State taking delivery of the royalty share in-kind. 

4. Pluses and minuses of State ownership of a natural gas pipeline. On the "plus" side there is 
the issue that partial State ownership might encourage construction of a pipeline; also the State is able 
to provide a portion of tax exempt financing, thus lowering transportation costs and increasing price at 
the wellhead. 

The "minus" side is that State ownership could mean the State would be less likely to seek lower 
transportation tariffs before the Regulatory Commission of Alaska; State ownership also means no 
state or local property tax or income tax revenue. 

5. Before any State ownership is discussed several issues will have to be resolved. These include: 
whether or not the State guarantees the pipeline debt; if the State can force gas owners to guarantee 
debt or enter into binding "take or pay" contracts; encouraging a third party such as Foothills to 
construct the pipeline and looking at the role of a port authority. 
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6. A review of other State policies for disposing of royalty gas. 

7. Evaluation of the State's oil and gas tax structure that includes looking at the current structure 
and considering if it is equitable and how much it maximizes the well being of the state's citizens over 
the long run and whether it is a simple structure. 

The staff also requested that the subcommittee look at the economics of taking royalty gas in-kind or 
in-value, and its option of switching between taking it either in-kind or in-value with proper notice. 

The subcommittee decided that tax and royalty policy is a sizeable item that needs more scrutiny with 
the hdp of the Departments of Natural Resources and Revenue. The subcommittee wants experts to 
provide more information about this topic and explain what is good about the current structure and if 
it needs any changes. 

The subcommittee will proceed on the assumption that current State statutes are adequate to assure a 
fair return to the State. The group wants staff to look into what other states have done and arrive at a 
document that outlines the best practices of other states. 

There was some discussion about comparing fixed royalty and net profits participation from a gas 
pipeline project. Cambridge Energy Associates, a consulting group under contract to the State, has 
done work on this issue and might be able to help with a best practices paper. 

Another question that needs further study is how the State would finance possible State ownership of 
a pipeline. The topic is important given Senate Bill 158 (approved by the Legislature in May) which 
asks the Department of Revenue to look into this matter. However, the department's study won't be 
complete until January 2002, and the Gas Policy Council must finish its work by November 2001. 

The subcommittee also asked the Department of Natural Resources for a presentation on how much 
of the royalty shares are committed and for how long, and to tell the group about the royalty system 
that is in place now. 
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Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
State Pipeline Ownership and Tax Structure Subcommittee 

AGENDA 
May 24, 2001, 12:30 p.m. to 4:00p.m. 

I. Presentation on Issues related to State Ownership of Gas Pipeline, Roger Marks, 
Economist, Alaska Department of Revenue 

II. Discussion of other topics on Work Plan to be addressed by State Ownership 
Subcommittee 

III. Other 

rv: Adjourn 
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Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
State Pipeline Ownership and Tax Structure Subcommittee 

May 24, 2001 Meeting Summary, Egan Convention Center, Anchorage 

Bill Corbus chaired a meeting of the State Ownership Subcommittee of the Governor's Gas Policy 
Council on May 24, 2001. This subcommittee was formerly named the Royalty Share Subcommittee 
but now its focus has shifted from consideration of issues related to the State's royalty share of gas to 
looking at issues related to the State's ownership of any future gas pipeline. The major item on the 
May 24 agenda was a presentation by Roger Marks, an economist with the Alaska Department of 
Revenue. Members of the subcommittee present at this meeting were: Mike Navarre, Mike O'Connor, 
Ron Duncan, Frank Brown, Ed Rasmuson and Bill Corbus. 

Subcommittee chairman Bill Corbus noted that some issues are not under this group's domain any
more, and those incluped disposing of the State's royalty gas. However, this subcommittee has to 
evaluate the State's oil and gas structure and thus it needs to be better educated on some of these 
issues. Corbus suggested more conference calls with experts and subcommittee members to discuss 
some of these issues. 

Roger Marks apprised the committee about HB 158 recendy passed by the Legislature, that authorizes 
the Department of Revenue (DOR) to conduct a study about possible State ownership of a gas 
pipeline. That study has a completion deadline of January 31, 2002. The study mandated by HB 158 
will look at possible sources of financing for a State-owned pipeline, which include the general fund, 
the Permanent Fund and the earnings reserve fund of the Permanent Fund. It will also look at the 
mechanism of financing of ownership or guaranteeing debt, and will also consider how much the State 
should finance, such as just 10 percent of the cost or more. 

Another aspect that the DOR study will consider is how the gas pipeline would be currendy regulated 
in Alaska, as a contract carrier rather than a common carrier. It is possible that the State can finance 
extra capacity and then charge a higher rate at peak demand. 

Also to be considered are the effects of the State's ownership on cash flow and its relationship to the 
financing mechanism that is chosen. If an entity such as a port authority issues debt there has to be a 
determination about the authority's capacity to issue that debt. There is also the issue of the State's 
credit worthiness, the effect on the State budget and the Permanent Fund, and especially the effect on 
the dividend program. Another issue is that of portfolio diversification of the Permanent Fund, 
especially since the State is already into oil and gas and might be "underdiversifying" if it invests in a 
pipeline. 

Marks noted that one positive aspect of a political subdivision owning the pipeline is that it may 
receive some relief from federal taxes on that portion in which it has an equity interest. However the 
downside is a higher interest rate with 100 percent of the debt of that portion financed. And even 
with part ownership of the pipeline, private firms might see the public role as one that causes ineffi

Clencles. 

The DOR study for the Legislature will also look into issues such as stringent environmental regula-
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tion and how the State as owner will deal with an environmental problem with a pipeline, and whether 
as an owner it might be inclined to have less oversight. The study will also address the issue of high 
tariffs to get more money versus low tariffs (to encourage a higher wellhead price); and it will also 
consider the Regulatory Commission of Alaska's role in regulating the in-state tariff and the possibility 
of a misalignment of State interests in getting a proper tariff structure established. 

Several subcommittee members expressed their concern that the State's study will not be complete 
until January 2002, and that the Council has to get its work product complete by NovC;!tnber. Bill 
Corbus said the subcommittee might have contractors on the DOR study available for briefing. There 
was also discussion about the legal right of the State to own a pipeline. According to Marks the State 
has no legal right to ownership. There was also discussion about what other states who have equity 
interest in similar projects do about conflicting interest, with environmental oversight as an owner and 
how they might deal with regulatory issues. The subcommittee also wants to look at complete owner
ship of the pipeline compared with a minority share. 

Roger Marks mentioned that the gas pipeline will be regulated in different ways. The part that might 
deliver gas in-state would be under the purview of the Regulatory Commission of Alaska (RCA). Gas 
transmitted through Alaska, and through sections of the pipeline in the lower 48, are regulated by the 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. Sections of the pipeline that go through Canada would be 
regulated by Canadian agencies. 

The main regulation will be on the tariff side on the gas moved and sold. The subcommittee expressed 
an interest in having staff from the RCA present an overview of TAPS regulation and any complica
tion a new line might encounter with a structure of oversight by FERC, Canadian agencies and the 
State's RCA. 

The other portion of Mark's presentation concerned the fiscal system and its relationship to State 
ownership of a pipeline. The current fiscal system for gas was adapted from the fiscal system estab
lished for oil and is not a good one because gas is a lower value resource. 

Marks discussed two qualities for an ideal system: 

1) Progressivity, meaning the State share of revenues goes up as the industry's profits go up, and vice 
versa 
2) "Back-end loaded," that is the State taking· its revenues later rather than earlier, and thus helping 
the project in its early years when major capital investments must be made. 

In discussing the State's oil and gas fiscal system, Marks outlined the different types of tax structures 
in the State that include property tax, corporate income tax, severance tax and royalty. He noted that 
most of these taxes are regressive and that the State has encountered problems in the past. Marks also 
discussed the economic limit factor for current oil devdopment in the state and how that might pose a 
problem for a gas project. 

He also talked about the view that there is instability in the State's fiscal system, in that the Legisla
ture can change taxes at any time, and he cited the passage of the Stranded. Gas Act in 1998, which 
provided a way of putting the fiscal system for a gas project on a contractual basis rather than a 
statutory one. However, the ad expired in June and the current Legislature did not pass a new bill 
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extending the act. 

As for royalty, the State ownership share is 12.5 percent, that is the producers give the State 12.5 
percent (or 1/8) of what they produce, based on the "wellhead" value of the oil and gas at the pro
ducing field. 

Some possible modifications to the current fiscal system that can be considered to make it more stable 
include looking at accelerated federal depreciation, investment tax credit (state or federal), a tax 
holiday or a deferral on state property tax. 
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Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
State Pipeline Ownership and Tax Structure Subcommittee 

AGENDA 
July 11,2001,10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon 

Governor's Office Anchorage Conference Room 

I. Welcome and brief overview of meeting purpose, Bill Corbus, Chaii 

II. Presentation by Bob Storer, Executive Director of the Permanent Fund 

III. Presentation by Wil Condon, Commissioner of Revenue 

rv. Presentation by Bob Poe, Executive Director of AIDEA 

V. Questions and Discussion 

VI. Public Comments and Questions 

VII. Agenda items for next meeting 

VIII. Other, Adjourn 

* The Department of Law will also be on hand to answer questions. 
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Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
State Pipeline Ownership and Tax Structure Subcommittee 

July 11, 2001 Meeting Summary, Governor's Office Conference Room, Anchorage 

Bill Corbus, chairman, called the committee to order. Committee members present included Ed 
Rasmuson, Ron Duncan and Mike O'Connor. Council member Jack Roderick attended. Cabinet 
members present included Commissioner Wil Condon and Commissioner Debbie Sedwick. Others 
present, invited to participate, included Bob Storer, Permanent Fund executive director; Bob Poe, 
director of the Alaska Industrial Development and Export Authority (AIDEA); Dave Germer, Direc
tor of Development for AIDEA, and Dan Fauske, director of Alaska Housing Finance Corp. 

Bob Storer, speaking first, gave a short dissertation on how the Permanent Fund is managed, and the 
'prudent man' rule used in fund management. Storer explained the statutory guidelines for the trustees 
and consideration of risk, that the Fund is not allowed to invest over 55 percent of its corpus in 
equities, and that it is also limited to investment grade debt. The trustees are allowed to invest 5 
percent outside some of these guidelines, but the 'prudent man' rule still applies. 

Storer responded to several questions presented earlier by the committee. He said that if the Fund 
invested in a gas project, an appropriation would be required, and legislative direction. 

One alternative would be appropriation of the Earnings Reserve, now estimated to have a worth of 
$4 billion after the dividend payout. An authorization would still be needed. 

The Fund is always looking for investment possibilities in Alaska. So far these have been in real estate, 
as well as in providing funds to Alaska banks through purchases of Certificates of Deposit. 

The answer in investing in Alaska is always a matrix. In a gas project, it would depend on how the 
investment and equity is structured. "If you can tell me how debt and equity will be structured, I can 
provide answers. We must look at rate of return, liquidity (i.e. can the investment easily be liquidated), 
risk and how the investment fits the policy of diversification of the Fund. Ten percent of the Fund is 
now in relatively illiquid real estate and 55 percent in equities. Of the equity, part is in the U.S., part 
international, a small portion in non-U.S. dollar securities, and the rest of the debt in fixed-income. 

Different levels of investment, and the split between equity and debt, would fit the Fund's guidelines 
in different ways. A consideration also is that if the investment produced significant income (earnings 
from transmission of gas), it would affect the dividend, which is based on cash income by the Fund. 

A question was asked about the Fund's policy on board representation. 

Storer replied that since the present guidelines restrict ownership to no more than 5 percent of a entity 
with publicly traded stock, representation on the board isn't an issue. In a privately-held equity (real 
estate, for example) the potential of board representation does exist. A trustee or senior staff could 
serve on a board, but the question is what expertise we could bring. Another issue is that serving on a 

board of a large gas project in Alaska could "cross the line" into involvement in state policy, which the 
trustees have been careful to avoid. 
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In response to a question, Storer said the Fund's largest percentage holding in a publicly-traded equity 
is 3 percent of the domestic equity of General Electric. 

Another alternative is for the Legislature to appropriate the Earnings Reserve to another State entity, 
which would then make the investment: Different guidelines would apply. 

Revenue Commissioner Wil Condon, asked to. speak following Storer, said that if the gas project 
investment were brought before the Fund's trustees today, under present statutes and legislative policy 
declaration, it is not something the board would likely invest in. 

If the Fund was to invest in a gas project, legislative direction would clearly be needed, Condon said. 
It could be done in two ways: First, the Legislature could change the policies under which the Fund is 
operated. Second, the Legislature could appropriate the Earnings Reserve to another corporation. The 
Earnings Reserve is separate from the principle of the fund, which under the constitution cannot be 
appropriated. Either of these approaches would require legislative action. 

Jack Roderick, a committee member, observed that if the State must take action in the next six 
months, there would be no time for legislative action since the Legislature convenes in January. 

Condon answered questions addressed to the Department of Revenue by the committee, dealing with 
whether other State funds could be used to finance an equity investment in a gas project. He replied 
there are no funds in the General Fund available for the investment, as these must be used to support 
State programs. The Constitutional Budget Reserve (CBR), which now has about $3 billion, could be 
used, but it would require a super-majority vote of the Legislature to make the appropriation. 

The CBR is now used as a cash reserve to offset volatility in oil prices. The department projects long
term average oil prices in a range of $16 to $18 per barrel, but there are times when prices dip, such as 
in 1999. A price decline like occurred in 1999 can negatively affect State revenues by as much as $500 
million to $600 million. 

If the investment is debt-financed, an assumption is that the State would make the investment 
through an independent authority. A special gas pipeline authority was created in the late 1970s for the 
gas pipeline previously proposed, but it is no longer on the books. 

Condon said the department's conclusion is that under current federal law the bonds issued by such an 
authority would not be tax-exempt. IRS rules do allow tax-exempt industrial development type financ
ing but the State is limited to a set amount every year. A large issuance of tax-exempt debt for a gas 
project could consume this capacity, affecting other state entities like AIDEA and AHFC which rely 
on tax-exempt financing for some projects. 

There is always the possibility that congressional action could expand the pool of tax-exempt debt 
available to Alaska. Twenty two years ago, when the ANGTS project was active, Congress was hostile 
to this kind of liberalization even with an "energy crises." It is possible that congressional sentiment 
may have softened, to the point that use of tax-exempt financing to expedite delivery of Arctic gas 
might be considered more favorably. 
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There is also the question of a State guarantee of debt, Condon said. The present avenue for state
guaranteed debt is through general obligation bonds, which have not been issued in Alaska for some 
time. The department estimates that about $600 million to $800 million in tax-exempt general obliga
tion debt could be issued without negatively affecting the State's credit rating, assuming the Legisla
ture approved. However, Condon said this would require a real "sales job" with the rating agencies, 
which will include assurances that Alaska will eventually restructure its finances in a responsible way 
(i.e. deal with the fiscal gap). 

The question of State ownership of a portion of a gas project also raises the impact on municipalities, 
since State property is exempt from local tax. The issue of an in-lieu tax payment to local governments 
is a policy question, because there is no legal obligation. 

Dan Fauske commented that only the portion of the project owned by. the State is exempt from local 
tax, not the entire project. 

Ed Rasmuson asked if the debt needed a guarantee. 

Condon replied that when the City of Valdez issued tax-exempt bonds to finance part of the TAPS 
marine terminal, the bonds were guaranteed by the TAPS owners involved. Through the early 1980s, 
pipelines were financed on the "balance sheet" of the owner companies (i.e. the debt was guaranteed) 
but since then some large undertakings have been project financed (i.e. no guarantee; only project 
revenues are available to retire debt). 

Ed Rasmuson commented that 40 percent equity, 60 percent debt seems a good approach for a State 
investment, and that large underwriters might be attracted to such a venture. The interest rate might 
be higher if it were project financed (i.e. no guarantee), but these costs can be put into the rate base 
(i.e. the throughput tariff). 

Rasmuson said he would like to have information on the customary practices for large project financ
ing over the last 20 years. 

Wil Condon commented that investors have been willing to buy bonds for project-financed undertak
ings. One of the recent large LNG projects in Qatar was project-financed, although one owner, Mobil, 
wound up having to make a guarantee for its part of the project. 

Dan Fauske commented that the "sales job" to rating agencies will be sizeable. There could be prob
lems in getting a bond rating if the State itself isn't seen to be balancing its books. 

Wil Condon said that if revenue bonds are used, the investors will look to the project itself. 

Ed Rasmuson said revenue bonds appeared to be the way to go. The costs would be factored into the 
rate structure. 

Ron Duncan said that Williams Pipelines had talked to the Council about its interest in putting to
gether a syndicate consisting of companies other than the producers. 

Boe Poe, AIDEA's executive director, was next to address the committee. Poe said different State 
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financing organizations have different purposes. The Permanent Fund Corp.'s goal is to grow the Fund. 
AIDEA's is economic development. 

If the State is to influence the producers, such as in a route decision, the State must be a player in the 
decision. If the State doesn't have "a seat at the table" there are only limited ways to get information 
about the producers' plans, such as through the Alaska Oil and Gas Conservation Commission 
(AOGCC). 

An investment by the State in the project could align the interests of the State with those of the 
producers, provide additional revenues and might put the State in a better position to affect decisions 
on the project. There is a wide range of risks, and opportunities, in such an investment, that would 
have to be considered. 

There are also potentials for conflicts of interest. The State, for example, might want to encourage a 
gas-to-liquids plant in Fairbanks. How can a deal be structured to be best for Alaska? Another issue is 
that as an equity owner the State would share liability, just as owners of the trans-Alaska pipeline 
assume liability for TAPS. 

AIDEA could help, but such a large project could soak up the authority's ability to do other economic 
development projects. Poe suggested an AIDEA-like authority just for the gas project. AIDEA could 
still manage such a separate authority, just as it does the Alaska Energy Authority. Many of these 
same kinds of issues, on a smaller scale, were dealt with in the recent project involving acquisition of 
the Snettisham hydro facility in Southeast Alaska. 

Ed Rasmuson commented that ventures like this always involve conflicts. ''The more I hear about this, 
the more I would like to see an analysis of normal accepted practices (in financing large energy 
projects) over the last 20 years. Foothills, Enron and other companies have all been involved in 
projects," he said. 

Dan Fauske, director of Alaska Housing Finance Corp. (AHFC), was next to address the committee. 
Fauske described how AHFC, with legislative authorization, established a special corporation operat
ing as an AHFC subsidiary, to finance non-housing projects with bonds secured by payments from 
tobacco litigation settlements. The bonds were not secured by the State. The risks were transferred to 
the investors. 

He wamed, however, that an undertaking like this would take a major sales effort with the investment 
community and rating agencies. He has often experienced, for exan:iple, the ''Alaska penalty'' imposed 
on Alaska financings by the financial community for purely subjective reasons, i.e. because of the 
state's remoteness. 

Fauske said he would push for more equity involvement in a project because it will increase the State's 
bargaining power with the other owners. "I would like to see a breakout of the advantages and disad
vantages of equity vs. debt:' he said. 

Members of the public present at the hearing commented. One person urged the Council· to see to it 
that a third party, independent of the producers, owns and operates a gas pipeline. Another person 
commented that the pipeline presents tremendous opportunities for Alaska, but he urged the State to 
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remain "footloose and fancy free," in terms of commitments. He urged the State to impose a "right of 
first refusal" concept in terms of investment. "Make them come to you," was the comment. 

Ed Rasmuson and Ron Duncan, members of the Council, both expressed interest in a "retrospective" 
look at the oil pipeline, as to how good an investment it was for the TAPS owner companies. 

At the e.nd of the meeting it was agreed that at the next committee meeting the following items would 
be addressed: (a) invite an investment banker to describe how gas pipelines are financed; (b) look into 
the historical profitability of the Alyeska Pipeline (i.e. rate of return on equity); (c) presentations by 
Department of Revenue, outside consultants, and the producers on tax policy as it would apply to a 
gas pipeline. 
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Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
State Pipeline Ownership and Tax Structure Subcommittee 

AGENDA 
August 13,2001,9:00 am to 5:00pm 

Governor's Office Anchorage Conference Room 

I. Introduction and overview of agenda, Bill Corbus, Subcommittee Chair 

II. Investment and financing issues, Bill Garner, Petrie Parkman and Company 

III. Discussion 

rv. Break 

V. Current gas tax structure, Commissioner Wil Condon, Department of Revenue 

VI. Pedro Van Meurs (by teleconference) available for questions 

VII. Lunch 

VIII. TAPS and tariffs: TAPS profitability, Jerry Hass, Professor of Finance, Cornell Business 
School 

IX. Producers' Group perspective on tax structure, Michael Hurley, Alaska Gas Producers 
Pipeline Team 

X. Break 

XI. Questions and Discussion 

XII. Next Steps andAdjournment 
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Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
State Pipeline Ownership and Tax Structure Subcommittee 

August 13, 2001 Meeting Summary, Governor's Office Conference Room, Anchorage 

Chairman Bill Corbus called the meeting to order. In attendance were members Mike Navarre, Ed 
Rasmuson, and Dave Rose. Ron Duncan joined the meeting later. 

State Department of Revenue Commissioner Wilson Condon presented an update on the 
Administration's work to implement Senate Bill 158, a bill passed by the Legislature in 2001 authoriz
ing a study of state investment in a natural gas pipeline. 

Condon told the committee two contractors had been engaged to do the study, CH2M Hill and Petrie 
Parkman. 

Bill Garner, of Petrie Parkman, gave the committee a briefing on the firm's background and some of 
its recent projects. The company was started in 1980 by individuals from the energy section of First 
Boston after that bank merged with Credit Suisse. The company has two offices, in Denver and 
Houston. The Denver office specializes in research, while the Houston office does work on mergers 
and acquisitions. There is a "wall" maintained between the two offices, so the activities of both are 
carefully separated. 

One recent project the company worked on was the government's successful privatization of the Elk 
Hills petroleum field in California, which Occidental acquired. The company has also been hired to 
advise Saudi Arabia's government on its effort to attract investment into natural gas development. 

Garner discussed the concept of "project financing" with the committee at some length, as this is one 
way an Alaska gas pipeline might be financed. The Alliance and Maritime pipelines in Canada are 
recent examples of large projects financed with project financing, he said. Companies may choose to 
finance a pipeline project themselves, but project financing is a method increasingly used today. 

The principle difference is that lenders rely only on the project for guarantees and not the owner 
companies. Because of this, there are efforts with these projects made to get shippers (customers) 
lined up early. The environmental issues, political risks and financial condition of the sponsors are all 
weighed. 

A question was asked about debt coverage rations. 

Garner replied that a typical coverage ratio is 1.3 to 1.4 (coverage means the ratio of revenues ex
pected over required debt payments). A debt-to-equity ratio might be in the order of 70-30 (70% debt 
financed; 30% equity financed). The Alliance Pipeline was 75-25 debt to equity. Financial markets 
typically don't like to see debt greater than 80%. 

Questions were asked about contingencies for cost-overruns on construction. 

Garner replied that contingency set-asides vary, but they are typically 20 percent. He described the 
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Alliance pipeline financing. The project involved $1.8 billion in capitalization, and about $500 million 
in equity investment from the partners, which are public companies like Williams, WestCoast Trans
mission, and El Paso. The project was fully subscribed by shippers, with five-year "take or pay" 
contracts (i.e. gas must be shipped or the capacity paid for anyway). Alliance has 35 shippers lined up 
at this time. Gamer described various financings used, a "bridging" loan to 2008 which is now being 
refinanced with notes due in 2015, 2019 and 2025. Overall financing for the Canadian portion of the 
pipeline is $2.7 billion. 

There are other major project-financing initiatives in the works, too. Saudi Arabia's $20 billion gas 
development project will be done in this manner. There are questions over the capacity of the market 
to absorb more than one of these projects at the same time, but an Alaska project is located all in 
North America and is therefore more secure. That should "play better" in the market. 

This isn't to say there aren't challenges with an Alaska project. There are the distances involved, the 
sheer scale of the project, and environmental issues, as well as the discussions underway of the 
different routes, the LNG export option, and so on. 

Department of Revenue Commissioner Condon gave a presentation on state oil and gas tax policies, 
as they might affect a North Slope gas project. 

One of the most important state taxes affecting a gas project is the state 20-mill property or ad valo
rem tax on oil and gas production and transportation (pipeline) facilities. Municipalities along the 
pipeline route are also permitted to tax these facilities, but the state controls the valuation, assessment 
and appeals process. The petroleum taxpayers are allowed to credit the taxes they pay to municipalities 
against what they owe the state government. Because of the credit, about 80 percent of the total 
collections of the tax winds up with the municipalities, and 20 percent with the State. 

There are some problems with the ad valorem tax as it relates to a gas project. The tax is regressive 
because it is proportional to cost. If there are cost overruns, it adds to the tax. It is also front-end 
loaded, meaning it begins as soon as a project is sanctioned and hardware is moved in. It must be paid 
for several years before the project is completed and begins making money. 

There are some. public policy questions around any discussion of suspending or delaying the tax, 
Condon said, mainly that municipalities and the State must provide services during construction and 
there must be a way to pay for them. On the other hand, the property tax is one element of the fiscal 
system that impacts the project most heavily. It may be that public services during construction can be 
paid for some other way, the commissioner said. However, municipalities might distrust the ''wisdom" 
of the State in meeting those local needs, Condon said. 

Large facilities related to the gasline would also be built in Alaska, and would be subject to the tax. 
The gas treatment plant is estimated at $2 billion in cost, for example. It is possible that a gas liquids 
extraction plant would be built outside Alaska, however. 

Condon turned to the corporate income tax. Alaska currently levies an income tax on the worldwide 
corporate earnings of petroleum companies, apportioned to Alaska through a series of formulas. The 
Alaska tax rate of 9.4 percent is applied to the portion of income apportioned to Alaska. 
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There are some aspects of this tax that are undesirable, Condon said. It is difficult for a company to 
predict what effect an investment in Alaska will have on its overall corporate income tax bill, or how 
an investment in Alaska will increase or decrease the mar~al tax it pays. 

It also has the potential to be regressive in certain respects. For a company with property in Alaska but 
no income, such as a project in construction, a tax will still have to be paid. In that respect it will look 
regressive to a company. 

A question was asked about reports that oil and gas companies were paying an effective 3 percent rate 
of corporate income tax, instead of 9.4 percent. 

Condon said there has been considerable debate over what the rate of the tax actually is. This method 
of tax, called "modified apportionment," was enacted in 1981 when the Legislature shifted away from 
an income tax method adopted in 1978 known as "separate accounting." Following 1981 there was a 
significant decrease in corporate income taxes paid. 

The assertion was that corporate tax collections dropped to about one third of what they would have 
been under separate accounting, so an argument was made that the effective rate of tax was about 3 
percent instead of 9 percent 

Condon said he didn't know whether one-third is the right number but we do know that; in the 1980s, 
revenues were about one half of what they would have been under separate accounting, Today it's 
about the same under either method. In fact we are now collecting more under modified apportion
ment than we would have under separate accounting. 

On severance taxes, the state levies a 10 percent tax on gas. As with oil, the tax is modified by the 
Economic Limit Factor. Also, the first 3,000 cubic feet per day of gas production per well is tax-free. 
The 10 percent tax is applied on all production beyond 3,000 cubic feet per day. 

The point of taxation for gas is "upstream" of the central gas facility, which is different than with oil, 
where the point of tax is "downstream" of the major processing facilities. The decision to treat gas in 
this manner was made in 1977. 

There is also a minimum cents-per-mcf (thousand cubic feet) tax for gas, just like there is a minimum 
cents-per-barrel for crude oil. This is 65 centS per me£ It is a floor price, or the minimum the State will 
receive. 

It should be noted that not all upstream costs are deducted, so the severance tax has regressive ele
ments in it. The regressivity is a trade-off because the system returns a higher percentage of dollars to 
the State when market prices are low. The royalty has these features, too. Mosdeases producing today 
have a one-eighth royalty, and the State has the option of taking some of its royalty in-kind. 

Suggestions have been made that the State should modify its royalty system, Condon said. Some have 
argued that the State's "whole take" would be greater if the system were less front-end loaded and less 
regressive, but under such a system the State would assume more risk. There would be more benefits 
under periods of high prices, but less benefits (revenues) under low price periods. 
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Questions were asked if the State would sell royalty gas for less than market value, such as for local 
distribution. 

Condon replied than in the 1980s there was a citizen group advocating ''Alaska's oil for Alaskans," in 
which royalty in-kind would have been distributed free. The terms for royalty in-kind sales are now set 
by administrative regulation. 

A question was asked whether it was easy to "trace" Alaska oil or gas for purposes of establishing 
downstream value. 

Condon replied that crude oil was easier to trace, but gas might be extremely difficult. Once gas enters 
the lower 48 pipeline grid, it is mixed with other gas and it is difficult to establish end-use values. 

Condon introduced Pedro Van Meurs, a consultant based in Calgary, Alberta who has done work for 
the Department of Revenue on comparison of fiscal systems. Van Meurs did an analysis of fiscal 
systems in connection with evaluation of the competitiveness of an Alaska liquefied natural gas 
(LNG) project. 

Van Meurs said that one of his conclusions from the LNG study was that Alaska's current fiscal 
system, which is regressive, is not "suitable" with respect to large, high-risk capital projects like an 
LNG project. "Regressive" means the less profit a project makes the higher the level of tax, and the 
more profitable a project, the lower the le~el of tax. Higher cost projects are burdened disproportion
ately, and with an economically marginal project the government tax burden is important. 

Questions were asked if there were "model" tax systems Alaska could consider. 

Van Meurs replied that Alaska is not alone in having a regressive fiscal system. All states in the lower 
48, Alberta and some Latin American countries have regressive systems. Some countries are shifting to 
progressive systems to attract investment, however. These include Norway and Brazil, and Alberta in 
the case of its tar sands development. 

Questions were asked if taxes on profits were more difficult to administer. 

Van Meurs acknowledged that profits-based revenue systems are more cosdy to administer. They do 
require more verifications, and the potential for conflicts with industry is greater. 

Van Meurs was asked if he had suggestions for an Alaska fiscal system that would encourage gas 
development. 

He replied that the State's Stranded Gas Development Act developed for an LNG project (since 
lapsed) might be a place to start. It was designed for LNG but the principles would apply equally to a 
gas pipeline. Modifications to the severance and property tax could make the system more progressive 
and help reduce the risk on a pipeline. There are some similarities between the gas pipeline and an 
LNG project. 

One problem is the 20-mill ad valorem tax levied during construction, a period when the developer 
has no revenues. On the other hand, municipalities must have some money to deal with construction 
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impacts. 

A question was asked if State ownership would influence the effect of the tax structure. 

Van Meurs replied that a number of nations do participate in ownership of large energy projects, 
particularly LNG. There may be benefits of partial government ownership, but it doesn't change the 
overall equation, or the effects, of a fiscal system very much. 

Commissioner Condon introduced Jerry Haas, professor of finance at Cornell University, who has been 
doing consulting work for the State of Alaska for a nuniber of years. 

The committee was interested in the early disputes over pipeline tariffs filed for the trans-Alaska oil 
pipeline, and how these were resolved. There are similar issues at stake in tariffs on a natural gas 
pipeline. 

Haas described the evolution of pipeline oil and gas tariff methodology and regulation in the U.S. prior 
to World War II. Pipelines were mosdy owned by producers, who also shipped for others who were not 
owners, he explained. 

The Justice Department, concerned about the possibility of unfairly high tariffs, reached an agreement 
with major pipeline owners known as the Consent Decree of 1941. This allowed a pipeline owner to 
base the tariff on costs, accrued interest and a 7 percent return on both. 

This led to pipelines being financed 80 percent and 90 percent by debt. The "consent decree" theory 
of tariff methodology was allowed by government regulatory bodies through the 1970s and 1980s. 
There were indications that the owners of the trans-Alaska pipeline assumed they would be allowed to 
base tariffs on the consent decree when they financed and bUilt TAPS in the mid-1970s. 

In those years, pipelines were regulated by the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC). 

In those days, tariffs were a relatively small part of the overall cost structure of oil production and 
transportation, so disputes over tariffs were not tremendously significant in the economics of the 
industry. If oil was selling for $3 per barrel and the tariff for a pipeline was 30 cents, no one really 
argued whether it should be 31 or 32 cents. 

However, in 197 4 a shipper who was not a pipeline owner decided to test the methodology issue. A 
lawsuit was filed, and while this case was making its way through the courts - it was known as the 
"Williams" case after one of the litigants - Congress also moved responsibility for pipeline regulation 
to the new Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (PERC) when the old Federal Power Commission 
and the ICC were merged into PERC. 

The new PERC regulated pipelines on a different basis, more similar to the former FPA's method for 
natural gas regulation. It was more conservative, based on costs, but not allowing the rolling in of 
interest into the cost base. This occurred at the same time the TAPS pipeline was being completed. 

There was considerable uncertainty on which method the PERC would allow. 

The State of Alaska was unhappy with the tariffs being filed for TAPS when production started and 
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filed suit; The pipeline tariff has a direct impact on state royalty and severance tax revenues, because 
those are based on the "wellhead" value of crude oil on the North Slope after transportation costs, 
including the pipeline tariff, are deducted. 

Negotiations continued on a settlement for many years after production started in 1977. The resulting 
settlement finally arrived at provided a tariff method that was unique to TAPS. The State had several 
goals, one being to reach a fair agreement for the years since production started and the settlement 
would go into effect. 

Another goal was to set up a predictable basis for future tariffs. Another was to "front-load" the tariff, 
so that tariffs in future years, when oil throughput is lower, will be lower than would be the case 
without "front-loading." This was a major concern, because the State wanted to ensure that tariffs 
would be reasonable to encourage new oil exploration. 

The State also wanted a partial cap on tariffs in future years, in case there wasn't a lot of new oil 
discovered. Finally, the State wanted cash refunds in compensation for low royalty and tax values 
experienced during the years of high tariffs. (Between 1977 and 1981 tariffs as high as $6 were 
charged.) The State also wanted to recover approximately $100 million spent litigating the tariff case. 

The agreement was not made retroactive to 1977, but from 1981 on the new TAPS methodology was 
used. 
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Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
State Pipeline Ownership and Tax Structure Subcommittee 

AGENDA 
September 21, 2001, 9:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. 

Governor's Office Anchorage Conference Room 

I. Welcome and brief overview of meeting purpose, Bill Corbus, Chair 

II. Update on State Investigations of Financing Gas Pipeline Ownership (SB 158)-
Bill Garner, Petrie Parkman (by conference telephone) 

III. Financing State Share of Gas Pipeline with Revenue Bonds- Bob Poe, AIDEA 
a. Equity portion only 
b. Debt and equity portion 

IV Break 

V. Pluses and Minuses of State Gas Pipeline Ownership 
a. Pluses- TBA 
b. Minuses -Roger Marks, Dept. of Revenue 

VI. Contract vs. Common Carrier- RCA Staff 

VII. Stranded capacity issues-Ken Thompson 

VIII. Lunch 

IX. State/Federal Tax Policy for an Alaska Gas Project -Producer Representatives 

X. Preliminary Committee Discussion 

XI. Set date for Final Committee Meeting (discussion and to formulate recommendations) 

XII. Other 

XIII. Public Testimony 

XIV Adjourn 
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Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
State Pipeline Ownership and Tax Structure Subcommittee 

September 21, 2001 Meeting Summary, Governor's Office Conference Room, Anchorage 

Chairman Bill Corbus brought the meeting to order. Committee members Dave Rose, Mike Navarre 
and Ken Thompson were present, along with staff and members of the public. Council member Bob 
Penney was on teleconference. 

Chairman Corbus asked Bill Garner, of Petrie Parkman, to bring the committee up to date on his 
company's work. Petrie Parkman has been retained by the Department of Revenue to do an assess
ment of State of Alaska pipeline ownership options, under provisions of Senate Bill 158 passed by the 
Alaska Legislature in 2001. 

Garner said he would like to advise the committee on three things: an update of his company's work; 
the perspective his company has on effects of the recent terrorist attacks on energy policy; and a new 
development that will affect the Alaska pipeline situation. 

First, in the last 30 days Petrie Parkman has been interviewing industry on their view of possible State 
equity participation. The companies interviewed include the three gas producers involved in current 
studies and a number of other potential partners in the project. A preliminary assessment is that no 
company interviewed has objections to State participation, although there have been ·some expressions 
of puzzlement as to why the State would want to have part ownership. State equity participation in 
projects is unprecedented in the U.S.; it is more common in developing countries where, for reasons of 
national security or to promote the project, the government takes a stake. There was also some con
cern that the State could fuid itself in a potential conflict between its ownership interest and its 
responsibility as a regulator. 

If the State desires to participate, views expressed were that investment should be looked on as purely 
a financial investment. It was felt that State involvement will have no effect on the risk pro@e of the 
project (in terms of boosting its viability). The most appropriate percentage would be that equal to the 
State's royalty share. 

Committee member Dave Rose asked is there was any discussion of anticipated rate of return on 
investments. 

Gamer replied there was none. 

Garner said a new development, announced the morning of September 21, was that Duke Energy has 
acquired Westcoast Energy, one of the owners of Foothills Pipelines. Westcoast has substantial 
holdings in the Alliance gas pipeline and Martimes pipeline, but the possible Alaska project is clearly 
part of Duke's strategic thinking in the acquisition, Gamer said. This development will bring a great 
deal of financial strength to the ownership of Foothills, and will strengthen the southern route and 
bring a major U.S. company into a consortium that was formerly owned by two Canadian companies. 

Finally, Garner told the committee that Tom Petrie, the firm's leading energy analyst, has been doing 
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extensive briefings with clients on effects of the terrorist attacks on the US. energy situation. Basi
cally, Petrie's view is that it will strengthen the resolve to increase reliance on domestic energy 
sources, particularly the Alaska gas pipeline. The liquefied natural gas import projects (which are a 
competitive threat to the Alaska pipeline) rely on foreign sources of gas supply, he said. The only 
major source of large new gas supplies for the country is in Ahska, he said. 

Dave Rose asked if the political environment might be right to ask for tax-exempt status of the 
pipeline. 

Gamer replied that it might. 

Chairman Cotbus asked if the fum had changed its views, expressed previously, that "project financ
ing" will be the most appropriate way to finance the gas pipeline. 

Garner said nothing fundamentally has happened that will change that view. By the time a gas pipeline 
group goes out for financing, markets will have settled down. 

Bob Poe, executive director of the Alaska Industrial Development and Export Authority (AIDEA), 
told the committee his agency has been working with its bond advisors on ways State participation 
might be financed. Basically, there ate three ways the overall project might be financed: 

First, a State gas authority (other than AIDEA) might issue "conduit" revenue bonds (i.e. financially 
.backed by participants) to finance the entire project. The equity investment by participants would be 

,·held in reserve to back the bonds. 

Second, the project might be financed by some split of debt and.equity, such as 60 percent debt and 
40 percent equity, with the equity in this case actually spent on the project. Poe observed that the 
bond market would like to see as much equity as possible in the project. "The more equity the better," 
he said. 

Third, there could be multiple financings by the participants, with each equity participant (including 
the State) doing its own financing, its own mix of debt and equity. 

Poe said there ate a number of negatives with this approach, mainly in the extra underwriting costs of 
multiple debt financings compared with the efficiency of one large financing. The extra costs of 
multiple financings would add to the costs of the overall project. Another advantage of single debt 
financing is that it maintains a consistent "story" in the market, avoiding confusion. "When the market 
gets confused, costs go up," Poe said. 

Poe said an analysis by AlDERs bond counsel does not indicate any significant advantages in tax
exempt financing. Under current tax laws only a very few facilities and parts of the project would be 
eligible. On the other hand, an initiative to get Congress to declare the entire project tax-exempt 
would be a substantial benefit, "worth as much as 200 basis points. That's not a small amount on a 
$15 billion project." 

There ate a number of positives and negatives to State financial involvement, Poe said: 
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One positive is that if project financing is selected as the best method, a State role in issuing conduit 
bonds could save money and help the State influence the selection of the southern, Alaska Highway 
route. 

A negative is that the project will involve significant risk, and the potential return on the State's 
investment may not be the best use of public funds. 

If the Permanent Fund's Earnings Reserve is used as a source of funds for a State investment, there 
are political considerations, Poe said (i.e. public sensitivity to use of the Permanent Fund). Also, the 
State could, as a part-owner, be placed in a conflict with its role as a regulator. 

Dave ·Rose commented that the Permanent Fund's trustees have the authority to invest 5 percent of 
the Fund in an unusual equity opportunity and have not yet exercised this option. If this route were 
chosen for an investment, it need not affect the Earnings Reserve. 

Ken Thompson, a committee member, commented that if a pipeline consortium chose contract 
carriage as a way of organizing and financing the project, it would be sized and constructed based on 
contractual commitments of gas volumes. That reduces risk, he indicated. 

Bill Corbus asked if dedication of future State royalties might also be a financing option. 

Poe replied that it might and that Petrie Parkman might include this among options for financing 
mechanisms. 

Mark Myers, director of the Division of Oil and Gas, told the committee there might be considerable 
risk in relying on a dedication of royalties for financing because volatility in gas prices will affect 
royalty revenues. Also, it would limit the State's ability to take royalty-in-kind for in-state fuel use and 
economic development. 

Roger Marks, of the Department of Revenues, discussed several reasons why an investment by the 
State in a gas pipeline might not be a good idea. 

First, there is no shortage of capital for a project like this, if it is economically viable. An investment 
by the State will not be necessary to make the project happen if its economics appear sound. Second, 
it will not be a "windfall" of an investment for the State. There are more attractive, alternate invest
ment opportunities for public funds, if the decision is being considered purely on a financial basis. 
Third, owning a part of the pipeline will not give the State any more information it could not get by 
others means, such as requirements on a State right-of-way lease. Fourth, a State investment will not 
influence a route decision or other development decision in ways that could not also be achieved by 
other means, such as through permitting or State fiscal structure. 

A source of funds for a State investment could also pose a problem. The State's Constitutional Budget 
Reserve is needed to help fund the State budget, and the Earnings Reserve of the Permanent Fund 
helps sustain dividend payments. While the Fund's trustees have authority to invest 5 percent of the 
Fund in an unusual equity venture, concentrating so much of the Fund in one risky project might 
violate the prudent investment rule which is an investment principle followed by the trustees, Marks 
said. An investment could be structured through an independent authority like AIDEA, but it could 
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also affect other debt financing by State entities like AIDEA and AHFC that are important to the 
economy. 

If the State owns part of the pipeline, there are also potential conflicts between its ownership interests 
and the responsibility to regulate the pipeline fairly and to collect taxes and other revenues. Finally, is 
investing in the project really a proper role for government? Normally, governments do things the 
private sector doesn't do (schools, transportation infrastructute, public safety, etc.). 

Ken Thompson briefed the committee on issues related to possible "stranded" gas. While pipelines 
organized as common carriers (like the trans-Alaska oil pipeline) are required to accept all offers, this 
is not the case with pipelines organized as "contract" carriers. These pipelines do not have to accept 
gas from new discoveries. Thompson has seen this in the Gulf of Mexico, where new gas discoveries 
will experience delays in development because capacity is not available in nearby pipelines. 

Because contract carriage may be the only way to finance a large project like the North Slope gasline, 
some mechanism should be crafted to ensure that there will be a way for gas from new discoveries to 
have access to the pipeline. 

Producing companies usually do not build pipelines with excess capacity whereas some pipeline 
transmission companies will invest in spare capacity, betting that new production will develop to take 
that capacity. Thus, there may be advantages if pipeline companies are involved in a consortium to 
build a gas pipeline, not just producing companies, he observed. 

Michael Hurley, representing the producers' group working on pipeline planning, gave the committee a 
preview of some of the interim results of the group's feasibility studies. 

(Note: This i'!formation, as well as views on the i'!formation from the Division of Oil and Gas and substantial 
discussion I!J committee members, were presented in detail in the full Council meeting of Sept. 25, and are summa
rized in that report.) 

Hurley also told the committee that representatives of companies in the producers' group have been 
engaged in discussions with the Departments of Revenue and Natutal Resources over several issues 
the industry group hopes to see resolved before a project is begun. These deal mainly with «common
ality" in administration of State severance taxes and royalty payments (i.e. both are based on 
"netback" to the wellhead, but there is potential they could be administered in different ways, creating 
confusion), as well as "transparency," (clear terms that are understood, so tax and royalty payers know 
what basis payments must be made). 

As an example of why this is needed, Hurley pointed out that the uncertainty of tax and royalty 
obligations when the oil fields were developed resulted in $6 billion in additional assessments on the 
producers, and $2 billion in additional payments. "The gas project doesn't have the robust economics 
to be able to afford that kind of uncertainty," he said. 

Hurley said what the producers desire is not a change in tax rates, but rather clarity and simplification 
in the way taxes and royalties are administered. Meanwhile, talks between the producer-s and the State 
are "going well;' he said, and while a way to accomplish such certainty in fiscal terms isn't yet clear, 
there have been discussions about some form of "fiscal contract" along the line of that contemplated 
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in House Bill 393 regarding an LNG project. 

Ken Thompson observed that it is important to clarify whether the netback is from a regional gas 
trading "hub" or from the actual customer, who signs a contract. Prices in trading hubs can be influ
enced by many other factors and it is better to have the netback based on the actual contract, from a 
customer. 

Hurley said it is just this kind of clarity that the producers seek. He said the industry group is asking 
the Council, and the governor, to support initiatives in Congress for new legislation, and to encourage 
the ongoing discussions between DOR and DNR and the producers on tax and royalty terms. · 

Under public discussion, Harold Heinze, a retired senior ARCO manager and DNR Commissioner, 
suggested that the committee look at the question of State involvement starting with a question of 
why the State should be involved in the first place, and under what circumstances State participation 
might be helpful. 

It's important to answer the basic question of whether and how the State should be involved to begin 
with in order for the committee's report to have credibility with the public, Heinze suggested. 

Richard Odsather, a retired state employee who was Deputy State Pipeline Coordinator when the 
Alaska Natural Gas Transmission System was being proposed and planned, urged the committee to 
recommend a way of valuing gas liquids along with the methane transmitted through the pipeline, so 
that tax and royalty payments would reflect full value of the State's resources. The State shouldn't 
allow payment to be made strictly on a basis of Btu content because this may not reflect the value of 
gas liquids sold for petrochemical manufacturing, he suggested. 

Ken Thompson commented that one recommendation likely from his committee (Access for In-State 
Gas Use and Future Opportunities) is that Alaska adopt a requirement for disclosure of downstream 
sales that is practiced in the European Union. This "disclosure" requirement is just informational, 
however, and does not require downstream uses to be reported in tax and royalty payments, he ac
knowledged. 
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Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
State Pipeline Ownership and Tax Structure Subcommittee 

AGENDA 
October 3, 2001, 9:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 

Anchorage Sheraton Hotel, Yukon Room 

I. Welcome and brief overview of meeting purpose, Bill Corbus, Chair 

IT. Alaska Gas Port Authority- why no equity contribution? 
a. Rigdon Boykin, O'Melveny & Myers 
b. Commissioner Wilson Condon, Larry Persily, Roger Marks, Department of 

Revenue 

III. Pipeline access rights under contract carrier vs. equity ownership, Bonnie Robson, 
Division of Oil and Gas 

rv. Break 

V. Potential State of Alaska financial commitment for access to pipeline as a contract carrier 
a. Bonnie Robson, Division of Oil and Gas 
b. Commissioner Wilson Condon, Larry Persily, Roger Marks, Department of 

Revenue 

VI. Presentation on State Ownership- Representative Eric Croft 

VII. Public Testimony 

VIII. Lunch 

IX. Committee Deliberations & Recommendations on State Ownership /Tax Policy 

X. Public Testimony 

XI. Other 

XIT. Adjourn 
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Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
State Pipeline Ownership and Tax Structure Subcommittee 

October 3, 2001 Meeting Summary, Sheraton Hotel, Anchorage 

Committee chairman Bill Corbus convened the meeting. 

Rigdon Boykin, of O'Melveny and Myers, financial advisors to the Alaska Gasline Port Authority, was 
available to the committee by teleconference. 

Corbus recalled that Bob Poe, director of the Alaska Industrial Development and Export Authority, 
had said that even if the State were to sell bonds to acquire a percentage of ownership of a gas 
pipeline, some equity contribution would likely be required. He asked Boykin to comment. 

Boykin agreed that the financial market would wait to see if the State does make a contribution of 
equity. But he said it is also common now for public authorities to finance 100 percent of large 
projects with debt. He mentioned a Long Island power authority, which financed a $9 billion 
expansion with debt. The Port Authority has done its financial plan to provide for a three-times debt 
coverage ratio (revenues over debt service); Merrill Lynch, who advised the Authority on this point, 
said that 1. 7 debt service coverage was adequate, Boy kin said. Still, financing a project of this 
magnitude will require all contracts be in place, such as gas purchase, gas sales, etc. 

An important part of the Port Authority's proposal is for a "turnkey'' construction contract for a fixed 
bid, where the contractor assumes the risk of cost overrun. The contractor would reserve $1.8 billion 
as a contingency. The pipeline owners would reserve another $900 million. The contract would 
include a provision that if the system did not perform as expected, the contractor would "buy down" 
some of the debt, to the point that performance meets the business plan. 

Boykin said the Authority recognizes that a stand-alone LNG project isn't viable, but that it would 
work as part of a system that also shipped gas to the lower 48 (a spur line would be built to connect 
Valdez to an Alaska Highway pipeline at Delta). The plan is to sell three billion cubic feet (be£) daily 
to the lower 48 down the highway pipeline and 3 bcf/ day to export markets through LNG shipments 
out of Valdez. A key advantage of the LNG export market is that contracts are for long-term, which 
offers security on price. In contrast, very few sales contracts to the lower 48 can be long-term - five 
years might be a maximum- which introduces a risk on price. 

Market studies show there are potential customers in Asia who will lock in on long-:-term contracts, 
particularly if a reduced price for LNG were offered. El Paso Natural Gas is looking for 1 million 
tons/year for a new power plant in Korea; Enron is looking for gas for new .power plants in Japan. 

The concept is that if lower 48 prices do dip, as they will periodically, the earnings under the long
term LNG sales will make up for temporary lower earnings on lower 48 sales. 

Committee member Ron Duncan asked questions about the supply of gas from the North Slope. 

Boykin said the plan is to take about 8.7 billion cubic feet (be£) daily (approximately the amount now 
being producing and recycled), of which 6 billion cubic feet would be shipped through the pipeline, 
after C02, local fuel gas and some liquids for EOR are removed. 
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Duncan asked whether there were sufficient known reserves to guarantee a gas production rate of 
almost 9 bcf/ day for 30 years. 

Boykin said 35 trillion cubic feet (tcf) is now proven on the North Slope and estimates are that there 
will eventually be 100 tcf developed. The producers' pipeline group itself plans to start with a volume 
of 4.5 bcf/ day and build to 6 bcf/ day. Executives at BP told the Port Authority there will be ample 
gas found on the slope, although only 35 tcf in reserves are proven now. No one has looked for gas 
because there has been no incentive, no transportation system. . 

The Port Authority can offer the producers 75 cents/thousand cubic feet for their gas. If this offer is 
made and the producers fail to respond, the State should use its influence to "encourage" the 
producers to sell their gas, Boy kin said. No one knows now whether the producers would accept this 
price because no bona fide offer by a credit-worthy developer has ever been made, Boykin said. 

Boykin said his biggest concern is that Alaska may lose its "market window" if the gas project is 
delayed. Cambridge Energy Research Associates (CERA) has said that if Alaska gas is delayed 
entering the market, other suppliers will step forward. CERA says another opportunity for Alaska's 4 
bcf/day of gas might not be for another 15 years, Boykin pointed out. 

Mayor Rhonda Boyles, a member of the committee, asked Boykin what the financial benefit of tax 
exemption amounts to. She pointed out that the producers' economic model shows $24 billion being 
paid to the federal government in taxes. 

Boykin replied that the Port Authority's plan benefits $750 million a year by being exempt from federal 
taxes. This allows the Authority to pay a 75 cents/mcf price for gas to the producers, and to pay the 
State and Alaska municipalities $3 70 million a year. 

Larry Persily, deputy commissioner of the Department of Revenue, and Roger Marks, a staff 
economist to the department, presented the department's views on issues raised by the Port Authority. 

Persily said the department is skeptical a project as large as the proposed gasline can be financed with 
1 00 percent debt, particularly with insufficient proven reserves on the slope to support debt issued for 
30 years, and that attractive long-term gas contracts in Asia can be negotiated. Asia is moving away 
from long-term and toward shorter-term LNG contracts, according to department research. 

The apparent "window of opportunity" for Alaska gas is also changing. The slowdown in the U.S. 
economy has already reduced the window. 

Boy kin replied that large projects are being financed 100 percent with debt and that by the time the 
project is completed, more gas reserves will have been developed on the slope. ''All we know is what 
the producers have told us," he said. 

Persily said that bond buyers will probably demand that 90 tcf of gas be proven (the amount needed 
to produce 9 bcf/day for 30 years). Also, the assumed interest rate in the Authority's financial plan is 
probably too low, given the risks of the project. Finally, the department disagrees that the entire 
project would be exempt from Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FER C) jurisdiction. The 
Authority is basing its opinion that the project will be exempt from FERC on a very narrow reading of 
current law. With a project this important to U.S. energy supplies, FERC will assert jurisdiction. 
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Boykin disagreed. He said companies like El Paso told the Authority the exemption from PERC is a 
"tremendous asset." On the question of interest rates, the Authority used a rate estimated by Merrill 
Lynch and then added one-half percentage in its financial plan. 

Persily pointed out that if a $1.25/mcf tariff to the lower 48 is assumed along with 75 cents/me£ paid 
to producers, a $2/ mcf market price will be needed to break even. 

Boykin replied the Authority's estimates show the lower 48 segment of the system would be losing 
money if gas prices fell to $1.80. However, the long-term LNG sales revenues at $3.10/million Btus 
(note: 1 million Btus roughly equals 1 mcf of gas) will offset this. He also pointed out revenues from 
sales of natural gas liquids would help offset a temporary decrease in revenues from lower 48 sales. 

Committee member Ken Thompson pointed out that while the economic slowdown has caused a 
recent decline in lower 48 gas prices, the U.S. Energy Information Agency is still using a $3.10/mcf 
long-term estimate for future gas prices. No major decision on a project is made on today's gas prices. 
The project decision will be based on what people think the price will be in 2008. 

Thompson added that the best time to build a large industrial project is during an economic slowdown 
because then very competitive prices can be obtained for fabrication, material and equipment. Also, 
we are now enjoying one of the lowest rates of inflation in years. 

That said, Thompson said he was still skeptical that the Port Authority concept would work for the 
entire gas project. He asked Boykin whether it would work for part of it. 

Boykin said the concept can be applied to any part of a gas pipeline project, but the financial returns 
work best with a larger project. 

Division of Oil and Gas Deputy Director Bonnie Robson briefed the committee with more details on 
pipeline access for independent gas producers and the possible "open season" call by a pipeline group. 

Open seasons for gas volume nominations are typically 30 days but could be 45 days. Contracts are 
signed for shipments for 15 to 20 years. The division foresees a possibility where there could be an 
open season declared in the first quarter of 2002. The producers have said that relatively small 
volumes required for local use in Fairbanks will not require an open season, however. 

Robson described several scenarios for the committee. If the State wished to ship all of its royalty gas 
to an Alaska off-take point (such as for local use) it would have to be in a position to nominate this 
capacity, and there would be a cost. 

Committee member Ron Duncan identified three options the State has: (1) take the in-value royalty 
payments from producers, and let the producers ship the gas using their capacity; (2) take the royalty 
in-kind, and have the State reserve (and pay for) the capacity; (3) sell the royalty-in-kind gas to a third 
party, and let the third party pay for the capacity to ship the gas. 

Mayor Rhonda Boyles, a committee member, said that if an open season were declared next spring, 
presumably we would know who the pipeline owner is. 
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Robson said there could be more than one group proposing to build a pipeline, and more than one 
group issuing calls for open seasons. 

State Representative Eric Croft addressed the committee. Since no one has really stepped forward to 
advocate for State ownership of a part of the pipeline, he agreed to do so. Alaska has historically 
shipped its resources out of state and struggled to break out of the "colonial" resource-extraction 
economic mode. Alaska now possesses one of the most valuable resources on the planet, a large 
supply of a dean-burning fuel 

Croft would never advocate a State investment in a venture that is not economic. But the investment 
shouldn't be made based on the anticipated profit alone. It should be made for policy reasons. The 
State of Alaska has a trust responsibility to maximize the value of its resources, but owning the 
resource without also owning a part of the transportation system could allow others to shift costs to 
the transportation system, as might be the case with the TAPS pipeline. If the State owns a part of the 
pipeline, the interests and incentives of all resource owners, the State (which owns a one-eighth 
royalty) and the producers are in alignment. 

Another reason why State ownership might be worthwhile is to seek market diversification. The 
producers might be content to aim at just one market, the lower 48. It is in the State's longer-term 
interests to have more than one market for its gas, however, and partial State ownership of the 
transportation system might facilitate this. 

Revenue Deputy Commissioner Larry Persily offered some final comments. Whether the. State invested 
in the pipeline or sought to buy capacity, a vote of the Legislature will be required. The State has two 
pools of cash available as a source of investment funds: (1) the Constitutional Budget Reserve, which 
had $2.6 billion as of last June 30. The State may need these funds to finance its budget deficit, and it 
could be depleted in three to four years; (2) the Permanent Fund Earnings Reserve Account, which 
can be appropriated by the Legislature, unlike the principal of the Fund. This has about $2.3 billion 
now, but $1.3 billion will be needed to pay 2002 dividends and to pay the required "inflation-proofing" 
of the principal of the Fund. 

Committee member Jack Roderick observed that if a gas pipeline is financed 30 percent equity and 70 
percent debt, the State's share of one-eighth of the equity (a share proportionate to the State royalty 
interest) works out to about $500 million. 

During the committee's public comment period, Harold Heinze said that the State can achieve many 
of its policy goals through negotiations of its right-of-way agreements across state lands. For example, 
pipeline access issues can be addressed through stipulations to the right-of-way. 

Jerry McCutcheon expressed concern that a rapid drawdown rate of gas in the Prudhoe Bay reservoir 
will decrease future oil production. This should be considered by the committee. He questioned the 
merits of State ownership, pointing out that the State doesn't have a good track record in using public 
funds to foster economic development. He used the Healy Clean-Coal Project (now shut down 
because of equipment problems) and the Alaska Seafood International plant (a large seafood 
manufacturing plant facing financial challenges) as examples. 

(The balance of the meeting was taken up in discussion of the committee's recommendation to the 
full Council.) 
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Select handouts and presentations given to the 
State Pipeline Ownership and Tax Structure Subcommittee 
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OUTLINE FOR PRESENTATION TO 
GOVERNOR'S ALASKAHIGHWAY 

GAS POLICY COUNCIL 
Jerome E. Hass 
August 13,2001 

I. HISTORY OF OIL PIPELINE TARIFF REGULATION: 
FROM BENEIGN NEGLECT TO STRICT COST OF SERVICE 

A. 1941 CONSENT DECREE 
7% after-tax on valuation rate base plus interest. Designed to curb abuse 
on shipper-owned common carrier pipelines. [Vacated in 1982] 

B. ICCMETHODOLOGY 
8% (1 0%) after-tax on enhanced valuation rate base for crude (product) 
pipelines-plus interest expense. Results in producers loading debt into 
pipeline subsidiaries. 

C. ICC METHOD CHALLENGED IN WILLIAM (1974) 
ICC approves Williams tariffs but promises overall tariff-setting review 

D. PERC TAKES OVER PIPELINE REGULATION IN 1977 
APPEALSCOURTREMANDSWILLIAMSTOFERC 

E. PERC JUDGE KANE PRODUCES INITIAL DECISION ON PHASE I 
OF TAPS-TARIFF METHODOLOGY (FEBRUARY 1980) 
Original cost rate base with 11.5% after-tax return overall. Tax allowance 
on equity returns only-using actual interest. 

F. FERCPRODUCES"WILLIAMSF'INLATE 1982 
Arguing most tariffs are de minimus relative to oil prices and most carriers 
are constrained by competitive market forces, set cap to avoid "egregious 
exploitation and gross abuse" and not to provide the "lowest reasonable 
rates." Cap similar to ICC valuation method but also included debt 
guarantee premium. Remanded TAPS to Kane to be reconciled. 

G APPEALS COURT REMANDS WILLIAMS TO PERC (3/84) 

H. PHASE II OF TAPS (COST BASE AND OTHER NON-TARRIFF . 
ISSUES) GRINDS ON-briefing scheduled in 1985 and 1986. 

I. STATE AND ARCO REACH SETTLEMENT (12/84) 
Uses TAPS Settlement Methodology 

J. PERC PRODUCES "WILLIAMS IF' (6/85) 
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II. TAPS SETTLEMENT METHODOLOGY 
A. TOC RATIONALE 

1. Objectives of the State & DOJ 
a. Resolve Outstanding Tarifflssues 
b. Set Predictable, Cost-Based Tariffs for Long Term 
c. Tariff profile-Front Load to Max via Depreciation Exp 
d. Partial Cap on Out-Year Tariffs 
e. TOC-Automatic adjustment for inflation 
f Obtain Refunds andRecoveryofAK Outlays ($35 million) 

B. SPECIAL FEATURES OF TSM 
1. Rate of Return 

a. 6.4%RealRateofReturn 
Debt 
Equity 

Inflation 
Real Return 

b. InversionEffect-5.6% 
2. DR&R Treatment 

60% at 13.1% 
40%@20.2% 

3. Depreciation Method-Weighted Unit ofThroughput 

3.85% 
8.08 
11.9% 
05.5 
06.4% 

4. Per Barrel Allowance-Enhance Return, Create Incentive and 
Partial Cap on Rates 

5. AnnualTrue-Up 

ill. TAPS PROFITABILITY 
A. Actual Volumes vs. Projected Volumes 
B. Earned Return 

1. Tye Cost of Capital Estimates (1999-2000) 
a. Base(AveragePetroleumPipeline): 12.5% 
b. TAPS Construction and Operations Risk Premium: 2-5% 
c. TAPS Overall Return: 14.5-17.5% 

Embedded Cost of Debt for TAPS Owners: 6.38% 
Capital Structure for TAPS Owners: 

Debt/Equity=24.7/75.3 
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Potential Liability Incident To Nominating Pipeline Capacity 
In Volume Estimated To Equal State's Royalty Share 

1 Day 
PerMcf (500,000 Met) 

Gas Treatment 
Plant (GTP) $0.30 $150,000 
Pipeline-
North Slope to $0.27V2 $137,550 
Fairbanks 
Pipeline-
North Slope to $0.32% $163,750 
Delta Junction 
Pipeline-
North Slope to $1.31 $655,000 
Alberta 
Pipeline-
North Slope to $2.09 $1,045,000 
Chicago 
GTP + Pipeline 
To Chica~o $2.39 $1,195,000 

Assumed Pipeline Capacity: 4 billion cubic feet per day 
Approximate Royalty Share: 12 Y2 %, or .5 billion cubic feet per day 
Estimated Length of Open Season Commitment: 15 or 20 years 
Open Season Commitment is to Ship or Pay 

1 Year 

$54,750,000 

$50,205,750 

$59,768,750 

$239,075,000 

$381,425,000 

$436,175,000 

Calculations Use Producers' Estimate of Pipeline Tariffs to Alberta and Chicago 
Tariffs to Fairbanks and Delta Junction are Based on Distance Relative to Alberta 
Calculations are in Money of the Day 

15 Years 

$821,250,000 

$753,086,250 

$896,531,250 

$3,586,125,000 

$5,721,375,000 

$6,542,625,000 

20 Years 

$1,095,000,000 

$1 '004' 115 '000 

$1 '195,375,000 

$4,781,500,000 

$7,628,500,000 

$8,723,500,000 

Created by the Alaska Department.ofNatural Resources Division of Oil and Gas 
October, 2001 
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Alaska ,Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
Federal/International Action Committee 

May 24, 2001 Meeting Summary, Egan Convention Center, Anchorage, Alaska 

Charlie Cole, chairman, called the committee to order. John Katz, director of the state of Alaska's 
Washington, D.C. office, was on a conference call from Washington. 

Chairman Cole asked Katz about the significance of the recent change in Senate organization. Katz 
said there wouldn't be much effect on the natural gas pipeline, because there was strong bipartisan 
support in Congress for gas from the Arctic. 

Cole said there are a number of unresolved issues that could affect the gas project, such as the Alaska
Canada Treaty, any rights Foothills Pipe Lines might have, and possible bearing of earlier legislation 
passed by Congress. 

Esther Wunnicke commented it's the committee's goal to identify regulatory barriers. 

Cole said it might be enough for the committee to recognize a possible impediment without weighing 
in and taking a position on the Foothills permits. Foothills has enough invested in the project that it 
will assert a view, which could create a legal uncertainty and impediment. 

Katz commented a major area of concern is the relationship of the Alaska National Gas Transporta
tion Act of 1976 (ANGTA) and the Natural Gas Act, which is the traditional way of applying for a 
Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity to build a pipeline. There are a lot of legal issues. 
There are claims of $3.5 billion to $4 billion in prior work on this project, which Foothills feels must 
be compensated for. There are also issues of line abandonment. Has the right-of-way been abandoned? 

A report on ANGTS status by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission provided a fairly good 
analysis of the issues without making an attempt to resolve them. These are now prominent issues in 
the negotiations between the producers and Foothills. 

Cole asked committee members if the issues _are recognized, does the committee want to take a 
position? Would any amendments to ANGTA be appropriate? One big advantage of ANGTA is that 
an Environmental Impact Statement was done. If ANGTA is abandoned, does an EIS have to be 
done all over again? 

Mayor George Wuerch, a committee member, commented one approach could be for the ad.ministra
tion to help find pathways to broker a deal and avoid litigation and legislation. · 

Katz commented the mayor is correct. ''ANGTA will have to be updated, but we project a shorter 
time for that than if the companies proceed under the Natural Gas Act, which means they start from 
scratch, without the benefits of expedited review that ANGTA provides." 

President Bush's proposed energy legislation in Congress includes a request for "relevant federal 
officials" to do a review pursuant to ANGTA to determine if modifications or waivers are necessary .. 
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"My conclusion is that the administration may have already concluded that ANGTA is the right route, 
but others conclude that this still leaves options open." 

A member asked Katz if amendments to the Natural Gas Act might also be possible. He replied they 
might be. The only substantial discussion of these issues- such as whether ANGTA is outdated 
was in the FERC staff report. There hasn't been much else. 

Katz said this is one of several major areas in which Congress may tty to legislate. However, even if 
Congress tries to legislate away the ambiguities, if parties hold property rights and feel aggrieved, they 
will likely sue. 

Chairman Cole asked if YPC also claims rights. Committee member Peg Tileston commented that 
YPC's state right-of-way is less strong than their federal right-of-way. 

Bob Penney, a committee member, asked if the right-of-way for the highway route were in place, how 
much time would be needed for this project compared with a new right-of-way. 

Katz said a key question is whether the right-of-way (granted under ANGTA) is exclusive. "We 
believe the regime established by ANGTA saves several years, but Foothills argues that the grant is 
exclusive. The issue is there whether it was intended to be an exclusive grant." 

Chairman Cole said he couldn't imagine the producers will agree, for now, that Foothills has exclusive 
rights, "and we can't build it without them." 

Wuerch commented that if the right-of-way lease were not exclusive, there is nothing to stop a new 
venture from filing for a lease along the same right-of-way. 

Katz said the producers do not feel it is exclusive, and that this is one of the main points of conten
tion between the producers and Foothills. There have been assertions that as much as $4 billion has 
been spent in the past on ANGTS. 

Wuerch replied, ''At the time the project shut down, in 1982, the best number we could come up with 
is that about $300 million was spent in Alaska." 

Esther Wunnicke asked if FERC was able to do anything except work through the Natural Gas Act. 
I<atz replied this issue is unresolved. One FERC commissioner made comments favoring the ANGTA 
approach, while another favored the Natural Gas Act approach. 

I<atz discussed other relevant parts of pending energy legislation, including fiscal issues such as 
accelerated depreciation, and a possible investment tax credit. There are also administrative issues to 
be dealt with, such as who the federal lead agency is. Pending bills don't deal with this. Congress may 
conclude it is within the president's authority to establish the federal lead agency. 

Harold Heinze, from the audience, urged the committee to consider a "project zone" concept that 
would allow free movement of people and equipment along the pipeline between Alaska and Yukon 
Territory. This would eliminate division of a pipeline "spread" at the border, increasing efficient use of 
machines and people. 
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Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
Federal/International Action Subcommittee 

AGENDA 
August 2, 2001, 10:15 a.m. to 12:15 p.m. 

Baranof Hotel, Juneau 

I. Introduction by Charlie Cole, Subcommittee Chair 

II. Discussion with John Katz, Bob Loeffler and Bill Britt 

1) Proposed federal legislation 

2) Canadian federal government position regarding arctic gas development 

3) Canadian First Nations' position regarding the development of the Mackenzie 

Delta line 
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Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
Federal/International Action Subcommittee 

August 2, 2001 Meeting Summary, Baranof Hotel, Juneau 

Chairman Charlie Cole opened the meeting. Questions were directed to John Katz, the governor's 
office representative in Washington, D.C., who was speaking by teleconference. 

Katz said there are several consequences of the producers' enabling legislation. One is that it could be 
seen as an alternative to the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Act (ANGTA) of 1976, which stipu
lates a· southern route. It provides, like ANGTA, an expedited permit process. It would also give an 
applicant that controls the gas an advantage in the FERC application process. 

Under the proposed legislation, FERC looks at three criteria, one is if the applicant controls gas. If the 
application meets that and two additional criteria (passing muster environmentally and having reason
able rates) FERC is bound to approve the application. 

Bob Loeffler, a senior partner with Morrison and Foerster in Washington D.C., reinforced Katz' com
ments that the language makes it mandatory that FERC issue a certificate of public convenience. 

Katz went on to add that in the absence of the enabling legislation, if an application was made out
side the ANGTA law it would proceed under the normal provisions of the federal Natural Gas Act. 
What the producers' amendments do essentially is give the northern route the same kind of expedited 
procedure that the southem route now enjoys through ANGTA. If this option were available and the 
southem route were chosen, the producers would probably. proceed under the new provisions because 
they might perceive that ANGTA favors the pipeline company (Foothills Pipelines and partners, which 
own rights granted by ANGTA). 

Chairman Cole asked how Foothills would view this, per their rights under ANGTA. 

Katz responded that Foothills would see the new process as allowing a competing alternative for a 
southern route. Also, Foothills might argue that ANGTA and the subsequent U.S.-Canada agreements 
grant them an exclusive franchise. · 

Cole asked if the new amendments would make it easier for the producers to propose a northem 
route. 

Katz said that they appear to do so. Also, if the producers had to proceed under the Natural Gas Act 
as it is now written, they would have no expedited appeal process and no elevated rights through 
control of gas. 

Cole asked if the producers had said anything recendy indicating they favor a northem route. Recent 
comments by BP managers in the project indicated the northern route might be less cosdy, which 
could be interpreted as sending a "signal." 

I<atz said no such preferences have been communicated to the Administration. "The producers have 
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said nothln.g in private they haven't said in public.'' 

Ken Thompson, a committee member, asked if the legislation could be seen as an "end run" around 
the State. 

Katz replied he didn't think so. The Alaska delegation and the State were given the proposed amend
ments, still in draft form, simultaneously. The producers said they hoped to have input from interested 
parties and then discuss the amendments with staff of the Senate Energy Committee, which plans 
September hearings. 

Frank Brown, co-chair of the Policy Council, commented that producers' representatives were at this 
meeting and that they had said privately that they were not close to favoring any specific route. 

Esther Wunnicke, a committee member, asked if there have been any movements by the Canadian 
government. 

Katz noted that the producers have said they don't need similar expedited processes withln. Canada. 
The State has been trying to fathom what Prime Minister Chretien's "open mike" comments might 
mean for Canadian policy (an incident at a trade meeting in Genoa where the Prime Minister privately 
told U.S. President Bush that a northern route appeared more economic, and the comments were 
picked up on a open microphone). 

Katz went on to say that inquiries indicate that the Prime Minister's comments to the president indi
cated his personal preference for a northern route, not the position of his party or the government. 
The government prefers to remain route "neutral'' and for the parties involved to come to some 
agreement on an application. 

Chairman Cole asked if the U.S.-Canada Treaty is affected by the producers' proposed amendments. 

Bob Loeffler said this hasn't been looked at closely, but the treaty appears to require non-discrimina
tory treatment of any transit pipeline, so the proposed legislation wouldn't affect it, it would appear. 

Ken McKinnon, chancellor of Yukon College in Whitehorse and former administrator of the Northern 
Pipeline Agency in the 1970s, was in attendance at the meeting and offered to contribute information. 
At the time the treaty was negotiated it was intended to be binding in naming Foothills as the builder 
of the Alaska Highway pipeline, for a period of 35 years (the designation ends in 2012). The Prime 
Minister, who is very astute, has said at times that he favors an Alaska Highway route, and that he also 
favors a Mackenzie Valley pipeline (to the delta) if a proposal is forthcoming. The G'wichin people of 
Old Crow would fight a Beaufort Sea pipeline, along with the government of Yukon. The delays in 
building the pipeline on the northern route would cause the project to miss its market window. 

Chairman Cole observed that the treaty might be somethln.g like the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty, 
whose time has come and gone. 

McKinnon replied the U.S.-Canada Treaty is to be in effect for 35 years. Foothills feels quite strongly 
that they have valid rights under the treaty. 
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Ken Thompson observed that the producers have made statements that "the approach of having the 
government pick a winner has been unsuccessful." That could indicate a view that the treaty is obso
lete. 

McKinnon replied that Foothills believes the treaty is still valid. The producers would like to forget 
the treaty. 

Jim Sampson, co-chair of the Gas Policy Council, asked John Katz if the U.S. and Canadian govern
ments could just set aside the treaty. Is it seen as a significant impediment? 

Katz replied that a constitutional issue could be at stake. If Congress enacts a law (the producers' 
legislation) that is seen to modify an existing treaty, is the law supreme or is the treaty supreme? (fhe 
treaty was ratified by the U.S. Senate.) 

Bob Loeffler added that the treaty and agreements related to it are very much in force, and there have 
been cases where the U.S. has reneged on treaty obligations (the League of Nations). The issue would 
have to be closely examined. 

Chairman Cole asked which companies control gas in the Mackenzie Delta. 

Ken Thompson said Imperial Oil, 70 percent owned by Exxon, controls most reserves. BP, through its 
acquisition of Amoco, owns exploration acreage. 

Jack Roderick, a Council member, recalled statements by Exxon and Imperial Oil that Mackenzie gas 
can "stand on its own." 

McKinnon replied that there are varying estimates of gas on the Mackenzie Delta. The Yukon Terri
tory believes there are 6 tcf of gas there. The Northwest Territories believes there are 12 tcf of gas. 
Still, it's one third or less of the amount of gas needed to justify a stand-alone pipeline. McKinnon 
predicted that 10 years from now there will be a debate over whether to build a spur pipeline down the 
Dempster Highway to link with the Alaska Highway pipeline, or to build a stand-alone pipeline from 
the Delta. McKinnon said he thought the Dempster spur idea would prevail. 

Chairman Cole asked John Katz and Bob Loeffler if the provision from the 1970s prohibiting produc
ers from owning part of the ANGTS (Alaska Highway) pipeline was still in effect. 

Loeffler replied the prohibition was placed in President Carter's decision in 1977 but it was removed 
by President Reagan, who signed a waiver. But approval of the U.S. Justice Department is still re
quired, for antitrust purposes. 

Brian Davies, a Council member, asked if the waiver indirecdy changed the U.S.-Canada treaty, by 
allowing the producers to own a pipeline. 

Discussion followed, but Bob Loeffler made the point that the treaty designated the ANGTS group, 
led by Northwest Energy of Salt Lake City. It was assumed Northwest would have partners. Foothills 
is now the operator of the surviving consortium. The prohibition against producer participation 
applied only to the U.S. side, not in Canada. 
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Chairman 'Cole asked for an explanation of the different routes within Canada, the Dempster vs. 
Mackenzie Valley. 

Ken McKinnon explained the Dempster route would follow the existing Dempster Highway. Both that 
and a route south along the Mackenzie River are being studied. 

Brian Davies observed that the Dempster is a longer route for the gas than the Mackenzie Valley. 

Rep. Ethan Berkowitz, a Council member, asked if an all-Alaska route would conflict with the treaty. 

Bob Loeffler said it would apparently not. President Reagan signed the export permit for Yukon 
Pacific over the objections of Foothills, who said it did. 

Chairman Cole asked John Katz to discuss Canadian First Nations' attitudes toward Mackenzie 
development. 

Katz relied that with respect to the Mackenzie Valley pipeline route, land claims have been resolved, 
as far as title. Questions remain as to how much ownership or compensation would be awarded. In the 
south, the State has been advised that there is one claimant as opposed to several in the north, and 
that the issue has not been resolved. However, the sense is that this issue will be resolved. 

McKinnon offered that all of the First Nation groups along the Mackenzie but one are in, favor of the 
pipeline. 

Chairman Cole asked Katz what position the committee should take on the producers' legislation. 

Katz replied that discussion so far has been on the producers' enabling legislation, the expedited 
appeal process. Phillips, one of the three companies involved, is also interested in tax changes. Exxon 
and BP are focused on the enabling legislation. The State should approach the issue earlier than later. 

Bob Loeffler said the committee could consider broader issues, subjects not now covered which could 
be added. 

Chairman Cole said the committee should voice an opinion before the full Council report is made in 
November, or else it would be too late. 

Discussion followed as to the State's interest in influencing the legislation, to provide access for future 
gas off the slope. Ken Thompson made the point that the State has a huge amount of unleased 
acreage requiring exploration and has a big stake in the issue. 

Bill Britt, head of the State Gas Pipeline Office(GPO), said the U.S. Department of Interior has an 
interest also, because of unexplored acreage in the National Petroleum Reserve. 

Ken Thompson said many access issues can be resolved through pipeline right-of-way leases, and 
Texas is quite active in this area. Fair access to pipelines is a big issue in Texas. The right-of-way lease 
is backed up with mandates from the state regulatory agency, he added. 
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Bill Britt briefed the committee on developments with State and federal regulatory agencies. The 
Department of the Interior has named a liaison to work with the GPO. Also, it had been learned that 
FERC and the Interior Department have started discussions on coordination, in anticipation of an 
application for a pipeline certificate. 

Britt also said funds were released to his agency from the Legislature's Budget and Audit Committee to 
allow completion of reimbursement agreements with the producers and Foothills. Those agreements 
are now in place. The GPO is now recruiting staff. 

Mayor Rhonda Boyles, a Council member, asked about the "withdrawn partners" issue in the ANGTS 
group: 

Katz replied that there are potential liabilities hanging over the ANGTS consortium because of rights 
of former partners who made investments. Claims as high as $4 billion have been discussed. The 
matter is of serious concern to the producers, who see it as a liability hanging over the ANGTS group. 

Discussion followed among committee members. Ken Thompson suggested that the State should 
move very quickly to develop proposals for the Senate Energy Committee, in light of the producers' 
proposals. 

Rep. Berkowitz asked what the Alaska attorney general would advise. 

Esther Wunnicke said the committee should address areas of general concern, because it is not 
equipped with the needed staff to do otherwise. 

Chairman Cole said action should be taken promptly, in view of the speed of the events in Washing
ton. 

Discussion followed as to how the committee members should proceed to advise the governor on 
issues that should be included in a State response to the producers' legislation in Washington. 

Chairman Cole noted a consensus in the group that an informal subgroup of four to six people work 
on the issue of an appropriate State response. 
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Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
Federal/International Action Subcommittee 

AGENDA 
September 7, 2001, 9:00a.m. to 11:00 a.m. 

Anchorage Sheraton Hotel 

I. Introductory Remarks, Charlie Cole, Chair 

II. Curt Moffatt, Van Ness Feldman, representing Foothills Pipelines 

III. John Katz and Bob Loeffler 

rv. Committee Member Comments 
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Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
Federal/International Action Subcommittee 

September 7, 2001 Meeting Summary, Sheraton Hotel, Anchorage 

Charlie Cole, chairman of the committee, convened the meeting. Curt Moffatt, an attorney represent
ing Foothills Pipelines, presented background materials to the committee on the Alaska Natural Gas 
Policy Act and briefly described the history of the ANGTS consortium and Foothills' involvement. 

Cole asked Moffatt to describe the current structure of the ANGTS consortium. Moffatt said Foothills 
is owned 50 percent by Foothills Pipelines and 50 percent by TransCanada Pipelines, both based in 
Calgary. Foothills Pipelines itself is owned 50 percent by TransCanada Pipelines and 50 percent by 
Westcoast Energy, of Vancouver. 

Cole commented that this effectively gives TransCanada 75 percent ownership of the consortium. 
Moffatt replied the two interests are operated as separate companies. 

Cole asked about reports that Williams Energy has some remaining interest in the project. Moffatt said 
it was important for the committee to understand how two Canadian companies came to own a 
consortium originally owned by U.S. companies. In the early 1980s the U.S. owner companies felt it 
was important to broaden the equity base of the project. TransCanada, a major Canadian pipeline firm 
that was involved in the Canadian portions of the project, was invited to join the Alaska consortium. 

Foothills, which was also involved in Canadian parts of the project, became involved when United 
Gas Pipeline, one of the partners, faced bankruptcy. Foothills had contracts with United Gas in the 
U.S. and to help United avoid bankruptcy, Foothills took on the company's obligations in the ANGTS 
group. 

Williams became involved when it acquired Northwest Energy, of Utah, and was the operator of the 
consortium. When Williams withdrew from the project, Foothills became the operator. 

Moffatt said that the legal regime established by ANGTA has had broad bipartisan support in Con
gress, and the support of several presidents and Canadian governments. Foothills is urging Congress, 
and Alaska, to "do no harm" to the regime established by ANGTA, through amendment. 

Foothills believes no further legislation is needed to build the ANGTS, and no new Environmental 

Impact Statement is required, Moffatt said. Steps to "clarify" ANGTA might be appropriate but not 
major revision or establishment of a parallel permitting procedure. A new permitting procedure would 
confuse things before the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and add delays, Moffatt said. 

Cole asked Moffatt the status of the Mackenzie Delta pipeline project. Moffatt said Foothills has 
participated in discussions with groups proposing a Mackenzie pipeline but pointed out that the gas 
reserves on the North Slope are developed and ready to produce, while those on the Mackenzie Delta 
must still be developed. The Alaska project is much more mature, he said. 

Carl Marrs asked about the liability posed by withdrawn partners' claim for repayment of previous 
investments. Moffatt replied the tariff likely to be used on the project is a "negotiated" tariff, now 
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commonly used on pipeline projects. There's flexibility in negotiating these tariffs, and they can in
clude provisions for risk-sharing. How anysunk costs are recouped is ultimately determined by the 
market, in what shippers are willing to pay. Payment for any sunk costs is up to the present partners. 

Cole asked about reports that there could be claims for as much as $4 billion. Moffatt said the ANGTS 
partnership agreement allows current partners to repay investments of withdrawn partners, but at the 
discretion of the current partners. The overriding consideration is that any repayment not unduly harm 
the project. There is no requirement to repay the investment, he said. 

Carl Marrs, a committee member, observed that if $2 billion to $4 billion in liabilities were added to 
the gas pipeline project, it could seriously impair it. 

Moffatt said the market would not support an added cost like this. He told the committee negotiations 
are underway to resolve the issue, and said he couldn't say much more. 

Ken Thompson remarked costs like this can be recovered in a variety of ways. They can be recovered 
through the tariff, or they can be recovered through payments between the partners without affecting 
the tariff. However, if there is any possibility the tariff could be affected, this is a major issue. 

Cole said he was uncomfortable letting Foothills and TransCanada work this issue out with the succes
sor companies to the withdrawn partners Williams, Enron, El Paso, etc. - "down the road." He said 
he believes that "we should have this resolved now, before the State is asked to support the Foothills 
application," to build the project. "I'm never comfortable when someone says 'trust me,'', he said. 

Moffatt said he can't talk much more about this, but that the issue will be resolved and the partners 
are working diligendy on it. He added that the actual cash investment by the withdrawn partners (in 
the Alaskan segment) is $280 million. Cole expressed amazement at how a $280 million investment is 
now carried on the books of the withdrawn partners as possibly $4 billion. Moffatt replied that the 
calculation of the cost is a result of the ratemaking practices and accounting procedures allowed in 
the early 1980s, when the investments were made. 

Cole said it is best to get this on the table. "This issue is troubling us," he said. Committee member 
Jeff Feldman observed there is no incentive to get the issue resolved early unless pressure is applied. 

Audience member Harold Heinze said he was disturbed at prospects of government interference in a 
commercial negotiation. 

Ken Thompson felt that if the tariff is affected by the liability, it should be resolved through legisla
tion. "How it is resolved is their [the partners1 business, as long as it doesn't affect the tariff." 

Moffatt commented that Foothills does not support developing a "parallef' expedited permitting 
process to ANGTA, and has heard reports that the gas producers have floated such a proposal. 

Katz made several points to the committee: The State is concerned with the potential $4 billion . 
liability, and it is one reason "we have slowed the process of developing legislation,'' to ratify the 
highway route; development of a parallel permitting process could confuse things. Solving the liability 
issue by legislation doesn't make it go away, he said. It could lead to a claim in the U.S. Court of 
Claims. Therefore, Congress may be unwilling to insert language dealing with the issue. 
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Select handouts and presentations given to the 
Federal/International Action Subcommittee 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: The Alaska Gas Pipeline Council 

FROM: Bob Loeffler and John Katz 

DATE: May 23,2001 FILE: 08083/93 

RE: Gas Pipeline Issues Presented by Federal Energy Legislation and the Report of the 
National Energy Policy Development Group 

Senator Murkowski, as Chair of the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee, 
has introduced the Energy Security Act of200 1 (S~ 389), a comprehensive bill to protect and 
enhance energy security and supply. The Democratic version, introduced by Senator Bingaman 
of New Mexico, is titled the Comprehensive and Balanced Energy Policy Act of200 1 (S596 & 
S597). On Thursday, May 16, Vice President Cheney submitted the Report of the National 
Energy Policy Development Group (Cheney Report) to the President. It aims to present a 
comprehensive strategy and a set of recommendations. It is not a legislative proposal as such, 
and, at this time, the Administration intends to work with the existing bills and not submit its 
own comprehensive bill. The memorandum will identify the issues the bills and Cheney Report 
present for an Alaska Gas pipeline as a basis for future discussion. 

1. Fiscal Impact ofBills 

Accelerated Depreciation for oil and natural gas pipelines. (ACRS) (M Sec. 921; B Sec. 
304). Natural gas pipelines would be eligible for quick 7 year life depreciation. This is a 
positive incentive for development of all new natural gas pipelines, including ANGTS. The 
impact on tariffs is beneficial for State revenues because ACRS lowers the early year tariffs of 
a new pipeline due to the creation of a deferred tax charge against the rate base. In the later 
years of a pipeline, the effect is reversed and tariffs are boosted somewhat when the taxes have 
to be paid out. -

Tax credits. The bill would create a tax credit of$.25 per mcffor North Slope natural 
gas wells placed in service before January 1, 2008. (B Sec. 5609). There is also a 
countercyclical tax credit for domestic development drilling and enhanced recovery work for 
natural gas and oil during periods of very low oil prices. (B Sec. 5606). The $.25 tax credit is 
a boost towards early recovery ofNorth Slope gas. The countercyclical tax credit would not 
seem to have much impact on a gas pipeline. 

Thus, the array of federal fiscal proposals that would provide a stimulus for development . 
of a gas pipeline includes accelerated depreciation, production tax credits and, perhaps, an 
investment tax credit. An investment tax credit on new pipeline investment could very well 
provide the strongest stimulus but also would have the greatest 'impact on the federal treasury. 
Such a credit has not yet been proposed by any party. 
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TI. Procedures for Expediting Pipelines 

Sec. 109 of Senator Murkowski's bill requires a report to Congress by PERC within six 
months on how to improve the process for certification of gas pipelines including 
recommendations for legislative changes. Sections 305 and 597 of the Bingaman bill requires 
the PERC to conduct an interagency review ofthe policies, procedures and regulations to 
improve the process for approving natural gas pipeline capacity. CEQ is directed to negotiate a 
Memorandum ofUnderstanding among agencies with EIS responsibilities for new gas 
pipelines. Both bills require evaluations of using existing rights of way to support new or 
additional capacity/facilities. M Sec. 1 04; B Sec. 304. 

The sections of the bills that address gas pipeline development would not, as such, assist 
the permitting and construction of an Alaska Gas Pipeline. They call for reports and 
interagency reviews but no substantive actions. They do nothing to address the issue of what 
federal agency should be the lead federal agency on Alaska Gas Pipeline. They do nothing per 
se to address the uncertainty over the continuing effects and consequences of ANGTA and . 
President Carter's Decision. 

Report of the National Energy Policy Development Group 

The report does address briefly the Alaska Gas Pipeline. It recommends: 

"The NEPD Group recommends that the President direct the Secretaries of Energy and 
State, coordinating with the Secretary of the Interior and the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission, to work closely with Canada, the State of Alaska, and all other interested 
parties to expedite the construction of a pipeline to deliver natural gas to the lower 48 
states. This should include proposing to Congress any changes or waivers oflaw 
pursuant to the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Act of 1976 that may be required." 
(Report at 7-11) 

The relevant pages from the Report will be submitted separately. 

A major set of questions exist because, with minor exceptions, Congress has not 
repealed the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Act of1976. That statute setup a process for a 
President's Decision on a route and a person to build an Alaska Natural Gas Transportation 
System(ANGTS). It also provided for expedited processing of various permits and 
authorizations necessary for the ANGTS and limited and expedited judicial review. The basic 
question is what is the continuing effect of the statute and decisions, permits and authorizations 
thereunder. On January 18, 2001, the Commission released a Staff Report on the Alaska 
Natural Gas Transportation Act. The Report addresses many of the open questions but 
concludes that "there are no simple answers to many of the legal questions posed herein." An 
example of the questions it addresses is its tentative conclusion that the 1976 Act would not 
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adversely affect consideration by the Commission of a proposal to transport natural gas 
made solely" under the Natural Gas Act. Former Attorney General Cole will distribute the full 
report to aid the council's dialogue. 

III. The Lead Agency 

The legislative proposals do not address which agency would be the lead agency for the 
permitting and right of way issues for an Alaska Gas pipeline. In the Alaska Natural Gas 
Transportation Act, this issue was addressed by creating a new interagency structure under the 
direction of a Federal Inspector. This position has been abolished. The Department of Energy 
has the residual authority of this position. 

The choices for lead agency are 1. the Department ofEnergy 2. the Department of the 
Interior. and 3. the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. The pros and cons of each are: 

1. FERC an independent agency, not a cabinet department. It must make the 
decisions on tariffs and certificates of public convenience and necessity or modifications 
thereto. It has its hands full with the electricity crisis and has been two Commissioners short. 
It is not noted for its speed and, by its very nature, it would be unnatural for it to coordinate or 
lead a government-wide gas pipeline effort. 

2. The Department ofEnergy. Historically, this has not been a strong Department but it 
has a different profile in the new administration. It has some residual claim to the ANGTA 
responsibilities and it is charged with energy policy. Next to the Vice President, Secretary 
Abraham has been the leading voice of the Administration on Energy Policy. 

3. The Department of the Interior. In contrast to Energy, historically Interior has been a 
strong force on federal land, energy and environmental issues. Its Bureau ofLand Management 
has great knowledge of Alaska land issues. It will issue the right of way for an Alaska Gas 
Pipeline. The new Secretary has not spoken out as much on energy issues as has the Secretary 
ofEnergy. 
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Meeting Summaries 



Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
Access for In-State Gas Use and Future Opportunities Subcommittee 

AprilS, 2001 Meeting Summary, Sheraton Hotel, Anchorage 

Most of the committee meeting was devoted to discussion of objectives and strategies. Ken Thomp
son, who chaired the meeting, volunteered to modify a draft vision and strategies statement following 
the meeting. These are topics the committee will consider: 

* Supply/ demand for in-state natural gas. 

* Best practices valuation/net-back pricing methodology to facilitate in-state gas use. 

* Ensuring fair and transparent access rules to natural gas for Alaska customers. 

* Benefits of natural gas development to rural Alaska and to communities along the pipeline route. 

* Future options for 50 years for projects utilizing: gas-to-liquids (GTL); liquefied natural gas (LNG); 
natural gas liquids (NGL); petrochemical feedstock, for in-state use or for exports to markets in Asia 
or the west coast. 

* Promotion or attraction of investment for in-state distribution and value-added processing. 

There was discussion over duplication in some areas with other subcommittees, particularly in use of 
natural gas liquids and future petrochemicals development based on gas. A solution proposed, might 
be sorting out topics that were primarily export-related opportunities from topics involving use of gas 
or gas liquids within the state. It would be practical to hold joint meetings in some cases, given the 
overlap of topics. 

A member of the committee observed that the two committees could make a major contribution by 
helping sort out confusion between the conflicting views of the emerging Asia liquefied natural gas 
(LNG) market presented by Yukon Pacific Corp. and the Alaska North Slope LNG Project, a group 
consisting of, among others, two of the three major North Slope gas producers. Another member 
suggested the committees might work to identify barriers to the different options being discussed. 

A member of the public present suggested the committees' work products include the "skeptic" base. 
Much of the focus will be on "benefits" but at the other range questions should be the critical 
"skeptic's" inquiries. For example, the public will think mainly about jobs and access to gas. The 
Legislature, however, will have to deal with revenue impacts of different options being considered. 

A committee member observed that availability of gas does not lead quickly to gas-related industrial 
development. For example, large reserves of gas have been available in Java, in Indonesia, for 20 years 
and ohly in the last five years have fertilizer plants been built to take advantage of the gas. 
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Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
Access for In-State Gas Use and Future Opportunities Subcommittee 

May 24, 2001 Meeting Summary, Egan Convention Center, Anchorage 

Ken Thompson chaired the meeting and reported on a number of developments in recent weeks. 

At a meeting two weeks previously with Commissioners Condon and Pourchot and their staffs, work 
programs and staff resources were identified in support of the Council's activities. 

The In-State Gas Use and Future Opportunities committees have merged, and finalized their state
ments of purpose and vision statements. 

Two major issues are being addressed: 
1. To look at transparent and fair policies for access to gas 
2. To consider future opportunities for the natural gas business in Alaska. 

Another issue that could be addressed is access to the pipeline by independent producers. 

In terms of estimates for future in-state demand, it was recognized that private companies as well as 
the State are working in this area. Ken Thompson and Brian Davies volunteered to make contacts with 
private firms to see if some of their information could be shared. Jack Roderick, a committee mem
ber, said that Unocal, Phillips and Marathon have as good a handle on Cook Inlet gas reserves as 
anyone. 

Lee Gorsuch, a committee member, commented that Mark Myers, Director of the Division of Oil and 
Gas, said that Anadarko Petroleum is very bullish on gas prospects on the slope. The entry of new 
companies, like PetroCanada, into North Slope exploration is significant. 

Bill Van Dyke, petroleum manager in the Division of Oil and Gas, told the committee the most 
difficult part of a prediction of new demand is the possible industrial and commercial use. 

Brian Davies remarked that if new industrial uses were established near major population centers, it 
would help bring down the cost of transporting gas for other uses, such as residential. 

Harold Heinze, a citizen speaking from the audience, commented that power generation at regional 
hubs is another option. Heinze said that a rule of thumb often used is that within a 1 00-mile area, 
energy is more efficiendy distributed through electrical generation. Beyond 100 miles "it starts to 
break the other way" i.e. it is more efficient to build a small spur line for gas. 

Bill Van Dyke, of the Division of Oil and Gas, said that the Department of Natural Resources was 
preparing to issue Requests For Proposals (RFPs) for studies on royalty gas, including a valuation 
study. He distributed copies of the draft RFPs to the committee for comment. 

Van Dyke also mentioned House Bill290, passed by the Legislature last year, which set out proce
dures for the Regulatory Commission ofAlaska (RCA) in considering in-state uses of gas and gas 
offtake from a pipeline. 
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Ken Thompson commented that conversations he has had with some of the producers indicate they 
are leaning toward a "contracted volume structure" of organization out of a feeling that financing will 
be unobtainable if the pipeline is a common carrier. It would be good for the committee to meet with 
the RCA, he said. 

John Shively, a representative of Foothills Pipe Line, said from the audience that his company uses a 
procedure of an "open season" in which potential users can nominate gas for transmission through a 
pipeline. The pipeline is then sized to meet that need. Unlike the oil pipeline (a common carrier) where 
new entrants can submit oil at any time, gas for a contract gas pipeline carrier can be nominated only 
at the start. 

Harold Heinze commented that under contract carriage, gas can be nominated by anyone, not just an 
owner of the pipeline. 

Heinze went on to say that one of the arguments for the State taking a share of ownership in a gas 
pipeline is to have the ability to "see what's going on." He questioned whether it was necessary to 
have an ownership position to see what is going on in the system. "My experience has been that it is 
no problem," for the State to get information about pipeline operation and costs, through auditing 
procedures. 

Lee Gorsuch, a member of the committee, commented that if lower-cost financing instruments were 
available to the State as a partial-owner, it would be an important advantage for everyone: the State, 
potential in-state users and consumers. 

Ken Thompson said it was important for the committee to become more familiar with the whole 
regulatory issue, to get information from the RCA and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. It 
would be good to see if someone from PERC will be visiting Alaska soon. 

Also, two places where gas industries have grown offer examples for Alaska, Alberta and Texas. In 
Texas 60 percent of gas produced from state-owned lands is sold in-kind, and the transaction prices 
for state gas must also be paid by producers taking the remaining 40 percent of state gas. In Alaska it 
is unclear whether the producers would pay for in-value gas at the price gas taken in-kind is sold for. 

Brian Davies, a committee member, commented that the most complicated part of valuing "in-value" 
gas are exchanges. This was a serious complication in the disputes between the State and industry over 
royalty oil valuations. 

John Shively said that the problem of building excess capacity into a pipeline is who carries the burden 
of the added debt for the capacity. 

Lee Gorsuch commented that the tradeoff between pipe size and compression seemed complex. He 
had been told that, as a rule of thump, it was more efficient to build at a larger pipe size and then add 
compression as throughput increases. 
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Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
Access for In-State Gas Use and Future Opportunities Subcommittee 

AGENDA 
August 2, 2001, 1:45 p.m. to 3:45p.m. 

BaranofHotel, Juneau 

I. Introduction by Ken Thompson, Subcommittee Chair 

II. Update on RFPs for demand/ supply studies and valuation studies, Kevin Banks, Division 
of Oil and Gas 

III. Natural Gas Liquids: Current and Future Valuation, Wil Condon, Commissioner of 
Revenue 

rv. Current N etback pricing methodology for oil and how it differs from netback pricing for 
gas under the leases, Wil Condon, Commissioner of Revenue, and Bonnie Robson, 
Deputy Director, Division of Oil and Gas 

V. Questions and Discussion 
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Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
Access for In-State Gas Use and Futw:e Opportunities Subcommittee 

August 2, 2001 Meeting Summary, Baranof Hotel, Juneau 

Chairman Ken Thompson.opened the meeting. 

K.evin Banks, commercial analyst with the Division of Oil and Gas, briefed the committee on requests 
for proposals issued by the division in June on royalty issues. Proposals have been received and the 
division is now evaluating them, Banks said. 

The smaller of the two contracts deals with how royalty gas should be valued. This will be important 
in helping the State analyze proposals to buy royalty gas. It will also look at royalty-in-kind practices in 
other states, and suggest practices that might be appropriate in Alaska. The final report is expected in 
November. 

The second contract deals with potential in-state gas demand and what it might cost to deliver North 
Slope gas to several regions of the state. If gas can be delivered to Fairbanks competitive with diesel 
fuel, some local conversion to gas can be expected. The study will help the State consider how much gas 
might penetrate local markets, and thus estimate the local gas demand. 

Ken Thompson asked if the study will include other fuels delivered, such as gas liquids (propane, 
butane). 

Banks replied the division tried to keep the request for proposals general in scope, but that natural gas 
liquids would be included in both studies. 

Brian Davies, a committee member, commented that if an enriched gas streain (containing liquids) 
moves through the pipeline, extracting the gas and handling the liquids will involve more cost, and an 
ongoing operating cost. Has this been considered? Also, have local distribution costs been included? 

Banks said the division expects the liquids to create more costs. This may limit the places gas can be 
taken off the pipeline. He said that local distribution costs will have to be included to estimate costs 
to consumers, which is needed in order to estimate the likely level of conversion to gas from fuel oil. 

Ken Thompson commented that Enstar Natural Gas Co. in Anchorage has substantial experience in 
building local distribution systems, and the company might be willing to share information. 

Banks said Enstar is the expert in Alaska in this field. Building distribution lines in Alaska might 
actually be less expensive than in many states because obtaining rights-of-way could be less complex 
and expensive. 

Wil Condon, Commissioner of the Department of Revenue, addressed the committee. Because State 
severance taxes are different for oil and gas (15 percent nominal rate for oil; 10 percent for gas) a key 
issue for the Department of Revenue in valuing gas and gas liquids produced along with crude oil 
(associated gas) is determining which hydrocarbons derive from oil and which from gas. 
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Dan Dickinson, director of the State tax division, explained that current law makes the determination by 
looking at how liquids are recovered. "Gas liquids and oil contain the same stuff, but the cocktails are 
different," meaning the chemistry is similar but the makeup is different. State law stipulates that hydro
carbons recovered in normal production operations, which involve a drop in pressure, constitute oil. 
Hydrocarbons recovered through a mechanical or chemical process are gas-derived. The nominal tax rate 
for both oil and gas are modified by the economic limit factor in the severance tax. Oil or gas used as fuel 
in the field are not taxed, he said. 

Valuation procedures used today, including the principles involved, are set out in a "commissioner's 
decision" document developed five or six years ago when the regulations were modified. This docu
ment explains the decision and the policies, and applies to today's operations. It will likely have to be 
modified to deal with commercial gas sales. 

A question was asked when the State's basic severance tax was adopted. 

Condon replied it was adopted in 1955, during territorial days, but amended several times in the 
1960s, 1970s and 1980s. 

Dickinson said the crude oil that flows from the North Slope now contains about 95 percent oil and 5 
percent gas (natural gas liquids). The State values it that way. The producers account for differences in 
value through the quality bank, a procedure for adjusting and accounting for differences in values of 
crude oils of different qualities flowing into the TAPS system., 

Ken Thompson pointed out that a big difference in a gas pipeline is that the gas liquids will be pulled 
out and sold separately, not sold blended,· as with the crude oil in TAPS. 

Several questions were asked, and discussion followed, regarding the de.cision not to tax oil and gas 
used as fuel by producers. 

Condon and Dickinson said there is a small amount of gas now sold to commercial users, such as 
contractors on the slope and gas liquids are sold to other producing areas. These are taxed. The deci
sion not to tax reflects a policy choice to encourage more oil production. 

On the larger valuation issues, Ken Thompson raised the point that Texas requires sales contracts to 
be submitted to verify reported sales values. 

Dickinson said the division constantly monitors sales transactions and by regulation can require 
contracts to be submitted with the monthly tax returns filed by the producers. 

Thompson said gas liquids moved through an Alaska pipeline will be shipped and sold in markets in 
Calgary, the Rocky Mountains and perhaps Chicago. Does the State have regulations in place to track 
these kinds of sales? 

Dickinson said regulations will have to be written. 

Thompson added that in Texas if a producer has a stake in a firm to which oil or gas is sold, the State 
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must be informed of that ownership. This can be a complex issue because in some areas, such as Asia, 
if a producer also owns part of a power company, LNG can be sold at a lower "cost'' to, for example, 
the power plant. The profits can then be taken at the power plant and its sales. Texas and the Euro
pean Union have regulations in place that deal with this "forward chain" issue. 

Frank Brown, co-chair of the Gas Policy Council, said this is true even in Cook Inlet. Gas is sold 
essentially in three different markets (local heating and electrical generation; Japan, as LNG; and 
fertilizer and ammonia). 

The discussions which followed on the problems in valuation of natural gas liquids showed it to be 
one of the issues that will be of major concern to the Council 

Bonnie Robson, Deputy Director of the Division of Oil and Gas, briefed the Council on the lease 
form used on current state oil and gas leases, and its provisions that relate to royalty. 

Most of the gas that will be produced on the North Slope in the near future are on lease forms that 
were developed in 1959 and in use until1979. The leases provide for several ways in which value can 
be measured, including prices received in the market, a "posted price" for the field, a "prevailing 
price" paid by other producers, and other methods. 

There are provisions for use of alternative measures, just as on the tax side, including the use of 
"higher" prices. 

Ken Thompson commented on the "higher of" provisions (where the producer must pay the royalty 
based on the highest price paid by customers or received by another producer in the same field), 
although there are questions of the appropriateness if only small volumes are involved in a sale. 

In Alaska the producers have chosen not to market their oil until it reaches the west coast so that 
transportation can be controlled. In times of volatile oil markets, the "higher of" issue becomes very 
complex. "It's important to get the measures right, and it will require skillful administration," he said. 

Texas administers royalty payments on thousands of leases and requires the information to be posted 
on the internet. Texas has offered to make its software available to Alaska, Thompson said. 

More discussion followed with the committee and with State officials regarding the complexities of the 
valuation issue. Ken Thompson pointed out that when gas prices were "normal" (in current ranges) 
the State could lose substantially if the values were measured in Btus (British Thermal Units, a standard 
measure of energy content) because the true value of the liquids sold separately for petrochemical 
feedstock or other uses will not be reflected. 

Bonnie Robson, of the Division of Oil and Gas, said most producers now file their royalty informa
tion electronically, although some supporting documents are still submitted on paper. 
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Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
Access for In-State Gas Use & Future Opportunities Subcommittee 

AGENDA 
September 25,2001,8:30 a.m. to 12:00 noon 

Anchorage Hilton Hotel, Lupine Room 

I. Call meeting to order, review agenda 

II. David Hall, Deputy Land Director, Texas General Land Office 

III. Bonnie Robson, Deputy Director, Division of Oil and Gas 

rv. Michael Kotowski, Petroleum Reservoir Engineer, Division of Oil and Gas 

V. Nan Thompson, Chair, Regulatory Commission of Alaska 

VI. Break 

VII. Cavan Carlton, Project Director, Arctic Project Team, Williams 

VIII. Committee discussion on recommendations, conclusions 
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Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
Access for In-State Gas Use And Future Opportunities Subcommittee 

September 25, 2001 Meeting Summary, Hilton Hotel, Anchorage 

Chairman Ken Thompson introduced David Hall, from the Texas land office, to describe Texas' 
system of administering in-kind royalty oil and gas. 

Hall said Texas has been taking royalty oil and gas in-kind since 1983 and that half of its royalty is 
now taken in-kind, accomplishing three goals: (1) enhancing the royalty value by selling for higher 
prices; (2) establishing a reference market price for auditing producers' payments for in-value royalty; 
(3) lowering the price of electricity to state facilities by selling royalty gas to utilities. 

Texas has other requirements in law, such as requiring pipeline companies to sell spare capacity to the 
State to carry royalty oil and gas, and requirements that leaseholders submit copies of sales contracts, for 
auditing purposes. All royalties are paid on actual market transactions, which are audited with the con
tracts in hand. Texas' land office has 74 employees in its royalty section, most working in auditing. Four 
are employed in royalty in-kind sales. Texas also uses its authority to grant right-of-way leases across state 
lands and includes "fair access" provisions in leases to require pipeline owners to allow others fair access 
to their pipelines. 

In discussions following, Ken Thompson observed that requiring a "netback" pricing methodology for 
sales of gas in Alaska, compared with an alternative practice of pricing gas on the basis of an alterna
tive fuel, such as diesel, is very important. 

Bonnie Robson, Deputy Director of the Alaska Division of Oil and Gas, briefed the committee on 
how the State now handles royalty in-kind sales. 

Typically, the in-value price paid by producers is considered a base price in negotiations with potential 
buyers, and a premium is negotiated above the in-value base price. The amount of the premium is 
typically the bid variable in the royalty sale. The State is not allowed to sell royalty oil or gas below the 
in-value price, which would constitute a subsidy, she said. 

Robson told the committee that the State's ability to take royalty share in-kind gives it other advan
tages. For example, companies that bid recently for North Slope leases and who are now exploring, 
mainly for gas, are not expected to be among the owners of a gas pipeline. They have approached the 
State with a proposal to purchase an option on State royalty gas to assure they have supply, so they 
can bid for capacity in a pipeline if an "open season" for volume nominations is declared. If these 
companies discover gas, they can ship gas using their own capacity. If they are unlucky and do not 
discover gas, they have the option of shipping State royalty gas. 

Committee member Jack Roderick asked if owning a share of the pipeline was a benefit to the State, in 
reserving capacity to ship royalty gas. 

Robson said it really isn't. Nominations to ship gas are open to anyone, and no advantage is given to a 
pipeline owner over a shipper who is not an owner. 

Committee member Rhonda Boyles asked if federal legislation will address the issue of capacity. 
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Robson said some bills in Congress contain provisions related to access, and some don't. 

She also told the committee that despite the requirement that the State receive as much or more for in
kind royalty as would be paid in-value, in actuality the State has been paid less than the in-value 
payment for its royalty sales. This has occurred mainly because of the royalty audits of producers 
which occurred in years following production, and which resulted, after extensive litigation (the 
·~erada-Hess" case) in setdements which, in effect, raised the in-value payments, which were paid 
as setdements to the State. In theory this should have adjusted upward, retroactively, the base price on 
which the royalty in-kind sales were made. But the purchasers of royalty oil, mosdy in-state refiners, 
were unwilling or unable to make these added payments. Thus, in actuality the State has so far lost 
money on its royalty oil sales. 

Having learned from this experience, the State should include provisions in future royalty contracts 
that allow for these kind of adjustments, including "hammers" such as a requirement that a purchaser 
pay the State's legal fees if the post-sale adjustment is contested in court. 

Committee Chair Ken Thompson observed that one of the advantages of a royalty gas sale is that if a 
premium is paid, it will set a floor for in-value payments. It's quite possible that large out-of-state 
utilities will pay a premium to get access to a long-term, stable supply of gas, he said. 

Mike Kotowski, Division of Oil and Gas staff, discussed the potential volume of natural gas liquids 
that will be available to a pipeline. 

From a practical point of view, there should not be a physical limit as to the amount of liquids that 
can be carried in a hlgh-density, high-pressure gas pipeline. The tradeoff is really economic, based on 
alternative uses of liquids such as in making fluids for use in enhanced oil recovery projects, he said. 
The amount of gas liquids that ultimately move through the pipeline wili be determined on the basis 
of the best use among competing uses. 

Committee chair Ken Thompson said the liquids issue illustrates how potentially big the business of 
selling gas liquids can be. The State should receive proceeds on sales of liquids as well as sales of 
methane gas as fuel. Often, when gas prices (for fuel) are low, prices of gas liquids as feedstock to the 
petrochemical industry are hlgh. Higher revenues from liquids sales can offset lower revenues from gas 
(fuel) sales, he said. 

Mark Myers, director of the Division of Oil and Gas, pointed out that achieving this will require a 
royalty mechanism that is not entirely based on the energy (Btu) value of the gas. 

Ken Thompson agreed and added that it is important that the values reported for royalty sales be 
based on volumes, not Btus. 

Committee member Brian Davies asked if existing State laws and regulations allow for adequate tracking 
of sales of liquids. 

Kevin Banks, economist with the Division of Oil and Gas, said the answer is "yes." The State's oil 
and gas leases contemplate payment based on market values, although a formula is currendy used for 
crude oil under the royalty setdement agreements. Currendy, some gas liquids are blended into crude 
oil and shipped through the TAPS. These NGLs are treated differendy in the "quality bank'' value 
calculations that are used to determine the values of blended crude oil shipped through the pipeline. 
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Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
Access for In-State Gas Use and Future Opportunities Subcommittee 

AGENDA 
October 16, 2001, 9:30a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 
Governor's Anchorage Conference Room 

I. Conclusions and Recommendations 

TI. Break 

TIIT. PublicTestimony 
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Select handouts and presentations given to the 
In-State Gas Use and Future Opportunities Subcommittee 
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IMPORTANT NOTICE: 

State of Alaska · 
Department of Natural Resources 

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
For 

Natural Gas In-State Demand Study · 
ASP 2001-1000-2650 

If you recei-ved this solicitation from the State's "Online Public Notice" web site; 
you must register with the Procurement Officer below to be placed on the offerer's 
list and to receive subsequent amendments. Failure to contact the Procurement 
Officer may result in the rejection of your offer. 

For this solicitation please notify Christopher Rutz by e-mail at 
(chrisr@dnr.state.ak.us), by phone at 907-269-8666, or by fax 
a·t 907-269-8909 with your company name, address, phone 
number, fax number, and e-mail address if available. 

RFP ISSUE DATE: june 19, 2001 
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SECTION 4. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
The Department of Natural Resources, Division of Oil and Gas ("State") is soliciting proposals from qualified 
frrms with recent gas pipeline experience to research and report to Alaskans the potential in-state demand for 
Alaska North Slope ("ANS") natural gas. Several projects to commercialize ANS natural gas are in various 
s~ges of planning at this time. The state anticipates that the sponsors of one or more of these projects may 
soon begin the process that will lead to construction of a pipeline from the· North Slope to· markets in the 
Lower 48 and/or Asia. 

This research and report will examine the future demand of Alaska communities and businesses for ANS gas 
and help the state to factor local demand in the regulation of an ANS gas pipeline project 

If development of ANS natural gas is commercially feasible, it also could compete with other local energy 
sources such as Cook Inlet natural gas, Healy coal, and North Slope and Cook Inlet crude in filling Alaska's 
energy requirements. The future quantities of natural gas demanded by various in-state users will depeod in 
part on its price and the availability of substitutes. A ·low cost and substantial natural gas supply could 
stimulate development of new industries that rely on inexpensive sources of energy or inexpensive sources of 
natural gas as a feedstock. 

The division requires, at minimum, an economic model of the demand and supply of natural gas in various 
regions of the state. The contractor should provide sufficient infonnation and tools to allow the division to 
apply the results of the study to a myriad of decisions that it may be called upon to participate in-including 
rights-of-way, pipeline access, ANS gas resource development, fiscal systems, and ANS natural, gas royalty 
dispositions 

ASP 2001-1000-2650 - 15- Date: 6/20/01 
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SECTIONS. SCOPE OF WORK 

Summary-
The contractor's primary tasks will include: 1) developing quantitative economic models of the natural gas 
market in Alaska; and 2) interpreting the model results to test the impact of an ANS natural gas pipeline project 
on the in-state market and, conversely, test the impact of the in-state market on the scale and regulation of the 
pipeline project. Additionally, the contractor must provide a bibliography of existing research on demand and 
supply conditions of natural gas markets both in Alaska and elsewhere in North America 

Task 1: Alaska Natural Gas Demand and Supply Modeling 

The contractor will gather the necessary data and develop estimates of in-state demand and supply of natural 
gas in Alaska. Five regions will be examined: the Fairbanks-North Star Borough; other communities along the 
pipeline (both a Valdez and an Alaska Highway route should be considered}; rural communities that might be 
served by an unconventional natural gas transportation system (e.g., LNG, CNG, or propane delivered by barge 
to interior river communities); the Cook Inlet, defined as the area now served or that might be reasonably 
expected to be served by the Enstar pipeline system; and commerdai uses of natural gas on the North Slope. 
The contractor will prepare long-term forecasts of demand and supply and mitural gas prices in these regions. 

In developing the supply side of the analysis, the contractor must make engineering estimates of the capital and 
operating costs to deliver ANS natural gas into these regions and estimate 'the delivered price of ANS natural 
gas into these regions at a range of netback prices (the value of ANS natural gas at the inlet of the ANS natural 
gas pipeline. With regard to Cook Inlet, the supply of natural gas must also include an evaluation of the 
marginal cost of incremental production from within the region. The contractor will examine the potential for 
new additions to Cook Inlet natural gas reserves and at what cost these reserves may be brought into 
production. 

The quantity of demand for ANS natural gas in these regions depends on the delivered price of the gas and the 
users' willingness to pay for it, determined by the price of competing and complementary sources of energy 
and aggregate· income. The contractor will estimate the household and commercial price and income elasticities 
of natural gas demand. The contractor will explore the conditions that yield the derived demand for gas in the 
power generation and industrial sectors. The contractor will have to determine the price of competing fuels and 
the capability of natural gas to displace current fuel usage . 

. 
' The contractor also will have to extend the analysis of industrial demand for natural gas to include more than 

the existing industrial users. Some effort must be expended to portray the potential for a large, discrete 
expansion of industrial uses of natural gas as a feedstock and as an energy input. The contractor will estimate 
the prices at which such industrial uses of ANS natural gas becomes feasible and what quantities ANS natural 
gas will be required to supply these uses. 

The contractor will provide assessments of various pipeline project development scenarios and their impact on 
in-state uses of ANS natural gas. The contractor will examine the need, if any, for added pipeline capacity to 
accommodate in-state requirements and assess the impact of added pipeline capacity on delivered and netback 

ASP 2001~1000-2650 -16- Date: 6/20/01 
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prices for ANS natural gas. The contractor will also provide a description of the possible affects to each study 
region if ANS natural gas is not available. 

The industrial organization of the natural gas producers and pipeline owners may be a factor in the 
determination of the supply of ANS and Cook Inlet natural gas. The contractor will describe the impact on 
supply and prices by changing model assumptions to account for these factors. 

Task 2. Bibliography 

The contractor will list literature on relevant demand and supply studies of natural gas markets in the U.S. and 
Canada; studies that show how major natural gas developments have contributed to the growth ofthe local and 
regional demand for natural gas; sectoral studies of gas demand for residential, commercial, industrial, and power 
generation; studies that forecasts supply and demand for natural gas over the long-term; studies ·that measure 
market penetration, fuel switching and other factors that affect demand and supply relationships when new 
sources of natural gas become available; studies that compare demand and supply price elasticities in various 
markets that may be applicable to the Alaska natural gas market; and studies that reveal the influence of 
competing and complimentary energy supplies, personal incomes, and derived demand for gas as a feedstock. 

The contractor also should list the existing research conducted in Alaska by the State and natural gas producers, 
gas and electric utilities, and current and potential industrial users of natural gas. If necessary. the contractor 
may have to interview representatives of these research sources to acquire information. 

Task 3: Presentations to Public, Policy Counci1, and Legislature (contingent on FY 02 funding) 

The contractor may be required to present the study fmdings to the Legislature and the Governor's Alaska 
Highway Natural Gas Policy Council. The contractor should be available through May 2002 to make these 
presentations. 

Schedule: 
The contract is anticipated to be awarded by July 23, 2001. On or before October 31, 2001, the contractor will 
submit a draft report to the division. The division will provide a review of the draft report 14 days after 
receipt of the draft. The final report, incorporating the division's review and comments, will be due 14 days 
aft~r the .division submits its review to the contractor. From the date of contract award through the .date of 

, submission of the final report, the contractor is to conference with the division weekly on its progress and 
tentative conclusions. All dates and time periods are subject to alteration at the election of the division. 

The contractor will provide to the State via teleconference bi-weekly progress reports to make s.ure the research 
is on track. The State and the contractor will also will discuss the State's written comments provided after each 
draft deliverable via teleconference. 
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IMPORTANT NOTICE: 

State of Alaska 
Department of Natural Resources 

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
For 

Natural Gas Value Study 
ASP 2001-1000-2649 

If you received this solicitation from the State's "Online Public Notice" web site; 
you must register with the Procurement Officer below to be placed on the offerer's 
list and to receive subsequent amendments. Failure to contact the Procurement 
Officer may result in the rejection of your offer. 

For this solicitation please notify Christopher Rutz by e-mail at 
(chrisr@dnr.State.ak.us), by phone at 907-269-8666, or by fax 
at 907-269-8909 with your company name, address, phone 
number, fax number, and e-mail address if available. 

RFP ISSUE DATE: june 19, 2001 
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SECTION 4. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
The State is soliciting proposals from qualified finns to research and report to Alaskans how Alaska North 
Slope {ANS) natural gas may be valued. Several projects to commercialize ANS natural gas are ·in various . 
stages of planning at this time. The State anticipates that the sponsors of one or more of these many projects 
may soon begin the process that will lead to construction of a pipeline from the North Slope to markets in the 
Lower 48 and/or Asia. 

The calculation of ANS natural gas value is straightforward: a price is set at a destination and the cost to 
transport gas to the destination is deducted from this price to establish a "netback" value of natural gas at the 
inlet of the pipeline. Institutional factors, government regulations, gas and pipeline ownership, and a variety of 
other factors will impact components of this calculation. The division seeks a review of these factors from 
pipelines in the Lower 48 and Canada as they may be applicable to an ANS natural gas pipeline project. On 
the basis of this review, the contractor will identify relevant natural gas pricing policies and practices used 
elsewhere and determine which practices may to be used to market and value ANS natural gas, given the special 
circumstances (geographic, reservoir management, commercial and regulatory) that will accompany ANS natural 
gas development. 

A companion study to this research, titled "Alaska North Slope Natural Gas In-State Demand Study," will 
examine the specific demand and supply relationships for ANS natural gas within the state· of Alaska. Both 
studies will be considered by the State, including: 

What access provisions should be contained in a pipeline right-of-way (ROW) lease to maintain or 
enhance the value of ANS natural gas; 
Whether to take ANS gas royalty in-kind {"RIK") or in-value {"RIV") or both: 
Whether the State should commit to RIV or RIK before a pipeline is built or closer to the time of gas 
deliveries; 
Whether a price of valuation methodology agreed to before a pipeline is built may fail to capture market 
value at the time of gas deliveries; 
If the State decides to take some or all of its ANS natural gas as RIK: 

o The mechanism for selling that gas (auction, agent, in-house management, or other); 
o The term of commitment for ANS natural gas sales. 

ASP 2001-1000-2649 
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SECTION 5. SCOPE OF WORK 

Task 1. Review and Description of Natural Gas Pipeline Projects 
The contractor will conduct a thorough investigation of natural gas pricing and marketing practices in key 
locations in the Lower 48 and Canada. 

This investigation will include a review of relevant industry studies, regulatory decisions, RIK programs in 
other states, relevant academic literature and trade press reports, and other information that will provide a 
backdrop to the questions: How is gas pricing determined elsewhere? What specific RIK policies and practices 
are used elsewhere and how do they influence gas value? 

The contractor will examine and compare natural gas trading in the U.S. and Canada as well as other regions of 
the world if appropriate to evaluate the conditions that are necessary to establish markets ("trading points") 
where natural gas prices and the prices of transportation services are transparent and credible.· 

In this review the contractor will provide insights into the issue of how pipeline ownership, .ownership of 
trans-shipment facilities, trading contracts, and government regulation affect these conditions and influence 
trading practices and outcomes. 

The contractor will also examine how pipeline capadty and the rules governing access impact value. 

The contractor shall provide the results of Task 1 in a draft report supplied to the division within 60 days of 
the award date. The division will provide to the contractor a review and comment of the draft at a progress 
meeting scheduled within 14 days of receipt of the Task 1 draft report. The contractor will include the Task 1 
draft report in· the Final Report incorporating the division's review and comments. 

Task 2: The Value of ANS Natural Gas 
· The groundwork laid in Task 1 will be used in conjunction with the specific attributes of the ANS natural gas 

pipeline project to explain how ANS natural gas value may be determined in the future and which RIKIRIV 
practices are appropriate from the standpoint of royalty policy, netback value transparency. fairness, and in
state business creation and expansion. 

, The contractor will predict how value is likely to be determined based on the conditions revealed in Task 1 that 
apply to an ANS natural gas pipeline project. For example, each of various proposals to commercialize ANS 
natural gas may result in different valuation methods. The contractor will consider a variety of gas marketing 
mechanisms, including a pipeline spur and/or gas trading hub near the Fairbanks/Delta junction area. 

The contractor will determine methodologies to achieve transparency in netback valuation and transportation 
pricing and 'to ·assure fair and favorable prictng for in-state gas bUsiness creation and expansion, as well as for 
royalty revenue generation. 

In its predictions, the contractor will examine the likelihood that an in-state market characterized by transparent 
and credible pricing will arise for ANS natural gas. 

ASP 2001-1000-2649 
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At the completion of Task 2, the contractor will submit a draft final report to the division approximately 140 
days from contract award. 

The,contractor will also present its fmdings to the division (and possibly others) in a meeting scheduled shortly 
after the report is submitted to the division. The division will provide a review of the draft final14 days after 
receipt of the draft final. The fmal report, incorporating the division's review and comments and including the 
final literature review report from Task 1 will be due 14 days after the division submits its review to the 
contractor. 

Task 3: Presentations to Public. Policy Council, and Legislature 
The contractor may be required to present the study fmdings to the public, Legislature, and the Governor's 
Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy CounciL The contractor should be available through May 2002 to make 
these presentations. 

Task 4: Follow-up 
The contactor may be required to be available to provide follow-up on this report and valuation issues that 
arise during the process of developing 

Schedule 
The following schedule is a timeline of events for the project. The dates are subject to change, but the final 
report date will remain the same. The contractor will provide to the State via teleconference bi-weekly progress 
reports to make sure the research is on track. The State and the contractor will also will discuss the State's 
written comments provided after each draft deliverable via teleconference. 

July 23, 2001 (Approximately) Contract Award 

August 23, 2001 (30 days after contract award.) Complete Task L Draft interim report 
submitted to the division. 

August 27, 2001 One week after the State receives the Draft interim report, the State will 
provide its review and written comments to the contractor. 

October 19, 2001 (60 days after completion of Task L) Complete Task 2. Draft report 
submitted to the division. Contractor presentation of study results to the 
State. 

October 26, 2001 One week after the State receives the Draft Final Report, the State will 
provide its review and written comments to contractor. 

November 16, 2001 Final Report due. 

November through May 31, 2002 Presentations. 

ASP 2001-1000-2649 
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TAKING ROYALTY GAS IN KIND 

The State's Royalty Share of Production, Typically 12Y2 %, May Be: 

• Taken in value (RIV), meaning the producer markets 1 00% of the gas and pays 
the State 12Y2% of the proceeds or market value 

• Taken in kind (RIK), meaning the State physically takes its gas on the North 
Slope and sells it there 

Advantages of In-State Access to Alaska Oil and Gas (Whether from State or 
Producers) 

• In-state investment (e.g. refineries, petrochemical plant, LDC for natural gas) 
• In-state jobs 
• Increased State revenues (e.g. property tax, corporate income tax, and possibly 

incremental royalties and severance taxes) 
• Possibly less expensive energy 
• If an RIK purchaser nominates capacity on a pipeline owned by the producers, 

the RIK purchaser and the State will be aligned in pursuing a lower pipeline tariff 

Advantages of RIK 

• IfRIV payments seem low, the State can switch to RIK to test market or,
command higher price 

• If producers choose not to sell to in-state users, State can sell its gas to those 
users 

• If producers offer to sell to in-state users at a price higher than RIV, the State can 
supply in-state users for lower price 

• Option for RIK purchases could foster in-state exploration and development of 
additional reserves 

Disadvantages of RIK 

• Historically, the State has received less for RIK than RIV, despite mandate to 
receive as much or more 

o Financially distressed buyers 
o Buyers sue or threaten to sue rather than pay price adjustments 

• RIK price is tied to RIV, so prices for oil or gas previously delivered are 
adjusted upward when producers are audited 

• The administrative process to sell oil and gas is lengthy 
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• The State is a less experienced marketer than the producers 
• Open season for gasline capacity will precede gas deliveries by~ 6 years, 

meaning gas sales contracts may have to be entered ~ 6 years before first gas 
deliveries 

• The State may have to pay field costs for RIK but not RIV from Pt. Thomson 
DL-lleases 

I 
/ 

Prepared by the Department ofN atural Resources Division of Oil and Gas 
October 2001 
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RCA Answers to July 27, 2001 questions from Gas Policy Council 

1. How can the state ensure (partial) jurisdiction of a gas pipeline? 

The only sure way for the State to gain jurisdiction to regulate intrastate gas 
movements on an interstate line is through new federal legislation. Under existing law, 
the RCA's authority to regulate intrastate shipments is unclear. 1 Uncertainty in the law 
invites litigation, which means delay. Litigation is also effectively delegation of the 
important policy question of how much control Alaskans will have over the shipment of 
their gas within the state to the courts. 

FERC generally has jurisdiction to regulate gas pipelines. Its regulatory authority 
includes permitting, rates and connection policies. There is adequate protection in the 
existing law for consideration of the state's interests·in the permitting process. To assure 
adequate protection of the state's interests, the RCA could concurrently regulate the rates 
charged to in-state shippers, and the access points in Alaska. 

The ratesetting process for the pipeline needs be viewed from the perspective of 
the entire line. Alaska's interest is in the rates for transportation within the state. 
Similarly, there will be interconnection and access issues all along the line, but as a state 
we are interested exclusively in interconnection and access within the state of Alaska 
The state could exercise concurrent jurisdiction over these issue with the FERC through a 
joint board. The joint board process is one that had been used by other federal agencies 
and historically by FERC to formalize state participation in the decision making process.· 

Section 209 of the Natural Gas Act describes a procedure for state participation in 
a FERC decision. The best model is found under the Telecommunications Act (47 USC 

1 Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Act of 1976 (ANGTA) requires the FERC to allow the state to have 
access to its gas, but does not clearly give the state authoritY to set intrastate rates. Section 13(b) states: 

The State of Alaska is authorized to ship its royalty gas on the approved transportation system for 
use within Alaska, and, to the extent its contracts for the sale of royalty gas so provide, to 
withdraw such gas from the interstate market for use within Alaska; the Federal Power 
Commission shall issue all authorizations necessary to effectuate such shipment and withdrawal 
subject to review by the Commission only of the justness and reasonableness of the rate charged 
for such transportation. 

Depending on how ANGT A Section 13 (b) is read, it could allow the state to set rates for intrastate 
transportation subject to FERC review, or require the FPC (now FERC) to set those rates. 

1f a pipeline permit were issued under the Natural Gas Act (NGA) then ratesett.iilg jurisdiction would 
reside with the FERC. The comingling doctrine suggests that if one molecule of gas trausported on the line 
goes into interstate commerce, the entire pipeline is federally regulated. 
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Section 412), where the FCC is required to establish a joint board with state 
commissioners to get input on universal service issues. The FCC refers questions to the 
joint board, which includes appointed state and federal commissioners. The joint board's 
recommendations go back to the full panel of the FCC for approval. This process allows 
the development of a complete record for decision. The state joint board commissioners 
are part of the decision-making process, another party offering comments. The joint 
board's recommendations become part of the record, so that if the full commission does 
not follow the recommendation they must adequately explain why or risk reversal by an 
appellate court. 

Absent new federal legislation, the RCA can work with the FERC and try to 
ensure that state concerns are adequately addressed. My discussions with the FERC 
indicate that they understand the state's policy interests and would consult with us in their 
decision making process. However, in the interests of a long-term solution to the 
problem that will survive the individuals now working at the respective state and federal 
agencies, a formal joint board should be created by statute to look at specific issues of 
intrastate rates and access. 

A final alternative that merits mention is an effort to design a pipeline that would 
be partially "intrastate" under federal law. If the line from the North Slope to Fairbanks 
was a "gathering" line, or Fairbanks was treated as a "hub" a major segment of the line 
would be exclusively regulated by the state. The physical characteristics of the pipeline, 
and the volume of gas used in Alaska relative to the volume shipped outside are the 
greatest impediments to this option. There is not likely to be more that one line going 
from the North Slope to Fairbanks, and the majority of the gas transported through the 
line will be processed and used outside of Alaska. 

2. Discuss the possibility of a joint contract/common carriage pipeline. Would such 
an arrangement be beneficial to the state? 

There are no interstate gas pipelines regulated as common carriers. The Alaska 
legislature approved a regulatory scheme for a gas export pipeline that reserved a portion 
of the pipeline for in-state use as a common carrier. (HB 271 ). This type of arrangement 
on an interstate gas pipeline would require federal legislation. 

To analyze the benefit to the state, the state's goals first need to be defined. The 
state wants: 1) to insure access to the pipeline for future producers who may not be able 
to sign a contract for capacity now, 2) to insure that its royalty gas gets to market, 3) to 
insure that Alaska users have adequate access to the line through interconnection points, 
and 4) to insure reasonable intrastate transportation rates. · 

The question of whether or not the state is able to achieve these goals is more 
dependent on who owns the pipeline than whether the pipeline is regulated under a 
contract or common carriage regime. An independent pipeline company not controlled 

2 
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by producers would share the four interests outlined for the state above. An independent 
pipeline company makes money by transporting more gas and keeping rates low enough 
to encourage maximum use of the line. An independent pipeline company would 
encourage access at all points where it could recover the costs of allowing 
interconnection. 

Under common carrier regulation anyone who tenders product to the pipeline is 
entitled to have it shipped at tariffed rates. If the demand exceeds the pipeline's capacity, 
that capacity is pro-rated, or the Commission can order expansion of the pipeline to 
accommodate the increased demand and avoid construction of a duplicate facility. 
Interconnection to common carrier pipelines is regulated by the RCA in Alaska AS 
42.06.340. The RCA also sets rates on all common carrier pipelines. AS 42.06.370. 
Common carrier regulation of a gas pipeline would require adoption of these or similar 
standards in federal legislation. 

Regulation as a common carrier may have a significant impact on the cost of 
construction of the pipeline. The pipeline owners may be able to obtain more favorable 
financing rates if they have firm commitments to use the proposed pipeline's full 
capacity. 

3. How can the state best use its ROW authority to ensure appropriate access to a 
gas pipeline? 

This is a question that can be better answered by Bill Britt, Gas Pipeline 
Coordinator for the Alaska Department of Natural Resources' at the Joint Pipeline Office. 
The Joint Pipeline Office will be responsible for issuing a ROW permit. 

4. What areas of state and/or federal law need to be clarified? 

First, the relationship between ANGTA and the NGA needs to be clarified to 
avoid litigation that might significantly delay the first phase of the project. From the 
RCA's perspective there are two basic policy concerns that need to be clarified in federal 
law: Alaskan access and Alaskan rates. 

First, the ability to resolve contested Alaskan interconnection requests should be 
given to a joint board that includes state and federal regulators. This would insure that 
the needs of all prospective in-state users would be met, and the costs of that 
interconnection fairly allocated 

Second, the question of rates for transportation to Alaskan interconnection points 
should be assigned to a joint board In order to make use of this gas affordable to 
Alaskans, there needs to be a distance-sensitive tariff methodology. In-state users of the 

3 
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pipeline should have to pay for only the portion of the pipeline that ther use, as opposed 
to having to pay for the full costs of transportation to the end of the line. 

The other question that may need clarification is expansion. Even if an 
independent pipeline company owns the pipeline, there may not be adequate pressures 
from potential competitive pipelines to insure that needed expansion occur. FERC' s 
current regulatory scheme relies on the market and the pipeline companies' profit motives 
to insure that expansions occur. Federal law could clarify that any expansions necessary 
to avoid stranding gas for which there was a market would be made. 

5. In your opm10n, should a pipeline company (or consortium of pipeline 
companies) have partial/full ownership and/or operate a gas pipeline? If so how 
can the state encourage this? 

The state's interests are more aligned with those of an independent pipeline 
company than a producer owned pipeline company. For example, a producer owned 
pipeline would not be interested in expanding its capacity to transport a competitor's. gas 
to market. In contrast, a pipeline company would want to transport as much gas as 
possible because they earn r~venues by transporting gas. Second, a producer owned 
pipeline company would have less incentive to minimize construction costs. 
Construction costs are included in a tariff. A producer owned pipeline pays tariffs to an 
affiliate rather than an independent third party. The state's interest is in the lowest tariff 

2 FERC currently regulates gas pipelines under both distance-sensitive (26 pipelines) and postage 
stamp (43 pipelines) tariff schemes. The decision in Northwest Pipeline Cotporation, Docket No. RP94-
220-012, 82 F .E.R.C. (CCH) 61,158 (1998) provides a summary of the factors that the FERC considers in 
deciding which regime should apply. Factors include: 

• Physical. Does the pipeline have multiple supply sources throughout the system, or are sources 
concentrated in one portion? Does the pipeline rely on displacement capability in designing expansion 
of its facilities? 

• Operational. Does the pipeline rely on displacements to meet its firm service obligations? Does it 
have multidirectional flows and/or frequent null points? 

• Economic. Does the prevailing rate design materially hinder competition in gas markets on the system 
and would the alternative design facilitate greater competition? 

In general, these factors would tend to favor a postage stamp rate rather than distance-sensitive rate 
design for the Alaskan portion of a gas pipeline. However, FERC promulgated a regulation that provides 
that all pipelines' rates "must reasonably reflect any material variation in the cost of providing the service 
due to ... [t]he distance over which transportation is provided". 18 C.F.R. Sec. 284.10(c)(3)(ii) (2000). 
Ideally, if Federal legislation were pursued, it would be desirable ifthere were language that clarified the 
need for distance-based tariffs for in-state shipments of gas on an interstate line. 
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rates possible because low tariffs increase the amount from which the royalty share is 
calculated 

The question of how to encourage an independent pipeline company is tough. The 
state may be able to encourage pipeline company ownership by agreeing to sell its gas to 
one of them. None of the pipeline companies have a project without gas to ship, and the 
producers can refuse to sell to them, offering their pipeline as an alternative. The state 
can also offer comments to FERC on any NGA applications filed by the producers. 

6. If the state had partial ownership in a pipeline, how would that enhance the 
RCA's regulatory authority, if at all? 

The Natural Gas Act gives regulatory authority to the FERC for individuals or 
corporations that transport gas in interstate commerce (15 USCS §717(a)). The FERC has 
decided that municipalities are not "corporations" or "individuals" for this purpose 
(Panhandle Eastern Pipeline Co. (1961) 26 FPC 736). The 5th Circuit Court of Appeals 
acknowledged that states are not "natural gas companies" under the NGA, but also held 
that under certain circumstances a state was nevertheless subject to the apandonment 
provisions of §7(b) of the Act. (Public Service Co. v. Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission (1979, 5th Circuit) 587 F2d 716, cert. denied 444 U.S. 879, 100 S. Ct. 166, 
62 L. Ed. 2d 108. 494 F. Supp. at pp. 656-657.). In that decision the court was careful to 
assert that: 

Although the Commission stated in its Order that a state agency or state might be 
subject to the Natural Gas Act "where the context so requires," we expressly limit 
our holding to cover only the facts beforeus today. We do not decide what 
consequences would flow from the transmission of a state's gas without 
Commission authorization or without the state's acquiescence. Nor do we decide 
what results would obtain where the state itself initially sells directly in interstate 
commerce. 

On balance, a good case might thus be made that the NGA cannot apply to a fully state
owned pipeline. 

It is much less clear how a pipeline could be made non-jurisdictional simply 
through state ownership of only a portion of the line, however. We are aware of no 
examples of partial state ownership of ·an interstate gas pipeline, and so cannot suggest 
how the FERC and the courts might view such an entity. 

5 
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Environmental Considerations Subcommittee 
Meeting Summaries 



Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
Environmental Considerations Subcommittee 

April5, 2001 Meeting Summary, Sheraton Hotel, Anchorage 

Peg Tileston chaired the meeting. 

The Environmental Consideration committee will consider: 

*Environmental impacts and necessary protection measures 
* "Doing it right" 

As in other committee meetings, most discussion centered on the committee's work program. One 
suggestion was that the .committee include an oversight function to ensure funding for agencies. A com
mittee member indicated that it would be useful for the committee to receive an "executive briefing" of 
relevant issues and laws, a kind of"primer." 

A state agency manager observed that major environmental studies by the producers' group will conclude 
later this fall, just after the Policy Council concluded its work. He suggested asking the proponents of 
different projects, including the producers, Foothills and Yukon Pacific, for a briefing on their field activi
ties for this year. 

A question was asked about the committee's end product. Should it be a "gap" analysis? (i.e. issues not 
covered by existing laws). Another member observed that a goal should be maximum environmental 
protection without jeopardizing commerciality of the project. 

A member suggested a "big picture" look. Existing laws and regulations are in place to deal with most 
issues, but perhaps the Council could consider what's different about this project. The size is one thing 
that makes it different. The last major project (trans-Alaska oil pipeline, constructed in 1974-1977) had a 
huge socio-economic impact. 

Existing agencies will be strained to deal with the workload that is coming, another member pointed out. 
There will be a whole new 'southern route' permitted (perhaps different than the Foothills application); 
the producers' group will be looking at the 'northern route' option; Yukon Pacific may also be updating its 
permits. 

The state Joint Pipeline Office briefed the committee on some of its activities. The. agency is now in pre
application discussions with project developers, who want to know what the agency needs before applica-
tions are filed, in order to minimize post-application requests for information. · 

The JPO acts as a "coordinator" on applications, but state agencies (ADF&G, DEC) do not give up any 
authority. They are still the lead state agencies in their fields. Once construction begins, the JPO is in an 
oversight role. 

The Department ofNatural Resources functions to protect lands in a land-ownership role; the Depart
ment ofFish and Game works to minimize impacts on fish and game, and habitat; the Department of 
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Environmental Conservation is concerned with air quality, solid waste, etc. The Division of Governmental 
Coordination coordinates the review of a project's consistency with state and local (North Slope Borough) 

coastal management plans. 
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Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
Environmental Considerations Subcommittee 

AGENDA 
August 2, 2001, 1:45 p.m. to 3:45p.m. 

BaranofHotel, Juneau 

I. Introduction by Peg Tileston, Committee Chair 

II. Briefing from JPO about the structure and coordination of the permit process 
Bill Britt, Director 

III. DGC staff: DGC permits and involvement in project, Kerry Howard 

IY. F&G staff: F&G permits and involvement in project, Jonne Slemons 

V. DEC staff: DEC permits and involvement in project, Jeff Mach 

VI. Questions, discussion, summary and next steps 
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Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
Environmental Considerations Subcommittee 

August 2, 2001 Meeting Summary, BaranofHotel, Juneau 

Committee chair Peg Tileston convened the meeting. 

Bill Britt, head of the State's Joint Pipeline Office QPO), presented an overview of pipeline route options 
and status of permits on each. This was drawn mostly from his presentation at the Legislative Joint 
Committee on Gas Pipelines meeting in July, which was chaired by Senator Torgerson.This laid out the 
route options and proponents, and summarized the permits needed. Basically, Yukon Pacific Corp. has a 
conditional State right-of-way for the trans-Alaska gas pipeline. Foothills Pipelines, representing the 
ANGTS group, has a federal right-of-way lease and has asked the State to proceed with processing a right
of-way application. 

Lee Gorsuch, a committee member, asked if the State would work jointly with Canada on pipeline 
permits. 

Britt said that was the aspiration. An analogy is the model of state-federal coordination in the TAPS right
of-way renewal. 

The governor's Administrative Order 187 issued early this year sets out the structure for State consider
ation of permits and designates the responsible agencies. One of the moves was to form a separate State 
group distinct from the JPO, to concentrate on gas matters. This group, the Gas Pipeline Office (GPO) is 
now physically located on the 15th floor of the Atwood Building (State office building) in downtown 
Anchorage. 

Britt mentioned that the State right-of-way lease statute is one of the most powerful laws the State has on 
its books. It relies on contract law, and through it the State can negotiate almost anything. Senator 
Torgerson relied on the right-of-way lease law in his bill to shut off the northern pipeline route option, as 
an example. 

Kerry Howard of the Division of Governmental Coordination (DGC) presented an overview of the 
State's coastal management program and the consistency process. DGC doesn't issue permits but coordi
nates State agency review and issues the State's required consistency determination, that a project is "consis
tent" with the State Coastal Zone Management program. 

JeffMach, Department of Environmental Conse'rvation (DEC) liaison to the gas group, described his 
agency's role in permitting. DEC will have a fairly limited role in a gas pipeline. The agency will issue air 
quality permits for the gas conditioning plant, compressor stations and construction camps, which will 
create the biggest workload. The agency will also deal with wastewater permits at camps, do food sanita
tion inspections, etc. 

Jerry Brossia, chief federal officer in the Joint Pipeline Office, briefed the committee on the history of the 
]PO and introduced Colleen McCarthy, appointed by the Bureau of Land Management to be its liaison 
with the JPO. Brossia said it hasn't yet been sorted out which agency will be lead on the federal side. The 
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1976 ANGTA created an Office of Federal Inspector, but this position has been dissolved and its function 
transferred, on paper, to the Department of Energy (DOE). It is not dear yet whether DOE will take over 
as lead agency of a renewed pipeline permitting effort, or whether the Department oflnterior will fill this 
role. 

The JPO, however, grew out of a "lessons learned" retrospective of the experience federal and State agen
cies had with TAPS in the 1970s. Many agencies were involved in oversight of that project with as many 
as 700 "Notices to Proceed" issued by agencies, and a significant conclusion of a post-pipeline conference 
held at the University of Alaska Fairbanks was that someone had to be "in charge," or be designated lead 
agency, on both the federal and state side. From the recommendations of that conference, President Carter 
created the Federal Inspector position to be in charge of federal review of the ANGTS project in the 
1970s. 

While there was no similar move at the time on the state side, the experience of state agencies during the 
1989 Exxon Valdez oil spill pointed to a similar need. In late 1989 the Joint Pipeline Office was created 
with a core staff of state and federal agencies involved in TAPS oversight housed in the same office. This 
provided an effective way to coordinate work on TAPS operational issues, such as corrosion and code 
compliance. 

Looking at broad issues on the proposed gas project, Brossia said that as many as 5,000 to 10,000 permits 
will be needed for a gas project, and any major federal decision will likely trigger a requirement for at least 
a Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement. The primary purpose of ANGTA in 1976 was to lay 
out an organizational structure for the agencies and set the stage for the required Presidential Decision 
selecting the developer. The same law applies to the Trans-Alaska Gas System (TAGS). While the 
ANGTS group was active, the consortium and the agencies worked out plans for dealing with 25 major 
engineering and environmental issues, and about half of these plans were approved by the federal agencies, 
Brossia said. 

On both the ANGTS and TAGS projects, presidential decisions and EIS documents are in place. ANGTS 
has a federal right-of-way on 140 miles of federal lands out of a total 740 miles of the project within 
Alaska. 

Colleen McCarthy, BLM liaison to the JPO and the State's gas group, said that among "lessons learned" 
from TAPS is how decisions made during construction with insufficient time given to long-term opera
tional consequences can create difficulties later. 

She cited two examples. One was in the area of corrosion. There is a belief that some of the coating to 
protect pipe from corrosion was applied too quickly and at the wrong temperature, and that padding 
(during pipe installation) was insufficient. That, combined with the fact that some.of the gravel used was 
angular, with sharp edges, led to scratched coating and "points of entry" for corrosion on the external side 
of the pipe. 

The agencies' task with the gas project will be to ensure that consideration is given to the "life-cycle" 
operational issues, McCarthy said. 

Brossia added that the steel pipe used in TAPS was manufactured in Japan and shipped by barge, stored in 
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Alaska for some period, and wasn't cleaned properly during construction. The federal codes on pipelines 
are very specific because of the safety issues involved. When a leak or rupture occurs in an oil line, a spill 
occurs. When a gas pipeline leaks or ruptures, "people can get killed," he said. 

Peg Tileston asked if a Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement will be required. 

Brossia replied that in his opinion, one would be required. 
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Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
Environmental Considerations Subcommittee 

AGENDA 
September 25,2001, 9 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. 

Anchorage Hilton Hotel, Prince William Boardroom 

I. Fran Cherry, Regional Director, Bureau of Land Management 

II. Discussion of Report Format and Content 
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Select handouts and presentations given to the 
Environmental Considerations Subcommittee 
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ADF&G's Role 
in an 

~.,~,~~,!J"J!f!!":?:'!!!Da~J~.~t.<?Jr,gt. -·tntPJLm:;w:~~'* 

Presented to: 
Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 

Environmental Considerations Subcommittee 

August2,2001 

Jonne Slemons 
Pipeline Liaison & Surveillance Supervisor 

Alaska Department of Fish & Game 

Alaska Department of Fish & Game 
Gas Pipeline Office 

-.': .... ~ .... ~·-<:: .. ~::: .. ~.>;-:: \;··:~.--~ .<· ·· .:·;--~=-~-~~,;;,;.;:.::~;:t~~~~iftt:q:~u . JIBa·T) --~~ .. A?i&!i¥~~~ 

I Permits 

I Alaska Coastal Management Program 

I Enforcement 

I General NG Pipeline Support Activities 

I FY -02 Work Plan: Natural Gas Pipeline 
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Permitting 

1 Fish Habitat Perrnits' 
m AS 16.05.840 -- Fishway Act 

! Fish passage: activities in/across fish streams 

AS 16.05.870- Anadromous Fish Act 
l All activities within/across an anadromous water body 

I Special Areas Permits 
i AS 16.20 -- Conservation & Protection of Alaskan 

Wildlife 
Any habitat-altering activity in a state refuge, critical habitat 
area, or sanctuary 

Alaska Coastal Management Program 

I Alaska Coastal Management Program 
i Guides all federal, state and local land use and 

regulatory activities in the coastal zone 

I ADF&G participates in all aspects of the ACMP 
Review of coastal district plans 
Review/development of statutory, regulatory, policy changes 
Resolution of issues, e.g. appeals of consistency 
determinations which affect fish & wildlife populations, 
habitat or harvests 
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Enforcement 

I All permits may contain timing restrictions, 
specific stipulations or conditions. 

I Unauthorized activities or failure to comply with 
the conditions ofa permit may result in criminal 
charges 
~ AS 16.05.870: "Failure to Notify'' - Class A 

Misdemeanor 
AS 16.05.880: "Construction without Approval" is a 
Class A Misdemeanor 

I AS 16.05.895: "Penalty for Causing Material 
Damage" is a Misdemeanor 

Enforcement 
... 

I GPO Staff are Peace Officers of the State of 
Alaska 

Attend Troopers Academy (Dept. of Public Safety) in 
Sitka 

I Authorized to investigate, gather evidence for use in 
a court of law 

Issue warnings, citations, initiate court action, provide 
testimony for legal prosecution 
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General Pipeline Support 
,,,,,, :: 

I Contingency Planning 
m Identify environmentally sensitive areas 

Develop wildlife protection & response guidelines 
m Participate in release/spill exercises and events 
m Maintain records of release/spill impacts 
I Participate in the Alaska Regional Response Team 

(ARRT) Wildlife Protection Working Group 
i Participate in the Natural Resources Damage 

Assessment (NRDA) Working Group 

I Review & Comment: Potential Leases 
Consultation to Industry: Technical Expertise 

FY -02 Work Plan 

I Early Participation in 
I Field Protocols, Fish Stream Database 
I Wildlife Uses Information 
I Subsistence Considerations 

I Unique considerations of a chilled, buried 
pipeline · 
I Previous Studies, Testing Required 

I Develop Design Criteria 
I Permitting 
I Participate in establishing the Gas Pipeline 

Office 
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ADEC's Role in an Alaskan Gas 
Pipeline Project 

Presented to: 
Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 

Environmental Considerations Subcommittee 
August 2, 2001 

Presented by: 
Jeff Mach 

Alaska Department of 
Environmental Conservation 

Agency Mission and Authorities 

Goals 
- Protect Alaskans' health from 

environment-related factors 

-Prevent and control air, land, and water 
pollution 

Authorities 
-Alaska Statutes, Titles 17, 44, and 46 

-Alaska Administrative Code, Title 18 
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ADEC Permits & Approvals 

CJ\ir quality permits 

CFood service plan approvals 

CF cod service permits 

C:Wastewater treatment plan approvals 

C:Wastewater discharge permits 

ADEC Permits & Approvals 

D Solid waste disposal permits 

D Drinking water system plan approvals 

D Pesticide use perm its 

D Certify Federal Clean Water Act permits 
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ADEC Permits & Approvals 

D Contaminated sites workplan approvals 

D Surface oiling permits 

ADEC Involvement in a Gas 
Pipeline Project 

D Designated liaison to Gas Pipeline 
Coordinator's Office 

D Expect to hire up to 14 project staff: 
-Four program-related coordinators 

-Program permitting staff 

D Field monitoring staff 
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ADEC Gas Pipeline Activities 

o Pre-application project planning with sponsor 

o Assist developing State ROW lease 
provisions 

o Assist State coordination with Federal 
agencies 

o Review/approve plans and issue permits 

o Monitor compliance with ADEC permit and 
regulatory requirements 
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Section II: 

Select Presentations Given at Meetings 
of the Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 



Presentation from Pat Pourchot, Commissioner, Department of Natural Resources 
given at the March 1, 2001 meeting of the Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 

Develop and move Alaska's North Slope natural gas 
along the Alaska Highway route to North American 
markets and enable creation 
of gas industries in Alaska. 

• Gas to North America 

• Jobs for Alaska 
• Energy for Alaska 

• Other use ofNorlh 
Slope gas 

• .Increased revenues to 
Alaska 
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35 tcfknown 
reserves 

.1 00 tcf estimated 
resources 

Natural Gas is the world's most efficient 
fossil fuel for ge111er·ati.ng etectrici1tv 
Other uses are for: 
-residential and 
-commercial heating 

and cooling 
-energy to manufacturers 

feedstock for petrochemical products 



- Clean air emissions 

-Safe 

-Low environmental 
impact 

US Supply and Demand 



N~"~~ 
• Futurli,de'maild ·. TheJ~l'ur~is ~!IW. 

Demand is up Price is up 
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Building a gas pipeline along the Alaska 
Highway best meets the. criteria of providing: 

• Gas for America 

• Jobs for Alaskans 

• Energy for Alaska 

• Future opportunities for use ofNorth Slope gas 

• Increased revenues to Alaska 

• Doing it right 

Jobs for Alaskans 
Thousands of jobs 

Training for Alaskans 
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New energy 
for Alaska 

· Home heating 

Electricity 

Opportunities for North Slope Gas· 
The Alaska Highway route complements 
other future in-state value added commercial 
uses of North Slope Gas. 

-LNG- Liquefied 
- Natw-al Gas 

- Industrial Devel<;>pment 
- GTL - Gas to Liquids 
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Increased Revenues for Alaska 
Total State revenue is estimated at $200-400 
million per year. 

Doing it Right 

• Sound Science 

• Responsible 
Stewardship 

• Open Public 
Process 
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·Gathering Information Taking Action 

Getting the best information possible 

Expert analysis by oil and gas and economic 
consultants including 
- Cambridge Energy Research Associates 

- Van Meurs and Associates, Ltd. 

Gathering lllformation Taking Action 

I<nowles 
Administrative Action 

- Gas Pipeline Cabinet 

- Gas Pipeline Office 

-Natural Gas Policy Council 
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What happens now? 
- Prepare for permitting 

- Listen to Alaskans 
- Coordinate with 

federal agencies 

-Advance the project 

Where can you find out more about an 
Alaska Highway gasline? 

Contact Ken Freeman: 
· Juneau (907) 465-3500 

Anchorage (907) 269-7450 

Internet: www.gov. state.ak. us/gasline/ 

Email: gasline@gov.state.ak.us 

Fax: (907) 465-3532 



Alasli'"a .na•rl'.ll s.lt.~a.a ..... aat«c~ral •. ·fl.•l!:i~ ............. , ........ ene tll.ll·& .,.,., .• , ... awm 
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Presentation from the North American Natural Gas Pipeline Group 
given at the March 23, 2001 meeting of the Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 

Joint Team Objectives 

• Create an economic project (competitive cost 
of supply) 

• Develop sufficient technical information to 
support FERC/NEB applications as soon as 
possible (target - year end 2001) 

• Prepare for next phase of activity 

Safe and Environmentally Responsible 

0 North Slope known resource - 35 Tcf 
0 Prudhoe Bay- 8 Bcf/d of production 

currently 
0 Reinjected into reservoir 
o Ultimate resource estimates -100 Tcf 

others 

state 

Phillips 
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U.S. Gas Supply/Demand 
30 TCF/Year 

20 

10 

0 

1990 
Source: National Petroleum Council, December 19&9 

2000 

85 

75 

50 

25 

0 
2010 

Supply/Demand -Asia Comparison 
30 TCF/Year BCF/Day 2010 New Source Needs 

75,------, 

62 
50+----

25 +-------

0 
1990 2000 2010 E. Asia u.s. 

Source: NPC, December 1999 & Tok o Gas, 2001 
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North American Gas Supplies/Markets 

Joint Team Organizational Chart 
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Land Status For Pipeline Route (in Red) 
~ MilD. ~ 
Federal 48 77 . 

§tam 157 ~2"'53~--
Tatal 205 330 

~ Min 
Crown (FederaQ 763 
Provincial 378 
First Nations 224 
Private proeerty .4i 
Total 1414 

Total Route 1619 

Pipeline Route (In Red) 
~ _Mil!.i Kilgmeters 
Federal 249 401 
State 368 607 
M..,jcipalities 20 32 
Native Carp. 60 97 
Private ___!!§ _.!_,.38.,_ __ 
Total 783 1275 

~~ 
Crown 402 
Provincial 678 
First Nations 70 
Elil!!!1c.. ~ 
Total 1199 

Kilometers 
647 
1091 
113 
78 
1929 
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Major Scopes of Work (RFPs) 

Alill!ilka to Alberta 
Pipeline System (A-B); 
- Burled, High Pressure, Olllled 
- Intermediate Compression· 
- Block Valve StaHons 
- Intermeo~aWoolno Fadl~, .. 

NGL Extraction Facility: 
Removal or C;z+ 

Lend -Canada (2) 

Land - US Lower 48 
US Ala11kan 

Environmental I Regulatory - US 
Reid sb.Jdies 

Conceptual Pipeline System Components 

Relnjec:don to 
011 Field• 

Vatwe Statlana 

lntermedi•te Compra.~~ion 
FKillliell 

BuriedPipe&le 

Pipeline system is comprised of four main facilities: 
Buried pipeline (-48", -2500psi, high strength steel) 
Intermediate compression facilities 
Block valve stations 
Intermediate pigging facilities 
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Applying 21st Century Technology 
Attributes 

Advanced materials & design 
High Pressure operation 

- Buried line with thermal control 
Fewer, more powerful compressor stations 
Advanced construction (trenching, welclng, river crossings) 
Advanced communication & control systems 
Advanced monitoring and maintenance systems 

Benefits 
Lower fuel consumption 
Reduced emissions 
Smaller footprint 
Reduced environmental impact 
Expansion capacity 
Lower cost of supply 
High reliability 

Conceptual Pipeline Construction Plan 

• Multiple construction spreads working over 3 year period. 

• Onshore 
- Principally winter construction - especially in permafrost. 
- Pipeline buried except for few specific crossings. 
- Grade-only construction where soils allow. 

Primarily snow pads where soil/vegetation require protection. 
Gravel construction pads required where protection is required and slopes 
are excessive for snow pads. 

• Offshore 
Summer construction from lay vessels. 

- Primarily offshore supply from existing infrastructure. 
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The "Seven Lenses" of Evaluation 

• Economics 

• Revenues 

• Jobs 

• GasAccess 

• Safety 

• Timing 

• Environment 
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Materials from a presentation by Bob Loeffler, Senior Partner, Morrison and Foerster 
given at the March 23,2001 meeting of the Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 

UNITED STATES SENATE COMMITTEE ON ENERGY 
AND NATURAL RESOURCES 

ALASKA NATURAL GAS TRANSPORTATION ACT 

StaffReport of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 

January 18,2001 

www.ferc.fed.us 
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The Partners in the Alaskan Northwest Partnership 

Parent Company 

American Natural Resources Co. 

The Columbia Gas System Inc. 

Inter North, Inc. 

Northwest Energy Co. 

Pacific Gas & Electric Co. 

Pacific Lighting Corp. 

Panhandle Eastern PipeLine Co. 

Texas Eastern Corp. 

Texas Gas Trans. Corp. 

Trans Canada Pipelines Ltd. 

United Energy Resources Inc. 

Partnership Company 

American Natural Alaskan Co. 

ColumbiaAlaskan Gas Trans. Co. 

Northern Arctic Gas Co. 

Northwest Alaskan Pipeline Co. 

Calaska Energy Co. 

Pacific Interstate Trans. Co. (Arctic) 

Pan Alaskan Gas Co. 

Tetco Four Inc. 

Texas Gas Alaska Corp. 

Trans Canada Pipeline Alaska Ltd. 

United Alaska Fuels Corp. 
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Press Statements about Write-Offs and Withdrawals 

Parent Company Date Amount (U.S.$/ 
millions) 

American Natural Resources Co. 5/31182 $29.0 

The Columbia Gas System Inc. 12/4/84 $16.5 

InterN orth, Inc. 1124/83 $34.0 

Northwest Energy Co. 12/20/94 n/a 

Pacific Gas & Electric Co. 1118/84 $45.0 

Pacific Lighting Corp. 2/28/85 $26.0 

Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line Co. 1124/83 $26.0 

Texas Eastern Corp. n/a n/a 

Texas Gas Trans. Corp. 8/13/81 $19.5 

TransCanada Pipelines Ltd. n/a n/a 

United Energy Resources Inc. 2/24/83 $25.4 
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Section 4 of the Natural Gas Act 

§ 717c. Rates and Changes 

(a) Just and reasonable rates and charges 

All rates and charges made, demanded,· or received by any natural
gas company for or in connection with the transportation or sale of 
natural gas subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission, and all 
rules and regulations affecting or pertaining to such rates or 
charges, shall be just and reasonable, and any such rate or charge 
that is not just and reasonable is declared to be unlawful. 

(b) Undue preferences and unreasonable rates and charges prohib
ited 
No natural-gas company shall, with respect to any transportation or 
sale of natural gas subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission, ( 1) 
make or grant any undue preference or advantage to any person or 
subject any person to any undue prejudice or disadvantage, or (2) 
maintain any unreasonable difference in rates, charges, service, 
facilities, or in any other respect, either as between localities or as 
between classes of service. 

(c) Filing of rates and charges with Commission; public inspection 
of schedules 
Under such rules and regulations as the Commission may prescribe, 
every natural-gas company shall file with the Commission, within 
such time (not less than sixty days from June 21, 1938) and in such 
form as the Commission may designate, and shall keep open in con
venient form and place for public inspection, schedules showing all 
rates and charges for any transportation or sale subject to the juris
diction of the Commission, and the classifications, practices, and 
regulations affecting such rates and charges, together with all con
tracts which in any manner affect or relate to such rates, charges, 
classifications, and services. 

(d) Changes in rates and charges; notice to Commission 

Unless the Commission otherwise orders, no change shall be made 
by any natural-gas company in any such rate, charge, classification, 
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or service, or in any rule, regulation, or contract relating thereto, 
except after thirty days' notice to the Commission and to the public. 
Such notice shall be given by filing with the Commission and keep
ing open for public inspection new schedules stating plainly the 
change or changes to be made in the schedule or schedules then in 
force and the time when the change or changes will go into effect. 
The Commission, for good cause shown, may allow changes to take 
effect without requiring the thirty days' notice }J.erein provided for by 
an order specifying the changes so to be made and the time when 
they shall take effect and the manner in which they shall be filed 
and published. 

(e) Authority of Commission to hold hearings concerning new 
schedule of rates · 

Whenever any such new schedule is filed the Commission shall 
have authority, either upon complaint of any State, municipality, 
State commission, or gas distributing company, or upon its own 
initiative without complaint, at once, and if it so orders, without 
answer or formal pleading by the natural-gas company, but upon 
reasonable notice, to enter upon a hearing conceming the lawful
ness of such rate, charge, classification, or service; and, pending 
such hearing and the decision thereon, the Commission, upon 
filing with such schedules and delivering to the natural-gas com
pany affected thereby a statement in writing of its reasons for such 
suspension, may suspend the operation of such schedule and defer 
the use of such rate, charge, classification, or service, but not for a 
longer period than five months beyond the time when it would oth
erwise go into effect; and after full hearings, either completed before 
or after service goes into effect, the Commission may make such 
orders with reference thereto as would be proper in a proceeding 
initiated after it had become effective_. If the proceeding has not 
been concluded and an order made at the expiration of the suspen
sion period, on motion of the natural-gas company making the 
filing, the proposed change of rate, charge, classification, or service 
shall go into effect. Where increased rates or charges are thus 
made effective, the Commission may, by order, require the natural
gas company to fumish a -bond, to be approved by the Commission, 
to refund any amounts ordered by the Commission, to keep accu
rate accounts in detail of all amounts received by reason of such 
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increase, specifying by whom and in whose behalf such amounts 
were paid, and, upon completion of the hearing and decision, to 
order such natural-gas company to refund, with interest, the por
tion of such increased rates or charges by its decision found not 
justified. At any hearing involving a rate or charge sought to be 
increased, the burden of proof to show that the increased rate or 
charge is just and reasonable shall be upon the natural-gas com
pany, and the Commission shall give to the hearing and decision of 
such questions preference over other questions pending before it 
and decide the same as speedily as possible. (June 21, 1938, c. 
556, § 4, 52 Stat. 822; May 21, 1962, Pub.L. 87-454, 76 Stat. 72.) 
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Section 5 of the Natural Gas Act 

§717d. Fixing rates and charges; determination of cost of produc
tion or transportation 

(a) Decreases in rates 
Whenever the Commission, after a hearing had upon its own motion 
or upon complaint of any State, municipality, State commission, or 
gas distributing company, shall find that any rate, charge, or classi
fication demanded, observed, charged, or collected by any natural
gas company in connection with any transportation or sale of natu
ral gas, subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission, or that any 
rule, regulation, practice, or contract affecting such rate, charge, 
or classification is unjust, unreasonable, unduly discriminato:ry, or 
preferential, the Commission shall determine the just and reason
able rate, charge, classification, rule, regulation, practice, or contract 
to be thereafter observed and in force, and shall fix the same by or
der: Provided, however, That the Commission shall have no power to 
order any increase in any rate contained in the currently effective 
schedule of such natural gas company on file with the Commission, 
unless such increase is in accordance with a new schedule filed by 
such natural gas company; but the Commission may order a de
crease where existing rates are unjust, unduly discriminato:ry, pref
erential, otherwise unlawful, or are not the lowest reasonable rates. 

(b) Costs of production and transportation 

The Commission upon its own motion, or upon the request of any 
State commission, whenever it can do so without prejudice to the effi
cient and proper conduct of its affairs, may investigate and determine 
the cost of the production or transportation of natural gas by a natural
gas company in cases where the Commission has no authority to es
tablish a rate goveming the transportation or sale of such natural gas. 

(June 21, 1938, c. 556, § 5, 52 Stat. 823.) 

HISTORICAL AND STATUTORY NOTES 
Transfer of Functions 
The functions of the Federal Power Commission and of the members, 
officers, and components thereof were transferred to, and vested in, 
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either the Secretary of Energy or, with regard to certain functions relat
ing to hydroelectric licenses and permits, natural gas electricity rates 
and charges, natural gas rates and charges, certificates of public con
venience and necessity for natural gas, natural gas curtailments, and 
mergers and securities acquisitions under the Federal Power Act and 
the Natural Gas Act, to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
within the Department of Energy, as part of the creation of the Depart
ment of Energy by Pub.L. 95-91, Aug. 4, 1977, 91 Stat. 565. See sec
tions 7151, 7172 and 7293 ofTitle 42, The Public Health and Welfare. 

All executive and administrative functions of the Federal Power Com
mission were, with certain reservations, transferred to the Chairman of 
such Commission, with authority vested in him to authorize their per
formance by any officer, employee, or administrative unit under his 
jurisdiction, by 1950 Reorg. plan No. 9, §§ 1, 2, eff. May 24, 1950, 15 
F-IL 3175, 64 Stat. 1265, set out in the Appendix to Title 5, Govern
ment Organization and Employees. 

LIBRARY REFERENCES 

Administrative Law 
Forms, reports and statements, use of, see 18 CFR § 260.1 et seq. 
General statements of policy and interpretation, see 18 CFR § 2.1 et 
seq. 
Natural gas pipeline companies, calcul:~tion of taxes, see 18 CFR § 
2.67. Rate schedules and tariffs, see 18 CFR § 154.1 et seq. 
Utilization and conservation of natural resources, see 18 CFR § 2.78. 

American Digest System 
Gas 4=14.3(2). 

Encyclopedias 
C.J. S. Gas§ 31 et seq. 

Law Review and Journal Commentaries 
Limitations on the authority of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commis
sion. Tammy J. Owen, 57 Geo.Wash.L.Rev. 1187 (1989). 
Prospective remedies under Section 5 of the Natural Gas Act: Office Of 
Consumers' Counsel v. FERC. -Note, 23 Tulsa L.J. 613 (1988). 
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Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Act of 1976 

PUBLIC LAW 94-586-0CT. 22, 1976 

PRESIDENTIALDECISIONAND REPORT 

SEC. 7. (a) (l)As soon as practicable after July 1, 1977, but not later than September 1, 1977, 
the President shall issue a decision as to whether a transportation system for delivery of Alaska 
natural gas should be approved under this Act. Ifhe determines such a system should be so 
approved, his decision shall designate such a system for approval pursuant to section 8 and shall 
be consistent with section 5(b) (1) (C) to assure delivery of Alaska natural gas to points both 
east and west of the Rocky Mountains in the continental United States. The President in 
making his decision shall take into consideration the Commission's recommendation pursuant 
to section 5, the report under section 5 (c), and any comments submitted under section 6; and 
his decision to designate a system for approval shall be based on his determination as to which 
system, if any, best serves the national interest. 

(2) The President, for a period of up to 90 additional calendar days after September 1, 
1977, may delay the issuance ofhis decision and transmittal thereof to the House of 
Representatives and the Senate, ifhe determines (A) that there exists no environmental impact 
statement prepared relative to a system he wishes to consider or that any prepared 
environmental impact statement relative to a system he wishes to consider is legally or 
factually insufficient, or (B) that the additional time is otherwise necessary to enable him to 
make a sound decision on an Alaska natural gas transportation System. The President shall 
promptly, but in no case any later than, September 1, 1977, notify the House ofRepresentatives 
and the Senate ifhe so delays his decision and submit a full explanation of the basis of any such 
delay. 

(3) If, on or before May 1, 1977, the President determines to delay issuance and 
transmittal ofhis decision to the House ofRepresentatives and the Senate pursuant to paragraph 
(2) of this subsection, he may authorize a delay of not more than 90 days in the date of taking 
of any action specified in sections 5 and 6. The President shall promptly notify the House of 
Representatives and the Senate of any such authorization of delay and submit a full explanation 
ofthe basis of any such authorization. 

( 4) If the President determines to designate for approval a transportation system for 
delivery of Alaska natural gas to the contiguous States, he shall in such decision-

( A) describe the nature and route ofthe system designated for approval; 
(B) designate a person to construct and operate such a system, which person shall be 

the applicant, if any, which filed for a certificate of public convenience and necessity to construct 
and operate such system; 

(C) identify those facilities, the construction of which, and those operations, the 
conduct of which, shall be encompassed within the term "construction and initial operation" for 
purposes of defining the scope ofthe directions contained in section 9 of this Act, taking into 
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consideration any recommendation of the Commission with respect thereto; and 
(D) identify those provisions oflaw, relating to any determination of a Federal officer 

or agency as to whether a certificate, permit, right-of-way, lease or other authorization shall be 
issued or be granted, which provisions the President fmds (i) involve determinations which are 
subsumed in his decision and (ii) require waiver pursuant to section 8 (g) in order to permit the 
expeditious construction and initial operation of the transportation system. 

( 5) After a decision of the President designating an Alaska natural gas transportation system 
takes effect under section 8, the President shall appoint an officer of the United States, with the 
advice and consent of the Senate, or designate a board (consisting of such an officer, so appointed 
with the advice and consent ofthe Senate, as chairman and such other individuals as the President 
determines appropriate to serve on such board by reason ofbackground, experience, or position) 
to serve as Federal inspector of construction of such transportation system, except that no such 
individual or officer may have a financial interest in the approved transportation system. Upon 
enactment of a joint resolution pursuant to section 8 approving such a system the Federal inspectors 
shall-

(A) establish a joint surveillance and monitoring agreement, approved by the President, 
with the State of Alaska similar to that in effect during construction of the trans-Alaska oil pipeline 
to monitor the construction of the approved transportation system within the State of Alaska; 

(B) monitor compliance with applicable laws and the terms and conditions of any 
applicable certificate, rights-of-way, permit, lease, or other authorization issued or granted under 
section 9; 

(C) monitor actions taken to assure construction schedules and the achievement of 
quality of construction, cost control, safety, and environmental protection objectives and the 
results obtained therefrom; 

(D) have the power to compel, by subpoena if necessary, submission of such 
information as he deems necessary to carry out his responsibilities; and 

(E) keep the President and the Congress currently informed on any significant 
departures from compliance and issue quarterly reports to the President and the Congress 
concerning existing or potential failures to meet construction schedules or other factors which 
may delay the construction and initial operation of the system and the extent to which quality 
of construction, cost control, safety and environmental protection objectives have been 
achieved. 

( 6) If the President determines to designate for approval a transportation system for 
delivery of Alaska natural gas to the contiguous States, he may identify in such decision such 
terms and conditions permissible under existing law as he determines appropriate for inclusion 
with respect to any issuance or authorization directed to be made pursuant to section 9. 

(b) The decision of the President made pursuant to subsection (a) of this section shall be 
transmitted to both Houses of Congress and shall be considered received by such Houses for 
the purposes of this section on the first day on which both are in session occurring after such 
decision is transmitted. Such decision shall be accompanied by a report explaining in detail the 
basis for his decision with specific reference to the factors set forth in sections 5 (c) and 6 (a), 
and the reasons for any revision, modification of, or substitution for, the Commission 
recommendation. 

(c) The report of the President pursuant to subsection (b) of this section shall contain a 
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fmancial analysis for the transportation system designated for approval. Unless the President 
finds and states in his report submitted pursuant to this section that he reasonably anticipates 
that the system designated by him can be privately financed, constructed, and operated, his report 
shall also be accompanied by his recommendation concerning the use of existing Federal 
financing authority or the need for new Federal financing authority. 

(d) In making his decision under subsection (a) the President shall inform himself, through 
appropriate consultation, of the views and objectives of the States, the Government of Canada, 
and other governments with respect to those aspects of such a decision that may involve 
intergovernmental and international cooperation among the Government of the United States, 
the States, the Government of Canada, and any other government. 

(e) If the President determines to designate a transportation system for approval, the decision 
of the President shall take effect as provided in section 8, except that the approval of a decision 
of the President shall not be construed as amending or otherwise affecting the laws ofthe United 
States so as to grant any new financing authority as may have been identified by the President 
pursuant to subsection (c). 
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Section 7c of the Natural Gas Act 

§ 717f. Construction, extension, or abandonment of fa
cilities 

(c) Certificate of public convenience and necessity 
(l)(A) No natural-gas company or person which will be a natural
gas company upon completion of any proposed construction or 
extension shall engage in the transportation or sale of natural 
gas, subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission, or undertake 
the construction or extension of any facilities therefor, or acquire 
or operate any such facilities or extensions thereof, unless there 
is in force with respect to such natural-gas company a certificate 
of public convenience and necessity issued by the Commission 
authorizing such acts or operations: Provided, however, That if 
any such natural-gas company or predecessor in interest was 
bona fide engaged in transportation or sale of natural gas, subject 
to the jurisdiction of the Commission, on February 7, 1942, over 
the route or routes or within the area for which application is 
made and has so operated since that time, the Commission shall 
issue such certificate without requiring further proof that public 
convenience and necessity will be served by such operation, and 
without further proceedings, if application for such certificate is 
made to the Commission within ninety days after February 7, 
1942. Pending the determination of any such application, the 
continuance of such operation shall be lawful. 
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Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Act of 1976 

PUBLIC LAW94-586-0CT. 22, 1976 

AUTIIORIZATIONS 

SEC. 9. (a) To the extent that the taking of any action which is necessary or related to the 
construction and initial operation of the approved transportation system requires a certificate, 
right-of-way, permit, lease, or other authorization to be issued or granted by a Federal officer 
or agency, such Federal officer or agency shall-

( 1) to the fullest extent permitted by the provisions of law administered by such 
officer or agency, but 

(2) without regard to any provision oflaw which is waived pursuant to section 8 
(g) issue or grant such certificates, permits, rights-of-way, leases, and other authorizations at 
the earliest practicable date. 

(b) All actions of a Federal officer or agency with respect to consideration of applica
tions or requests for the issuance or grant of a certificate, right-of-way, permit, lease, or other 
authorization to which subsection (a) applies shall be expedited and any such application or 
request shall take precedence over any similar applications or requests of the Federal officer 
or agency. 

(c) Any certificate, right-of-way, permit, lease, or other authorization issued or granted 
pursuant to the direction under subsection (a) shall include the terms and conditions required by 
law unless waived pursuant to a resolution under section 8(g), and may include terms and condi
tions permitted by law, except that with respect to terms and conditions permitted but not re
quired, the Federal officer or agency, notwithstanding any such other provision oflaw, shall have 
no authority to include terms and conditions as would compel a change in the basic nature and 
general route of the approved transportation system or those the inclusion of which would other
wise prevent or impair in any significant respect the expeditious construction and initial opera
tion of such transportation system. 

(d) Any Federal officer or agency, with respect to any certificate, permit, right-of-way, 
lease, or other authorization issued or granted by such officer or agency, may, to the extent per
mitted under laws administered by such officer or agency add to, amend or abrogate any term or 
condition included in such certificate, permit, right-of-way, lease, or other authorization except 
that with respect to any such action which is permitted but not required by law, such Federal 
officer or agency, notwithstanding any such other provision oflaw, shall have no authority to take 
such action if the terms and conditions to be added, or as amended, would compel a change in the 
basic nature and general route of the approved transportation system or would otherwise prevent 
or impair in any significant respect the expeditious construction and initial operation of such 
transportation system. 

(e) Any Federal officer or agency to which subsection (a) applies, to the extent permitted 
under laws administered by such officer or agency, shall include in any certificate, permit, right-
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of-way, lease, or authorization issued or granted those terms and conditions identified in the 
President's decision as appropriate for inclusion except that the requirement to include such 
terms and conditions shall not limit the Federal officer or agency's authority under subsection 

(d) of this section. 
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Presentation from the State of Alaska Joint Pipeline Office 
given at the March 23,2001 meeting of the Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 

Alaska Highway Natural Gas 
Policy Council 

Overview of the 
Regulatory Environment 

William G. Britt, Jr. 
State Pipeline Coordinator 

Department of Natural Resources 

State Agencies 

DNR 
DEC 
DFG 
DOT 
DOL 
DPS 
DGC 

Federal Agencies 

BLM 
DOT/OPS 

EPA 
CG 

COE 
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Right-of-Way Leasing Act 

Section· 
10. Legislative declaration of policy 
15. Powers of the commissioner · 
20. Grant ofright-of-waylease 
30. Abandonment, reduction, or 

impairment of service of pipeline 
40. Temporary or emergency service or 

temporary abandonment, reduction, 
or impairment of service by lessee 

50. Application for right-of-way leases 
70. Notice of application 
80. Analysis and public hearing 
90. Multiple applications for saJ118lease 

100. Decision on application 
llO. Term oflease 
120. Covenants required to be included 

in lease 

Section 
122. Products pipeline leases 
130. Right-of-way easements or leases 

acquired from others 
140. Payment of rental and costs 
170. Forfeiture oflease 
180. Suits to enjoin or recover damages for 

defaults 
190. Application of the Administrative 

Procedure Act 
200. Judicial review of decisions of 

commissioner on application 
205. Lease savings clause 
210. Delegation of commissioner's authority 
220. Continued operation of certain carriers 
225. Binding effect of covenants 
230. Definitions 
260. Short title 

Examples of Federal Authorizations for an 
Alaskan Gas Pipelin~ 

National Environmental Policy Act 
Certificate of Public 

Convenience and Necessity 
Dredge and Fill Permits 
Section 10 Permits 
Wastewater (NPDES) Permits 
SPCC Plans 
Permit to handle Hazardous Waste 
Radio/Wireless Communication 

Permits and Licenses 
Airport Leases 
Notices to Proceed 
Material Sales 
Land Use Authorizations 
Bridge Permits 

Lead Agency TBD 

FERC (interstate) 
COE 
COE 
EPAIADEC 
EPA 
EPA 

FCC 
FAA 
BLM 
BLM 
DOD, BIA, others 
CG 
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Examples of State Authorizations 
for an Alaskan Gas Pipeline 

Certificate of Public 
Convenience and Necessity 

Right-of-Way Lease 
Land Use Authorizations 
Water Appropriations 
Material Sales 
Burning Permits 
Oil Discharge Contingency Plans 
Food Service Permits 
Solid Waste Disposal Permits 
PSD (Air Quality) Permits 
Water and Sewage Plan Approvals 
Habitat Protection Permits 
Utility Permits for Encroachment 
ACMP Consistency 

RCA (intrastate) 
ADNR 
ADNR, UA, MHT 
ADNR 
ADNR 
ADNR and ADEC 
ADEC 
ADEC 
ADEC 
ADEC 
ADEC 
ADFG 
ADOT 
DGC 

Examples of Local and Private 
Authorizations for an Alaskan Gas 

Pipeline 
Zoning Requirements and 

Land Use Permits 

Development Permits . 

Road Plans 

Zoning and Land Use Approval 

Leases, Rights-of-Way, 
Land Use Authorizations 

North Slope Borough 

North Slope Borough 

North Slope Borough 

Delta Junction 

Chugach, Ahtna, 
others 
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Technical Notes, Calculation Notes, Plans and Programs 
Likely to Be Required for an Alaskan Gas Pipeline 

Access roads 
Cathodic protection 
Constructim plan 
Crack arresting burst test & analysis 
Design basis 
Earthquake design 
Erosion & sedimentation control 
Firecmtrol 
Full-scale bend test & analysis 
Hazardous substance control & cleanup · 
Limit strain criteria 
Mineral exploration & extraction 
Overburden & excess material disposal 

· · leak detection 
s 
Pres 
Restoration 
Siting of compressor stations 
Solid waste management 
Stress corrosion cracking evaluation 
Trench & pipe stability evaluation 
Welding procedure & ECA evaluation 
Winter test trench summary 

Constructim camps 
Communi.caticns 
Corrosion control 
Cultural :resource preservation 
Design summary 
Environmental briefin.g1l 
Expansion stress analysis 
Flow analysis 
Geologic hazards 
Human-carnivore interaction 
Material selection 
NDE approach & summary 
Permafrost llesign & operational analysis 
Pipeline commissioning & start-up 
Pipeline tie-ins 
Quality assurance/quality control 
River training structures 
Snow & ice worl<pads & access roads 
Stream, river & floodplain crossing1l 
Surveillance & maintenance 
Visual resources 
Wetland construction 
Yukon river crossing 

Administrative Order 187 

o Single point of contact for 
permitting, authorizations, and oversight 

o Coordinated process for 
permitting, authorizations, and oversight 

o Similar terms and conditions in 
permits and authorizations 

o Unified voice in dealing with 
federal and Canadian governments, pipeline 
companies, and gas owners 

o Use existing structures to address these issues 
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Administrative Order 187 
Gas Pipeline Cabinet 

Commissioners of: 
-Alaska Department of Natural Resources (Chair) 
- Alaska Department of Environmental Consetvation 
- Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
- Alaska Department of Revenue 
-Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities 
- Alaska Department of Labor and Workforce Development 
- Alaska Department of Community and Economic Development 

Directors of: 
-Division of Governmental Coordination 
-Governor's Washington D.C. Office 

Attorney General 

Administrative Order 187 

State Pipeline Coordinator is the: 

Lead for coordinating state permitting, 
authorizations, and oversight for gas pipelines 

-Work planning 
- Scheduling 
-Budgeting 
-Staffing 

Lead for communication and coordination 
with federal and Canadian agencies related to 

-Routing 
-Design 
- Permitting 
- Authorizations 
- Construction oversight 
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State Pipeline Coordinator's Office (SPCO) 

JPO 
Agencies 

GPO DNR 
Agencies DEC 

DNR DFG 
DEC DOT 
DFG DOL 
DOT DPS 
DOL DGC 
DPS BLM 
DGC DOT/OPS 

EPA 
CG 

COE 

FY02 Scope of Work 

o Prepare to receive an application 

o Work with proponents 

o Help create and implement State policy 

o Process an application 
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Presentation from the State of Alaska Division of Oil and Gas 
given at the March 23, 2001 meeting of the Alaska H ighway Natural Gas Policy Council 
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Key Expertise 
In 

High Demand 

More 
nit & Participating Area 

Issues 

New Programs Are 
In Place & Active .., 

o· 

Radical Advancements 
In Technology 

New Environmental & 
Permitting Challenges 

Major Upstream 
Ownership Realignment 

Major Downstream 
Ownership Realignment 

Exploration 
For & Development Of 

Smaller And Lower Quality 
Oil and Gas Fields 

New & Reengaged 
Industry Participants 

in Alaska 
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MARK MYERS, DIRECTOR 

JANUARY 2001 

North Slope Sales 
Foothills Areawide 2001 May 2001 
Areawide 2001 Ocl2001 
Areawide 2002 Oct 2002 
Areawide 2003 Oct 2003 
Areawide 2004 Oct 2004 
Areawide 2005 Oct 2005 

Beaufort Sea Sales 
Areawide 2001 Oct 2001 
Areawide 2002 Ocl2002 
Areawide 2003 Ocl2003 
Areawide 2004 Oct 2004 
Areawide 2005 Oct 2005 

Cook Inlet Sales 
Areawide 1991 
Areawide 2002 
A rea wide 2003 
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Areawide 2005 May 2005 
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Presentation from Foothills Pipe Unes Ltd. 
given at the AprilS, 2001 meeting of the Ala~ka Highway Natural Gas Policy Council · 

Governor's 
Alaska Highway Naturai .Gas 

Policy council 

April 5, 2001 

Presentation by 

John Ellwood 
Vice President, Engineering & operations 

~ FoofiiHis Pipe Lii.HJS ltd. a 
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ATT AQ-lME NT 1 

FCOTHILLS PIPE LINES LTD. 

NORTH AMERICAN PIPELINE INFRASTRUCTURE 

B ac:Er Cq:xxi 

(Bd) 
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ATT AO-IME NT 2 

FOOTHILLS PIPE LINES LTD. 

TRANSPORT AT ION SYSTEMS 

• • • Den p.sll2rLa1m:al 
• • • M ackenz:i=VaJ:IE¥" 
• • • Alaska North Sl::peLNG Project 
.......; E x:isting P:pelhes 
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II Paso 
Alaska 

LNG 
Project 

ATT AQ-IME NT 3 

FOOTHILLS PIPE LINES LTD. 

ORIGINAL COMPETING PROJECTS 
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ATTACHMENT 4 

FOOTHILLS PIPE LINES LTD. 

PRE BUILD SYSTEM 

/ 
./ 

L :ines L tt!. 
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Presentation from the Alaska North Slope LNG Project 
given at the AprilS, 2001 meeting of the Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
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LNG buyers may also make 
substantial investment to 
handle and utilize the LNG. 

The LNG is loaded onto 
ships (much like large Thermos 

®bottles) for transport to 
East A sian Markets. 

A hove is a computer simulation 
of the potential Nikiski LNG 
plant and marine terminal site. 

In the LNG P/QIIt, gas from the pipeline is 
chilled to-259°F (-160°C) so that it forms a 
safe, clean, liquefied natural gas (LNG) . 

... •• 

Gas from theN orth 
Slope is to be purchased 
and routed to a nearby 
gas conditioning facility 
where impurities and 
carbon dioxide are 
removed. 

purified gas is then to be transported by 
e system to an ice-free port in South Central 

Iaska. 

at both Anderson Bay- at the Port of Valdez, 
Nikiski- in the Cook Inlet, are viable options. 
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MARKET UNDERSTANDING 
Sponsor Group Expertise 

• MARKET UPDATES AND INPUTS ARE PERPETUAL 
- From well established, experienced and knowledgeable sources 

• Marubeni 
-:- Japanese trading company, doing business throughout East Asia and 

the world· 

-:- · Continuous feedback through ANS LNG Market Liaison office 
- Providing significant input and updating to our market analysis 

• Phillips 
-:- 30 years marketing to Asia (from Alaska) 

- · Continual LNG market negotiations 
- Coordinated through international LNG group 

-:- Offices in Asia including: Tokyo, Taiwan and China (ongoing feedback) 

• BP 
-:- Ongoing worldwide LNG marketing experience 

-:- Offices in Asia (ongoing feedback) 



LNG Market View -
Fiercely Competitive 

• 60-80 MTPA of potential projects 
- Pursuing 20-40 MTPA of 2010 growth 

• Problematic trends 
- Downward price pressure 

Shorter contracts & spot deliveries 

' •••aaaa.a••••aaa•ea&A•••••••a.••"• ~a.aa.-..aaaa•~•.....-• 
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ANS LNG MUST ALSO COMPETE 
WITH U.S. GAS DEMAND 

2010 New Source Needs 

60 
50 
40 
30 
20 
1 0 

0 
E • As ia 1 . 

Demand 

u~. s . 
2 

Area 

IUJExpected demand 
minus known 
sources delivered 

1- High case LNG demand forecast of Tokyo Gas presented to 2001 HOAG 
Year 2010 high demand of 135+ MTA (-19 Bcfd) minus -80 Mta (11 Bcfd) 

2- National Petroleum Council, 12/99 
201 0 demand of 76 Bcfd minus 24 Bcfd of existing production 
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.: STAGE 1 WORK 
Major Advance 

• MARKET ENTRY PROJECT 

• 7-8 MM ton/year, projected $6.8 billion project 

Redesigned to 
-:- defer cost to as-needed . 

- minimize pre-investment 

Improves market entry probability 

Significantly reduces capital cost (and risk) 

Expandable to 14 MTA as market develops 

-:- Mandat~: to become economic;:ally sufficient at 7-8 
MTPA even if future expansion never occurs . . . 

On-site Asian LNG market discussions confirm: 
Smaller market entry project preferred 

L-.txll,l••-•aaaa.aaa.aaa.aaaaa.aa aa.a.aa.e.aaaa.• -..a•-.a•••• . ......... _. ..___ _I - - . I I I ~ I I ~ I - ·_ --' - [.. - - - - I I I I I I ' ' ' '. ' ' I ' 
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.1 

KEY AREAS OF REDESIGN 

• Pre-Sponsor Group 14.7 MTPA • Sponsors smaller, market entry, 
7 MTA expandable to 14 MTPA 

14 Ships 
2 births 

2.1 BCFD 

4 compressor 
stations 

Considers instate sales 
accommodated as needed 

36" p/1 
2,400 psig 

3 LNG Trains 
@ 4.7 each 

Seawater cooling 

3-167,000 m3 
Storage Tanks 

1.1 BCFD 
expandable to 
2.3 BCFD 

ZERO compressor 
stations initially -
expand up to 4 @ 7MTPA 

Provides for instate sales 
demand growth in Nikiski 
case 

28/30" p/1 
2,800 psig 

2 LNG Trains @ 3.6 each 
- EXPANDABLE TO 7 MTPA each! 

Air cooling 

2-125,000 m3 
Storage Tanks 

(pre- expansion) 

2.2 
2.5,-

2.51-
~-

2·51 1 5 Valdez only 2.5 12.o · Ramp 
I 3.5 up 

Nikiski OR Valdez 

. . .. 

. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . : . . . ,: . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
. . . . . . . . . 

7 ships 
1 birth 
(pre expansion) 
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STAGE1WORK 

Photo: Stage 1 work library 

• Stage_1 Documented 
Activities 

30+ Studies 

1 0+ Cost & construction 
estimates 

15+ Analysis & assessments 

30+ Reports 

25+ Workshops 

26 Outside contractors/consultants (-60% AK content) 

15+ Engineering design & cost 
- 3 Permitting 
- 2 · Regulatory 

- 2 Federal 
1 ·state ·· · 
1 Governmental entity · 

STAGE 1 WORK COMPLETED: 
ON11Me 
WITHIN BUDGET . 
EXCEEDING ENGINEERING DESIGN EXPECTATIONS 



PIPELINE ROUTE & LNG PLANT SIT.E 

• 

Pacing item is a cost competitive project- at either location 
Neither site works if overall project isn't doable 

Stage 1 engineering and construction design for BOTH 

NIKISKI· 
- INSTATE .GAS SALES 

POTENTIAL 

-c- · Existing markets 

-c- Growth opportunity 
& existing 
infrastructure 

- Including Kenai 
LNG Plant 

-c- Potential lower cost 
instate gas 

- without need for 
long spur line to 
Cl 

• ANDERSON BAY 
POTENTIAL FOR REDUCING 
PERMITTING TIME 

ANDERSON BAY ROUTE 

_ ____,-c- Existing TAPS P/L 
corridor 

Possibly less 
resistance 

- environmental 

- landowner, etc. 

NIKISKI ROUTE 
ApproJdmate Compn .. or 8t.tfon Locations 



STAGE 1- PERMITTING WORK · 

• In depth analysis on route/site options 
- Internal expert studies/review 

-:- Alaskan, Canadian, worldwide & world class experience and expertise 

- External, Alaska content consultant - extensive analysis 

• · CONCLUSION: Both Anderson Bay and Nikiski can be 
permitted 

Any permitting time differences doable within current market timing 
needs 

- Opinion: Any existing Anderson Bay route permits will also require 
extensive work and cost to perfect 

Note: Nikiski route does NOT go through Denali National Park 
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SrAGE2 
KEY AREAS OF FOCUS 

• Ongoing design/cost optimization 

• Synergy of shared cost with a lower 48 pipeline project 

• Value of public entity or port authority concept to our project 

• Key risks, their impact and potential mitigation strategies (including financing) 

• Alternate LNG markets evaluation 
- Including U.S. and Mexico West Coast 

• Further understanding and valuation of competing LNG projects 

• Further permitting analysis and execution strategy 
- blue print for moving crisply forward - with the r~gulators and agencies 

• TIMING: 12-15 months (underway) COST: -$3 million 



Key Stage 2 Highlights 
.To Date 

• Additional capex optimization of -$400 Million 
- Market entry 7-8 MTPA cap ex now at 

-:- $6.5 B - including ships 

-:- $4.9 B - without ships 

-:- Identification of further savings ongoing 
- also exploring shared facilities with a lower 48 gas pipeline 

• Public entity valuation -- current view indicates no compelling advantage to 
a joint public/private project 

Generally: 
-:- Benefits passed to private enterprise will be taxable 

-:- Public borrowing rates unlikely to offset 
- private entity deduction of interest and depreciation 

• Other Stage 2 activity in progress and on schedule 
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ECONOMICS 

• Key: cost competitive with other E. Asian LNG projects 
- at a sufficient economic return 

• ANS LNG Project 
-:- is not yet cost competitive 

-:- is not yet economic on a cost of capital basis 
- for the expected risk 

. . 
• Considerable, additional efforts required 

To reduce cost 

To share cost or find other synergy 

Reduce risk 

To achieve meaningful fiscal modification (particularly federal) 

• Axiom: 
- Project economic assumptions must be salabl~ 

-:- Internally- to the investment community- to the suppliers and markets 
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ANS LNG Project 
Current CAP EX Esti111ate 

Current 
Estimated 

Nikiski Capex 
- $6.5 Billion 

Working to improve economics 
> Not yet determined cost competitive 

with other new projects 
>Other new LNG projects are already 

at tide water 

Now exploring shared cost with a L48 pipeline 

** Anderson Bay Capex does not include 
any cost for a spur line to the Anchorage 

owl (or permitting for that spur line) 
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Example LNG Project Cost Comparisons 
From Public Sources 

Ex-Production Development Costs* and Ex-Shipping 

Potential ANS LNG Estimated MTA 
Projects. CAP EX 

(US$Billion) 

ANS LNG Nikiski $4.9 8.0 

Backbone (ANS) $7.3 9.2 

Example other 
LNG Projects 
Qatar R as La ffa n $1.7 5.2 
(grass roots) 

Trinidad (grass roots) $0.95 3.2 

.Oman (grassroots) ~ $2.0 6.6 

E. Timor (grass roots) $1.25** 4.8 

Tangguh (grass roots) $1 .5 6.0 

M a Ia ys ia Ill (expansion) $1.5 7.6 

Industry Convention 
(rule of thumb) 

*Public information on development costs is limited 
but Is more significantly related to oil production 

MT A = Million metric 
tons per annum 

$Million 
perM TA 

$610 

$790 

$330 

ANS PROJECTS 
INCLUDES A 

DEDICATED· 800 MILE 
PIPELINE that OTHER 

PROJECTS DON'T HAVE 
($2.4 8 /8 = $300) 

ri/27, 1998 O&GJAp 

$300 
EneravD ay, June 1999 

$300 
nm::m IN G Journal, January 2001 

$260 
DowJone s Newswire, March 9, 2001 

$250 
FTintem ational Gas Report, April 28, 2000 

$200 
WGI Jan uary 27, 2000 

$250 
O&GJD ecember 13, 1999 

.... Article quotes LNG Plant estimate at 
$2.5 billion in Australian dollars (-US$0.50) 



ALASKA NORTH SLOPE LNG P.ROJEC'I 

• Continuing effort 
-:- to· develop a cost competitive project 

. -:- to be prepared when the market is ready 
- but pragmatic about market timing 



I Presentation from Yukon Pacific Corporation 
given at the April5, 2001 meeting of the Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 

YUKON 
PACIFIC 

CORPORATION 
~Gii.a~ 

' I\ 
I \ 
I \ 

I \ 
I \ 

I \ 

,,' \ 
~ \ 

,,' ', 
,,' ' . \ 

Tanker Routes to ", 
Asian Markets Tank; Routes to 

Mexican Marltets 

2001 Natural Gas PolifY Council Report: Volume II- Page 193 
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I .. _-_"antTo .Cut To The 
Chase About-)\JClska ~as 

-, 

a Development of Alaska gas has been-~nd will be 
challenging -, 

a The myth that there's no market for Alaska LNG 

a The myth that Alaskan LNG is not an option 

• The risk if we gamble that the overland route is 
the only option 

"' Your role 

2001 Natural Gas Poliry Council Reporl: Volume II- Page 194 



Key Facts Rega'rdl(lg Alaska Gas 
''·, 

" Alaskan north slope gas is located in one of the most 
remote areas of the world ' 

·-,., 

.. There is worldwide competition in both Asia~'and 
Lower 48 markets , 

" Any project from Alaska must be big to meet 
economies of scale 

\ 

.. Big projects require long term contracts to obtain 
financing 

2001 Natural Gas Poliry Council &port: Volume II- Page 195 



. ·-·---. .. ··-~--. 

Any .A'I-ask~n project must 
be big in order,to compete 

·-,........_ 

·-.. , 

"' Economies of scale are required to compete with gas 
closer to market --

-, 
., A gas pipeline is required that adds to cost \, 

'\ 

" In Alaska there are multiple gas producers who' rnust 
agree to a SINGLE project (vs projects elsewhere 
where they have individual) ' 

" Investors will not invest $billions without confidence\ 
that they receive return on their investment -

2001 Natural Gas Poliq Council Report: Volume II- Page 196 
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YUKON 
PACIFIC 

CORPORATIOI!I 
~SKAoo;~~ 
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I .. _-_~anfTo Cut To T e 
." 

Chase bout.AJaska ~~~~,as 

B Development of Alaska gas has been(3nd will be 
challenging 

m The myth that there's no market for Alaska L~G 

.. The myth that Alaskan LNG is not an option 

" The risk if we gamble that the overland route is 
the only option 

" Your role 
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'.,, ---,- '""· .. ,, 

Any Alas•-:=.n project must 
be big in order,Jo compete 

''"'·· 

., Economies of scale are required to compete with gas 
closer to market 

., 
"' A gas pipeline is required that adds to cost \ 

" In Alaska there are multiple gas producers who' must 
agree to a SINGLE project (vs projects elsewhere 
where they have individual) ' 

"' Investors will not invest $billions without confidence\ 
that they receive return on their investment 
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(What if: Alaska~'l.:.,N~ was put first) 

• Assume BP/Phillips/Foothills/Marubeni (Sponsor Group) "market 
viable" rate to Japan (8 MTA) ' 

• Add Phillips' Australian project to Lower 48 ( 4.8 l'v1TA)' , 

• Add Chevron's Australian project to Lower 48 (3.5 MTA) ,\ 

• Equates to a 16.3 MTA project from Alaska (TAGS at almost full build 
out including proposed expansions) 

• Economies of scale would be met and Alaska gas would be the n\ost 
economic in all of Asia , 

2001 Natural Gas Poliq Council Report: Volume II- Page 214 
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LNG Delivered 

Pipeline Flow 

LNG Trains 

Pipeline and Stations (1) 

LNG Plan'! & Terminal (2) 

Incrementa! Capita! Cost 

Cumulative Capital Cost 
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When comp~i'ring,,projects from 
Alaska remember ,, 

''-.. 

', 
.. Worldwide LNG competes with Alaskan''Qas to both 

Asian LNG and Lower 48 markets ', 

.. Neither the LNG nor the overland pipeline proje~ts have 
firm market commitments 

\ 
\ 

m Hold conclusions until the honeymoon is over for 
overland project and firm costs and economics are 
developed 

2001 Natural Gas Poliq Council Report: Volume II - Page 221 
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Presentation from Ken Thompson, President, Pacific Rim Leadership Development 
given at the Apri118, 2001 meeting of the Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 

Vision: 

PadflcRimL~tdE~nlupDe·v~~pr, 
Ken Thompson, President 

Gas Business V 

Highway 
I 

ntroduction 

0 

ies to create their gas "vision" 

......... ,::. .... rn,.o." complete its separate studies to 

- Producers must focus on 
- State must focus on 50 years 

d What proactive "vision" for 

0 Find win-win with producers 

for Alaskans long-term 

waiting for the 
, then State reacts 

differ 
value, rates-of-return 

benefit to the state 

ould be examined? 
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Gas Business Visio~ecommendations 
-~' 

0 .-........... ..:or Delta Junction: 
LC\..Lual system 

0 12.5% gas "in kind" 

0 · (or Alaskan least 12.5°/o share 
in the gas pipeline trolm~~:JJQ~~i(i)dlUD and hub facilities 

~ 

IJii' State formulate policies/reg 
transparent valuation/ 

,..?J Pacific Rim 
~ I.MUI':R11HtP Ut:YJU»VM!QlT 

3 

Trading Hub and Natural Gas Business 
Vision With Future Multiple Markets Access 

North Slope Gas 
(Ownership In Hne hom Slope ID the hub iill1d 
the hub lndudes producers, Stare ancttor Alaskan 
rompanles; State CDUid hold /ong-llNTn or divest 
ID Alaskan aNTip8f1ies, Native rorporations with 
In-state commen::tal gas pruJects) 

Gas To Fairbanks, Anchorage 
Kenai For Power Generation, 
Home Use, Expansion Of 
LNG, Petrochemicals, 

~.,.""""'·Fairbanks/Delta Junction 

GTL, NGL, etc. 
(Gas supply entrepreneurs, gas 
dlstr1bution companies, etc.) Gas To 

Valdez For 
LNG (Yukon Pacific) 

Gas Trading Hub 

Pipeline Gas To 
Lower48 

(L48 project partfdpanf;s, 

Gas Converted e.gqmaJor produrersJ 

To GTL Down ~J P .f. Ri 
TAPS 41"':::. aa 1c m 

(ma}orprod~~CrPS) ~,..A,_, ... ~'lii!ii' 
4 
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Gas Business 
0 2001-02: Resol 

business i 
g principles of natural gas 
on with L48 gas line 

transparent netback pricing 

,fJG.,,.,"f'~ finalize 

0 ~j)U4-2006+: State 
c;:!ines, in-state distribution, 
"::;processing 

o .2.QQZ: "GAS TO CASH" for 
Alaskan companies, Alaskans! 

r=::J ustificatio 
~"i?.~Y ... 

access for in-state use 
for overseas markets 

ent in line, gas "in kind" 

hub and/or spur 
re, value added 

.r::.~ Pacific Rim 
~:...LL'\DERSJJIP DE.'\I'£LOI'MF.HT S 

d Pacific Rim 
~ U::..'\DE.Il5.IIIP DE.VELOI'MI'.J.."T 

6 
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Gas Pipeline 

CJ~ate and Producers 
:!i(#t&"!1 for northern vs. 

-Producers must focus on 
- State must focus on 50 years 

W{ 

CJ Find win-win solution for 

Natural Gas Tr§lfi ,. 
CJ Physical system andwr'' 

CJ~'frading hubs fundarn,::u"'t-!:ll 
~ also for clear, tra""'""",...""' 

CJ Numerous trading hubs in 
Europe, progressing in 

currently, but cyclical 

calculations 

Alaska 

,...'!J Pacific Rim 
~t.EADE!UJlH'D&\>'l:U')PMeNT 

7 

hub near Fairbanks or 
market access 

locations 

physical hub does not) 

distribution but 
price valuation 
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Natural Gas Tradi 
0 

0 

o ~ess negotiations 
oztecedence of NS facility 

"Plug Into 

State Retain 

~'?tl:SW 

ld 
marketing firm 

:13-:~state's 12.5% share 
M MCFD if total 

ijl'i'O State's volumes could 
new business creation 

b (continued) 

are negative 

,, 

hare "In Kind" 

third party gas 
Energy/ Enron) 

at 250-500 
BCFD 
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State Invest 1 
n line from Slope to hub 

ine or Alaskan company for 
,.,.,.,.,....,,."',. of its investment share 

0 , transparent 

q!$f'ate hold investment 
- companies, Native -l!i Alternative: if state does 

companies to invest 1 

0 Keeps more profits in state! 

State Mandate 

Alaskan 
State's gas 

r::l:J Pacific Rim 
~I.KADBIUMIPlw.VIU.QPl1Kr.:T 

11 

n/Pricing Policies 

. must be clear, transparent 

0 · of past oil pricing 
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0 

0 

~-( 

o:;Participants have open, n 

0 Gas suppliers will compete 

0 

0 

ciples for Alaska -
irective 

ness: nondiscriminatory, clear 

I gas system 

of transparent rules 

--)~ Pacific Rim 
.~J,IUtollr.RI'ItUI" I)~'IY.l..UI"MI!.fl'1' 

13 

nclusions 

nks or Delta Junction: 
ctual system 

gas "in kind" 

least 12.5% share 
b and hub facilities 

clear and 
at the hub 

~~ Pacific Rim 
~ :LCADJlllSIIIi' Ol>VELDPMENT 

• • 14 
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Gas Business 
D 2001-02: Resol 

business· 

''"-·Qt:!:lit-o finalize 

D 2004-2006+: State attra 
,;fines, in-state distribution, 
;;'processing 

D .2.0D.Z: "GAS TO CASH" for 
Alaskan companies, Alaskans! 

principles of natural gas 
with L48 gas line 

:>rr<:>C"C" for overseas markets 
ent in line, gas "in kind" 

hub and/or spur 
re, value added 

~J Pacific Rim 
~ l.t'.ADEMliHIP l>J:VI>I,OPMKPI:T lS 
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Presentation from the Cook Inlet Pipeline Terminus Group 
given at the May17, 2001 meeting of the Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 

We Ha t Across the State 

•Anchorage ·. Palmer 

•Denali •S 
•Eagle River •Sold 

•Houston 
•Juneau 

•Kenai 

•Wasilla 
•Willow 
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•Anchorage 
Star of the 
North 

•Eagle River 
Chugiak 

•Seward 

by Chambers 
e State: 

•Kenai 

•Soldotna 

Supp d By: 

.tit Kenai Penins oro ugh 
·-~1.1· 

• Homer Electric As 
•Ecqnomic Developm 

District 
· •Mat-su Borough 
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pe Reserves Are 
e! 

35 Trillio 
feet of Natura 

has been 
Discovered on the 

North Slope 

atural Gas To: 
• Provide for needs 
•Serve the U.S. with a 

pipeline through Canada 
• Ship LNG to the West C 
• Provide LNG to Fuel Electri 

Production for Californian & 
Western Markets 

•Export LNG 
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w 
Alaska' 

Cook Inlet. 

Natural Gas 
• erves1n 

, Cook tare 
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nomy Needs 
Room Growl 

•Space inN ......... ·:... ........... 
•Space in Mat-Su 
•Space is available 

along the Railbelt 
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A 

let Is Wide & 

Wide 
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A close 
relationship 
with the 
Natural Gas 
Industry 

t Enjoys 
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's Natural 

• Environmentally 

•Efficient and Reliab 

•Clean- burning with low 
• • emissions 

•Low sulfur 
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ral Gas 

Gas Pipelines 
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Now? 

Fuels Our 
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t Route:. 
•Will Serve 

• Will Protect Exis 
Industries and Jobs 

•Has the Space for New 
Industry 

•Provides Market Diversi 
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a Natural 
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Presentation by Cuba Wadlington, President, Williams Pipelines 
given at the May 24, 2001 meeting of the Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
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Presentation from Dick Peterson, President, Alaska Natural Gas To liquids Group 
given at the August 23, 2001 meeting of the Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 

August23,2001 

Governor's Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 

For the record, I am Richard Peterson, President of the Alaska Natural Gas To 
Liquids Company (ANGTL) based in Anchorage, Alaska. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the gas pipeline potential for Alaska. 
First of all let me say that ANGTL is not opposed to a gas pipeline to the lower 48. 
We believe that if a gas pipeline project is economic, it should be designed, built and 
operated by the gas owners. We do believe that a GTL project is viable today and 
can improve the economics of a gas pipeline project while keeping more assets, 
more product value and jobs here in Alaska for the people of Alaska. Really, isn't 
that what this process is suppose to be about. 

ANGTL has long recognized the tremendous importance GTL's from Alaska can play 
in our national security and the environmental issues facing the lower 48. ANGTL's 
goal is to insure that Alaska leads the U.S. and perhaps the world in supplying 
environmentally superior fuels to the U.S. market. Successful accomplishment of 
this goal will result in thousands of jobs for Alaskan's, creation of value-added 
industries, additional development of Alaska's resources, reduced U.S. dependence 
on foreign crude and a cleaner environment for our children. 

Let me briefly recap the ANGTL proposal: ANGTL proposes to use existing gas to 
liquids (GTL) technology to build a 50,000 barrel/day pilot plant and products 
terminal, convert natural gas on Alaska's North Slope into virtually sulfur-free diesel 
and naphtha, batch the environmentally superior diesel and naphtha down the 
existing crude oil pipeline, provide takeoff locations along the pipeline right-of-way to 
supply clean fuel to local communities and then transport the remaining products to 
the US West Coast for ultimate marketing. The infrastructure built for the "pilot" plant 
will Sl,lpport the building of . 1 0 to 15 additional GTL plants that ultimately could 
provide up to 1/3 of the total current US demand for motor fuel diesel, dramatically 
reducing the sulfur based emissions from diesel engines and US dependence on 
foreign crude. This same infrastructure will also allow for 100% of the NGL's to be 
removed from the gas in Prudhoe Bay and transported to Valdez for further 
processing and/or marketing. GTL's will extend the economic life of the oil pipeline 
resulting in perhaps billions of additional barrels of oil being produced from Alaska. 
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I have been asked on several occasions to comment on the July 16 CERA report to 
Commissioner Condon, specifically their answer to Question 9; however I think it 
important to also address their response to question 3 since NGL's and GTL's can 
coexist together utilizing the same batching infrastructure. 

The CERA report is a thought-provoking, in depth-study that provides a good basis 
from which to generate discussion on how to maximize the benefits to Alaskan's from 
a gas pipeline I LNG and GTL project. It does miss the point in several areas; 
however, I am not sure if it is because they are responding to a specific question or 
they just did not think outside of the norm. · 

QUESTION 3: What is the most economic use of Alaska's natural gas liquids? 

I think CERA was correct in assuming that Alberta wanted the liquids to stay in the 
pipeline. The most obvious reason is that it will be an economic windfall for them. 
Captive Alaskan NLG's will be priced on a net-back basis with the State of Alaska 
having neither say nor control of the pricing and operating costs. CERA misses the 
point that all existing gas in Alberta is processed for dew point control, thus there is a 
very large supply of existing Canadian NLG's in the market place that Alaskan NLG's 
will have to compete with. I think it na'ive to believe that Canadian producers, who 
have no other options, will not protest a processing plant that dumps additional 
liquids into their already over-supplied market. Waiting until Chicago eliminates 
many potential gas marketing opportunities. 

Whether NLG's are produced in Alaska or Canada, the revenue from the sale will 
serve to offset the costs of a gas pipeline project so CERA's comment that removal 
in Alaska will have a detrimental effect is off-base. Done in Canada, all of the capital 
and jobs are Canadian. Done in Alaska, all of the capital and operating jobs are 
Alaskan. What CERA missed was that if you have a GTL program, batching is 
available to bring these NLG's to a much larger world market, not a limited Canadian 
market, not to mention utilizing capacity in an under-utilized oil pipeline increases the 
net-back for Alaskan North Slope oil. We believe that NGL's will net back a higher 
price when sold at Valdez than they will in the captive Canadian market. In fact 
CERA recognizes this point when they state that "Alberta ... has the dual advantage 
of lower gas prices . . . and a lower Canadian dollar" when competing in the 
petrochemical market. Lets not forget that Alaskan gas will be sold on a net-back 
basis, every penny spent outside its border will be a penny less that Alaskan's will 
receive for their natural gas with no offsetting compensation 

Finally, a combination C02 extraction/NGL processing facility would be more 
economic than two separate facilities. Lower Capex/operating costs will result in 
higher net-backs. 
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QUESTION 9: What are the possibilities of a GTL project in conjunction with 
an Alaskan Highway gas pipeline or with the current TAPS line?, 

CERA has outlined what the world knows of GTL's, 300,000 bbVd from existing GTL 
plants; 600,000 bbl/d announced or under design and rumors of a million bbl/d GTL 
complex in the Mid-East ; but misses the point of why GTL's can play such a pivotal 
role in developing Alaskan North Slope gas. CERA does a good job summarizing 
the advances in GTL technology and the economics. However, CERA like so many 
other oil companies fails to see the point about F-T diesel in the US and a GTL 
program in Alaska. As a result, they undervalue F-T diesel by $10 to $13 per barrel 
at a minimum. A second point that favors the start of a GTL program is that it can 
begin with a much smaller capital investment and thus much Jess financial risk than a 
$15 billion gas pipeline. 

When we talk of Fischer-Tropsch (F-n diesel people focus on the word "diesel" and 
not on the "F-T". Because people do not focus on natural gas based F-T, they lose 
sight of what F-T diesel really is. As you know F-T products are NATURAL Gas 
based, not petroleum based. Why is this distinction important? 

In the US we generally tax motor fuels on two different bases. Gasoline and 
conventional diesel are two petroleum based examples. LNG and CNG are two 
natural gas based examples. The difference in petroleum based motor fuels tax for 
diesel and CNG, an "alternative fuel" in diesel engines, is approximately 31 ¢/gallon 
or $13/bbl. (This number includes both state and federal taxes.) 

Through the efforts of Senator Stevens and Congressman Young, Forest Oil and 
ANGTL were able to have "domestic" GTL's declared an "alternative fuel" under the 
1992 EPACT. Thus, domestic F-T fuels can sell for the same price at the pump as 
conventional diesel and the value to the gas owner will be some $10 to $13/ barrel 
higher due to a lower motor fuels tax. If we preserve this distinction for 
"domestically" produced natural gas based F-T diesel, Alaskan GTL's can overcome 
the economic disadvantages CERA claims when compared to third world produced 
GTL's. 

CERA does not provide a total "extra eost'' for a GTL program in Alaska; however, 
we have heard estimates from the majors that they believe another $5 to $8 a barrel 
is needed to make GTL's economic on the North Slope. ANGTL has long realized 
that neither the majors nor apparently CERA has recognized this existing motor fuels 
tax distinction that favors natural gas based motor fuels such as CNG and F-T by 
31¢/gallon or $13/bbl. 

CERA does allude to the financial risk of an all or nothing gas ·pipeline or LNG 
project. They fail to give credit to the GTL option in that you can begin today with a 
smaller project. A% to 1 bcf/d - $2.7 to $3.7 billion initial GTL project is possible, 
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and as the market for F-T products grows, a continuous building program in Alaska 
over the next 15 to 20 years can create enormous growth for the State. As each 
producer develops its gas reserves, additional GTL plant modules can be added to 
handle the new gas. As gas reserves deplete, these same modules can be retired 
and potentially moved elsewhere in the world. If the gas market in the lower 48 
stabilizes so that a gas pipeline can be economically justified, the NGL's can be 
batched down the TAPS line to Valdez providing more value added jobs and revenue 
for Alaskan's. Again the assertion that NGL's must flow in a gas line to help cover 
costs is bogus. N GL's, C02, waste heat to generate electricity, Hydrogen, process 
water from the gas processing and GTL process will all serve to offset new and 
existing costs and will add additional revenue streams for the producers to offset gas 
pipeline costs. 

CERA talks about 50¢/mcf natural gas for feed stocks in GTL programs. While I am 
sure that you can purchase gas at this low value around the world, we believe 
Alaskan's gas should receive more. The ANGTL program as proposed would net 
back natural gas prices to the plant inlet in the $1.75 to $2.00 I mcf range based 
upon 85¢/gallon diesel in the market place. Is a GTL project net-back comparable 
with $10 gas in Chicago, no certainly not at 85¢/gallon diesel. But if you believe $10 
gas in Chicago is sustainable, then the book "Men are from Mars" must have been 
penned about you. 

ANGTL believes that there are many more economic and environmental advantages 
that Alaskan GTL's will have over conventional (petroleum based) diesel and foreign 
produced GTL's. Despite what some say, the American public does care about the 
environment and given the choice of purchasing a biodegradable, non-toxic, zero 
sulfur, zero aromatic synthetic natural gas based F-T diesel that burns as clean as 
C NG vs. conventional 15 ppm sulfur diesel, will opt for the cleaner fuel, especially if it 
is selling for the same price at the pump. I believe what the major refiners fear is that 
F-T fuels will set new lower diesel standards that will require them to invest billions 
more with no hope of ever being as clean burning as F-T. Why else would they as 
an industry file suit to roll back the new EPA 15 PPM diesel standards. I should point 
out that I am told that BP does not support this industry position. 

4 years ago Exxon impressed upon Governor Knowles the importance of the ANGTL 
program ·and· Governor Knowles invited us to Alaska. Scripture tells us that profits 
have a limited life span. We applaud the Governor and his Policy Council for having 
the courage to invite us back again 4 years later to talk about such a critical issue to 
the people of Alaska. We have no bias against any gas development project in 
Alaska because we feel ultimately several will be 11eeded. But if your intention is to 
maximize high quality jobs for a growing State economy, maximize the tax base for 
education and improved living standards for the people . of Alaska, produce the 
highest quality motor fuels and petrochemical feed stocks in the world today for the 
U.S.; listen to what we have been saying to you for the last 4 years. 



Alaska stands at a crossroads. It can lead the U.S. in supplying new super clean 
fuels or it can follow its history and export NGL's and natural gas to others. It's hard 
to lead, easy to follow. I believe that the People Of Alaska want leaders who can 
change Alaska from an exporter of raw materials to a supplier of value added 
products - opportunities like this don't occur every year. 

One final point. If the fishing vessel Windy Bay that recently sank in Prince Williams 
Sound had been using F-T diesel, the spill would have been a non event and 
certainly would not have cost the people of Alaska $ millions to clean up. 

Thank you and the Governor for the opportunity to provide comments on 
development of Alaska's North Slope natural gas for the people of Alaska. 

Richard Peterson 

ANGTL Company 
310 K Street, Suite, 200 
Anchorage, AK 99501 
(907) 264-6709 
rpeterson@angtl.com 
www.angtl.com 
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Presentation from Shane O'Leary, GTL Program Manager, BP 
given at the August 23, 2001 meeting of the Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 

ALASKA GAS 

GTL Process 
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ALASKA GAS 

GTL Background 

D BP has been working to advance GTL technology since mid-1980s. 

D BP's primary focus reduces reformer cost via Compact Reformer design 
( 60% of total GTL cost) . 

D Next step: Complete demonstration of new technology at GTL Facility. 

BPGTLPrcgnom 2 
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ALASKA GAS 

Gas Commercialization 

.... 
GAS LNG, Re-lnjecllcn Po.-.er, Plp3ilne 
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Green Fuels 
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BP GTL Program 3 

ALASKA GAS 

Environmental Benefits of GTL Products 

o Diesel 
No sulfur 
No Nox 
No aromatics- reduces soot 

o Naphtha 
Almost purely paraffinic, low aromatics 

- Excellent chemical feedstock 

o Jet Fuel 
No aromatics 
No sulphur 

M!BE 

Dloool 
AclciH-

Fuol Colla 

AU!JIS 23, 2001 

Energy density lower than conventional jet fuel, need further testing 

BP GTL. Prcgram 
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ALASKA GAS 

GTL Test Facility 

Objective 
o To demonstrate BP/Kvaerner new technologies (Compact Reformer 

0 & F-T Catalyst) to provide confidence for building commercial scale GTL 
facilities. 

Project Scope 

o Converts - 3 mmscfd of natural gas to 300 bpd of syncrude. 
o Process consists of: 

Compact Reformer (proprietary BP/Kvaerner design produces syngas). 

Fischer-Tropsch Converter (proprietary BP catalyst produces paraffin wax). 
Hydro-cracker (commercially available technology produces syncrude). 

BPGTLPrcgram 5 August 23, 2001 

ALASKA GAS 

GTL Reformer Size 

Comparison with Conventional Steam Reformer 

Blue: World·scalel'llformer 

Red: EquivalentCompactReformer 

I 
BPGTLPrcgram 6 August 23, 2001 
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ALASKA GAS 

.......... , 

BP GTL PrcgJal11 ,, AU9lsl 23,2001 

ALASKA GAS 

GTL Test Facility 
:::::::::::::} 

Cost 
D Total Project Cost of $86 million with about $64 million spent 

through July 2001. 

Schedule 

D Started process unit work in Feb. 2001 (permits received). 
D PI ant start-up planned for 1 Q I 20 2002. 
D 5 Year Plant Life Estimated- maybe longer to test new 

technologies 

BP GTL P~QQram 12 Aug.~st 23, 2001 
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ALASKA GAS 

GTL Test Facility 
...... """"j 

Benefits to Local Economy 
D About $40 million of expenditures are expected to be spent in Alaska: 

Permanent plant equipment and materials 

Facility construction (Labor, Materials, Construction Equipment, etc.) 
Additional BP/Kvaerner Staff 

D At peak construction, antidpate creating between 150 to 200 jobs. 

D During Operations Phase, approximately 20 Operations and Testing 
Team Staff, Maintenance and Trucking personnel. 

BP GTI. F'r<>glam 

ALASKA GAS 
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ALASKA GAS 

Bexond GTL-TF 

SOEC Status 

D Agreement signed with Seimans Westinghouse to purchase 
250k:w natural gas fuel cell. 

D $ 5.5 MM project 

D Located at GTL-TF I Power Administration and Warehouse 
Buildings 

D 100k:wto Homer Grid 

D $2 MM DOE grant 

BPGTLPn:~gnom 15 

August 23, 2001 
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Presentation from the Alaska Gasline Port Authority 
· "'• · given at the August 23, 2001 meeting of the Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 

Mission 

Briefing Update on the Alaska Gasline Port Authority 
August 23, 2001 

Charlie Cole, Esq. 
Vice Chairman 

The mission of the Alaska Gasline Port Authority ("Port Authority") is to enable the 
development of Alaska's North Slope gas to the maximum benefit of all Alaskans. 
Ownership of the pipeline by this type of organization will substantially lower the 
effective cost of transporting gas from the North Slope to market and improve the 
economics of such a venture to a degree necessary to make the development of the 
North Slope gas resources financially viable. 

Evolution 

Pursuant to the Port Authority Act as set forth in Alaska statutes, the formation of the 
Alaska Gasline Port Authority by the City of Valdez, Fairbanks North Star Borough and 
the North Slope Borough was .ratified by the electorate on October 5, 1999 by an 80% 
approval rate. Even prior to the official creation of the Port Authority, the founding 
entities began developing the concept and Project in March 1999. The first step was to 
form a .team which would be responsible for conceptualizing and developing a 
financially viable project. The project initially envisioned was a natural gas conditioning 
plant on Alaska's North Slope, and an 800 mile pipeline to an LNG tidewater facility at 
Valdez. The goal was to facilitate the maximum use of Alaska's natural gas both within 
Alaska and exported to other markets including the continental United States. 

In March 1999 the Port Authority retained Bill Walker of Walker Walker and Associates, 
LLC as General Counsel and Rigdon Boykin of O'Melveny & Myers, LLP, an 
international law firm with substantial experience with tax exempt entities, project 
financing and the oil industry, as Special Project Counsel. 

In September of 1999, the Port Authority entered into a Memorandum of Understanding 
with the Bechtel Corporation. As part of that MOU, Bechtel undertook to develop cost 
estimates for the conditioning plant, pipeline and LNG facilities. In addition, the Port 
Authority retained the services of Tayler-DeJongh and Merrill Lynch to perform the 
financial modeling and act as financial advisors to the Port Authority. 

Project Scope 

The original premise of the Port Authority was to support the construction of a project 
that would take natural gas from the North Slope of Alaska to Valdez, make LNG and 
sell it to Asia. The Port Authority decided to make a very comprehensive model which 
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sell it to Asia. The Port Authority decided to make a very comprehensive model, which 
would include conservative estimates for all aspects of the project including 
construction, financing and operations. The costs include development costs, 
permitting costs, the various financing fees, and interest during construction, working 
capital, six months debt service reserve, insurance, etc. In a similar fashion the 
construction costs estimates were to be all inclusive l-~·· all equipment, capital spares, 
construction, freight, catalysts and chemicals for initial fill, commissioning and start up 
costs, engineering services, escalation of 8 to 10% depending on the facility, 
contingency (approximately 1 0%), insurance, licensing fees and contractor risk, 
overhead and fee. 

At the beginning of May, 2000 Bechtel completed its EPC study based on the above 
premises and Taylor-DeJongh completed modeling the results of that study. This initial 
base case study was very valuable for the Port Authority because it gave them a ground 
up "new look" construction cost estimate (based on 55,000 man hours of Bechtel time) 
for the gas processing facility, pipeline and LNG facility construction elements which 
could serve as a basis for modeling other alternatives. In addition, it gave the Port 
Authority a realistic and conservative financial model for looking at alternative solutions 
to improving the project economics. 

Out of this base case and other modeling of alternatives, the Port Authority in June 
2000 reached two basic conclusions: First, the economics of the project are clearly 
affected by the amount of liquids both in the form of NGL's separated out on the Slope 
and inserted into the oil pipeline and the amount of propane separated out as liquid 
propane gas ("LPG") in Valdez. The value of these liquids as demonstrated in the 
financial runs is substantial. Second, this project needs to be combined with other 
potential projects in order to share the huge cost of the pipeline and gas conditioning 
facilities. 

Since June 2000, gas economics have changed substantially in the Lower48, Mexico 
and Asia. Today several approaches to commercialization of Alaskan North Slope gas 
appear to be economically viable. 

Based on the cost information developed by Bechtel, the financial modeling and the ~ 
changing world market for gas and LNG, the Port Authority now believes the most 
economic and beneficial project to both Alaska and the producers is a two-project Y line 
with one branch going to the Lower 48 along the Alaskan highway route and the other 
branch going to Valdez along the Alyeska pipeline route. In addition, there would be a 
spur line from Glennallen to Anchorage. 

The Port Authority believes that using one or both of these routes substantially reduces 
the potential for environmental issues, which could cause significant 'delays and 
increased costs. In addition, the project realizes huge economies of scale by combining 
a Lower 48 project with an LNG project. The Port Authority believes the Y line 
combination project effectively reduces the pipeline cost for each project from $7.0 
Billion to $4.85 Billion - a savings of $2.15 Billion in construction costs for each project 
or a total savings of $4.30 Billion. 

Charlie Cole Speech 7-18-01 
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The Two-Project Line 

The concept of the Two Project Line contains the following components: 

• A Conditioning Plant on the North Slope which would have the capacity to 
condition sufficient gas to insert 6 billion cubic feet per day (bcfd) into a pipeline 

• A 550 mile 56" diameter pipeline operating at 2220 maximum pounds per square 
inch from the North Slope to Delta Junction 

• A 150 mile 44" diameter branch line carrying 3 bcfd to the Canadian Border along 
the Alcan highway (The Foothills Route) 

• A fractionation plant in Calgary (or in the U.S.) to extract the liquid propane gas 
from the Lower 48 branch of the line · 

• A 256 mile 46" diameter branch line carrying 3 bcfd to Valdez 

• A spur line to Anchorage from Glennallen 

• A fractionation plant to extract the liquid propane gas in Valdez 

• A 15 Million Ton per year LNG Plant (at full ramp up) and port facilities in Valdez 

Cost Of Two-Project Line 

Construction Cost 

Conditioning Plant (assuming no efficiencies 
from existing plant) $ 4.2 Billion 

$ 9.7 Billion Pipeline (including the two branches) 
LPG Fractionation Plant · 450 Million 

$ 3.65 Billion 
$18.0 Billion 

(includes escalation· and $1.8 Billion contingency) 

LNG Plant and Port Facilities 
Construction Cost Total 

Soft costs 
Interest during construction 
Owners contingency 
Debt service reserve 
Financing fees, working capital, etc. 

Minus pre-completion revenue 
Total Financing required 

For both LNG Project and pipeline to Alaskan-Canadian 
border for Lower 48 sales. 

$ 4.9 Billion 
900 Million 

$ 1.0 Billion 
$ 1.0 Billion 

$ 7.8 Billion 

-$ 3.2 Billion 
$22.6 Billion 

The Port Authority is not claiming that this represents the best or only project that 
should be developed. It will make its research and numbers available to any qualified 
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user and hopes further optimization of the design and costs will yield better results. 
But, the financial modeling performed by the Port Authority has demonstrated that this 
design and cost structure (as conservative as it may be) is financially viable and should 
be economically attractive to the Producers, Alaskans and the State of Alaska. 

It is very important to note that while the Port Authority believes that a two-project line is 
of the greatest economic benefit to Alaska and the producers, the Port Authority will 
support any gas pipeline route that follows the existing pipeline corridor to Fairbanks 
and then along the Alaskan highway to the Lower 48 or to south central Alaska for 
conversion to LNG or gas to liquids (GTL) or other marketable petroleum projects. 

Financial Results of Two-Project Line 

Obviously the financial returns of any project depends on cost assumptions, interest 
rates and the projected sales price of gas, LNG and LPG. Outlined below are an 
estimate of the range of returns for the various parties involved based on the Bechtel 
numbers and the Taylor-DeJongh modeling using conservative historical numbers for 
the price of gas, LNG and LPG for the bottom of the range and a percentage of today's 
prices as the upper part of the range. These benefits also include the revenues from 
the Propane, which is transported down the line in a gaseous form and extracted as a 
liquid at the end of the line. 

Producers 

State (royalties, severance tax, 
corporate income tax and share 
of $370 Million) 

Payment in lieu of property taxes 

All communities in Alaska divided by 
population with the smallest receiving 
a minimum of $50,000 

For the construction of infrastructure 
to deliver gas to non-pipeline corridor 
communities - LNG tank trucks and 
barges - or to lower the cost of alternate 
fuels 

$2 Billion to $3 Billion per year 

$750 Million to $980 Million 

$114 Million per year 

$111 million per year 

$37 million per year 

Benefits of Port Authority Ownership Concept 

The Port Authority believes that its ownership of the Project will result in eight primary 
benefits: 

1. Income from the venture will be tax-exempt as a result of an IRS ruling 
received by the Port Authority in January, 2000. Substantial cash- Billions 
of Dollars- which would otherwise be used to pay income taxes in this 
project would be available to pay debt. 
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Dr. Pedro Van Meurs, energy consultant to the State of Alaska, has stated 
that the benefit of the tax exemption may range in the order of magnitude 
of $10 to $20 Billion on an undiscounted current dollar basis. 

2. Financing structure: 

a. The Port Authority believes it can finance this facility with virtually 
100% debt; 

b. The Port Authority will have a substantially lower hurdle rate for 
capital employed than a private organization would re.quire; 

c. Some of the debt would be financed with tax-exempt bonds. 

d. The project's debt would be non-recourse to the State, the founding 
municipalities and the producers. 

3. The Port Authority has substantial political advantages both within and 
outside Alaska. 

4. A pipeline owned by the Port Authority would not be subject to FERC 
regulation. · 

5. Income to the state and communities - The enabling ordinances 
establishing the Alaska Gasline Port Authority sets forth that income of the 
Port Authority shall be distributed as follows: 

a) 60% to State of Alaska; 

b) 30% to all Alaska municipalities on a per capita basis. 

c) 

The goal of the Port Authority is that under normal operating 
conditions, this would produce a minimum of$148 million to be split 
each year among the municipalities. 

1 0% to be retained by the Port Authority which will be used for 
infrastructure to provide gas to non-pipeline corridor communities or 
to lower the cost of alternate fuels for remote communities. 

6. There will be more certainty of gas for in-state usage. 

a) The Port Authority will insure that a spur line will be built to allow 
the Cook Inlet I Anchorage area, etc. access to North Slope Gas. 

b) The Port Authority can use retained revenues to develop LNG 
transport to other communities accessible by road or water. 
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7. More control over price to consumer of in-state gas usage. 

For example, gas to Anchorage or Fairbanks could be in the $1.80 per 
mmbtu range. 

$3.00 Chicago price 
-$1.20 Tariff from Canadian Border to Chicago 
$1.80 

8. No need to give up tax revenue, royalties, etc. to subsidize the project. 

The Port Authority agrees with CERA that there is a window of opportunity. now, but the 
Port Authority also believes it may be extremely difficult or a very long time before the 
window reopens for the size of project that is required by the economics of an eight 
hundred mile line through Alaska. Announcements to build lines, drilling discoveries in 
the Gulf of Mexico and off the Coast of Canada, LNG terminals in Mexico, the Bahamas 
and the west coast of the United States are not going to wait for Alaska to get its act 
together. All of these facilities require contracts for the sale of gas or LNG to get th~ir 
financing. Many of these negotiations are taking place today. An example is the El Paso 
announcement of the letter of intent to buy LNG for delivery on the west coast of Mexico 
from Phillips - from a yet to be constructed facility in Australia. If this contract is 
realized, it takes away an opportunity to sell 5 million tons of LNG at a location where 
Alaskan LNG will have a substantial transportation cost advantage. 

The bottom line is that there are two projects that are at least partially permitted. 
Endorsement of both of these projects by the Alaskan government may be the only way 
North Slope gas can meet this window. It would be nice to have perfect projects, prefect 
legislation and perfect protection of Alaskan interest. If we wait for all of this, Alaska will 
miss the current window. 

The Port Authority does not believe the Producers will decide to build a gas line through 
Alaska. Perhaps they will seek to build a line over the top to the MacKenzie Delta. But 
even this is questionable. Consequently, the Port Authority believes if a line is going to 
be built, it must begin with gas buyer/marketer consortium which will build the line and 
offer to buy the gas at the well head in a price range of $.75 per million btu's. 

There are a number of companies that are significant operators of gas pipelines and are 
integrated into trading and consuming gas for their own account in power plants. Many 
of these companies are projecting gas shortages over the 2005-201 0 timeframe. 
Consequently, the Port Authority believes some of these companies might have a 
potential interest in using North Slope gas to meet their future needs. Examples of 
companies that may fall into this category include Enron, Duke, EI.Paso, and Williams. 
Over the last few months, the Port Authority has met with some of these companies and 
has begun the process of briefing them on the potential benefits of the Port Authority 
structure and giving them presentations regarding the Bechtel study and the Tayler
DeJongh modeling. 

The State can help by telling these companies it would support such an offer and help 
expedite the remaining permits in an environmentally sound manner. 

Charlie Cole Speech 7-18-01 
NYI :822322.1 
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We believe it is essential that the State be proactive - do not wait for the phone to ring 
or an announcement that the line needs more study or the produ~rs do not feel it is 
sufficiently economically attractive or the only line will be an over the top route. 
Alternatives need to be vigorously encouraged and supported NOW. 

For more information, please contact Dave Dengel, interim executive director at 907-
835-4313 or any of the Board Members below: 

George Ahmaogak, Sr. 
(Chairman) 

(907) 852-2611 

RGonda Boyles 
(Treasurer) 

(907) 459-1304 
Senator AI Adams 

(907) 561-5144 

Charlie Cole Speech 7-18-01 
NYI :822322.1 

Board Members 

Charlie Cole, Esq. 
(Vice Chairman) 
(907) 452-1124 

Richard Glenn 
(907) 852-2611 

Barbara Schuhmann, 
Esq. 

(907) 452-1855 
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(Secretary) 

(907) 835-4874 

Bert Cottle 
(907) 835-4313 

John Kelsey 
(907) 277-2505 
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Presentation from the Alaska Natural Gas Producers Pipeline Team 
given at the September 25, 2001 meeting of the Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 

Overview & Status for: 

Governor's Gas Policy Council 

September 25, 2001 
Anchorage, Alaska 

Outline of Information 

o Primarily Alaska to Alberta Project Overview 

0 Base Case requires Alberta to Lower 48 segment 

0 Comparison of route attribute elements 

0 Summary and Next Steps 

2 
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Team Objectives 

D Assess the economic viability of a pipeline project 

D Focus on key considerations 

- Technical 

Environmental 

Commercial 

Regulatory 

Political 

D Prepare sufficient information to support potential permit applications 

Safe and Environmentally Responsible 

5eptember 2001 3 o~M-~ 

Status 

o Feasibility study underway- expect engineering to be 
completed by year-end. 

D Sharing interim/preliminary data. 

D Many issues are being evaluated, including: 

- Technology and constructability (costs) 

- Beaufort Sea construction 

- Expanda.bility 

D Current analysis indicates project is not presently economic 

- Cost uncertainty 

- Market volatility 

- Regulatory/political risks 

- Fiscal risks 

5eptember 2001 4 
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Preliminary Comparison of Two Pipeline Routes 

5eptember 2001 

2,139miles 
1,803miles 

Pipeline Design Basis 

Diameter 52" 
High pressure 2,500 psi 
Buried line 
Throughput 4-S bcf/d 

Route Attribute Elements 

0 Economics 

0 Revenues 

0 Gas Access 

0 Jobs 

0 Environment 

0 Safety 

0 Timing 

september 2001 6 
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Element 1 : Economics 

Neither Route Is Economic 

Total ProjectCost($bn) 
(4.0bcffd fromAl9$l<s, O.BbcUd il'om MD} 

Gas Treatment Plant 
Alaska to Alber1a 
Alberta to Markel 
NGL Extraction Fac:Uitles 
Alaslla Project Total 

Mackenzie Deb Line 
Pt. Tho.,_, Dewlopmenl 

Notional Toll (11fmcf) 

Soulll 
2.6 
9.0 
5.3 
0.3 

17.2 

2.3 
1.3 

North 
2.7 
6.8 
5.3 
0.3 

15.1 

0.9 
1.3 

(Alaska North Slope to US L-48 Marl<fll) 

Gas Treatment Plant 
Alaska to Alber1a 
Alberta to Market 
Total 

All number In US dollars 

Soulll 
0.30 
1.31 
0.78 

2.39 

North 
0.32 
0.97 
0.78 

2-07 

Price Assumptions 

DBase<! after EIA. ~$3.00f111Jl"b1u, escalating with Inflation. 

OVIew 2000 price spike as an IUlomaly. 

Project Discounted cumulative cas11 Flows ($bn) 

1~o.-------~(s __ 1s_%_~_~ ____ mm~l ________ , 

8.0 
6.0 
4.0 
2.0 

-~~~~~~~~::==~::~~~~~ 
-4.0 
-6.0 

-8.0 EiA Price s.:e.,a.;o 
"10-~ooo 2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2ll35 2040 

I -Total GCIIIemments" - o-.sl 
* bw:~ HitckMZifl DfHiriB•MIIf 

o OWner's Investment not repaid. 

0 Additional risk from price IU1d cos1 uncertainty. 

0 Team Is still working to lmprow ec;onomlcs by lowering 
costs. 

7 

Element 2: Revenues 

Substantial Government Revenues Regardless of Route 

Total Undiscounted Revenue 
Soulll 

$88.2bn,MoD 

Assumptions: 
o Both routes Include MD upsbeam and mldsbeam revenues. 

September 2001 8 

Total Undlscounted Revenue 
North 

$88.0bn, MoD 
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Element 3: Gas Access 

Gas to Alaska Is Important to State 

D We understand this issue is a priority for the State. 
- Looking for positive solution regardless of route. 

D Alaska gas demand is small relative to overall project throughput. 
- Mid-term South Central demand could be met through Cook Inlet 

- Fairbanks energy demand \liQUid require significant investment to convert to gas; initial 
volumes 10-20mmscf/d. 

- Desire to meet potential future gas demand is understood. 

D Alaska demand can be met with either route. 
- Southern route VIAll run through Alaska. 

- A third-party or government funded trunk line to Fairbanks for Northern route could 
provide similar access to gas in Alaska as a Southern route. 

D A lower-cost Northern Route generates sufficient incremental revenue 
for participating governments to fund building of a trunk line from Pump 
Station 4 to Fairbanks. 

5eptember 2001 9 

Element 4: Jobs 

Massive Number of Alaska Jobs for Either Route 

southem Route Construction 1 
4,ooo~~==~~~~~~~~~==~=r~~~~~~~N~~~rt~h~em~R~o~u~te~--~-r~=======r-, 
3,500 • 100 Pt Thomsen 

4
•
000 

• Pt Thomson • 

3,000 • 1111111 Gas P..,. 
3

•
500 

1111111 Gasp""' 

{ 2,500 - • ComP"tssk'rl 
3

'
000 

• Compression _ 
P. 2,000 - • PlpeHne -! 2,600 '- • PlpeDne 

1!. 1,500 l. 2,000 - - - -
1,500 

1,000 
1,000 

600 
500 

~;. -1'., .;'"" / ~./'"' ~/' ~#~r-1 --=-:--:,...-,1 /.l-·;!>-.. ./-t.;:~./'=(\:!!!!!!!~!!!?!!lo"'-~/'""'---#'.........1""' 
•So~u~th~e~rn~R~o!Ute!!_ __________________ ~· __ T __ o_ta_I2Q.~~ No.J.em Route 

20,000 T 20,000 
18,000 18,000 
16,000 16,000 

.5I 14,000 14,000 

1 ~~~ l ~~:= 
8,000 s.ooo 
6,000 6,000 
4,000 4,000 
2,000 2,000 

0 0 

~<!-#'.f~~<9'~~""'~~~~##'#~,., .. ~... ~"#'~~"'#'~"~"'~~~~~~"#'#~~<#'" 
Direct: Jobs 
lndlledJobs* 

-Jobs drKIIyassa:kUdwfthconstruc:tlon,lnstellatlo.n,andoperatlon. I• PtThomson II Preted Direct li)PrcJectlndlrad. • Projec:tlnd:Jced I 
- Support Industry jobs lncludng ac:tlvftles such as h8UIIng, catering, etc. . . 

Induced Jobs" -Jobs created by Increased gc:wemment md household spend. • Pw NottiHJtn Economic:~, 2001. 

September 2001 10 
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Element 5: Environment 

Footprint and Beaufort Sea Considerations 

South North 

New Infrastructure (acres) 19,800 17,200 

Threatened or Endangered Species Along Route (#) 4 5 

Important Wldlife Habitat (miles) 340 440 

Environmentally Managed Areas (miles) 300 0 

Previously undisturbed corridor (miles) 200 450 Land, 240 Sub-sea 

Total C02 Emissions (million tons/year) 2.5 2.0 

Compressor Stations (#), horsepower (thousands) 11/512 121532 

Overall Length (miles) 2,139 1,803 

0 If they occur, gas "spllls"vaporlze and have significantly less of an environmental chaUenge than oil spUs 

0 Operation of Beaufort Sea ppeline does not p-esent a kn<>1111r1 impact to Bowhead whales 
- Possi~e impact of noise not yet studied 
- WI ale migration cooJd be Impacted if maintenance or repairs required 

0 Construction of Beaufort Sea pipeUne p-esents point-source turbiclty and noise issues for whale migration 
- May be mitigated l7f 80-clay annual construction IMndow 
- Construction spreads plamed to nirimlze potential Interaction IMth whales (managed same as 

historic seisnic survey activity). 

0 Northern Route follows same ROW as proposed Mackenzie Delta pipeline. 
- North impacts less than sh<>1111r1 if assume MD pipeline llUilL 

11 

Element 6: Safety 

Both Routes Are Safe 

South North 

Potential lee Scour Omiles 240 miles 

Steep Slopes 300miles -
Seismic Zones 780 miles -
Water Crossings (#) 950 650 

Continuous Permafrost 250 miles 260 miles 

Discontinuous Permafrost 1,470 miles 1,140 miles 

0 No show sto.ppen; at present 
- State-of-the-art technology and design, inherently safe and relia~e 
- Extensive pre~nstallment testing 
- Design for permafrost and discontinuous permafrost 
- Aggressive monitoring (smart pigs, etc) 

0 Seismic activity 
- Design pipeUne to tolerate movement in 3 dimensions (ductile design, expansion joints, etc) 
- Bury in soft "beclclng'' 

o Ice gouging and s1rudel scour 
- Survey to Identify depth of historical scours and subsea geotechrical environment 
- Identify where scour is mininized as much as possi~e and subsea is suita~e for trenching: bury 

below scour depth 

September 2001 12 
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Element 7: Timing 

Challenges for Both Routes, Regulatory Efficiency Key to Success 

Activity 

Engineering 

Open Season Deci on 
*Enallllng ~ .... 
•B....t Cernlinly 
*Eoonomio Prqje<:t 
"Route Seleo!ioo 

Order Equipment 

Constructim 
(3seas011!i) 

Start-Up I First 

2013 

:

::: "Success"Case 
Regula!Dry Delay 

13 

U.S. Regulatory Enabling Legislation 

D Creates market-driven, expedited regulatory process for~ viable 
project(s) 

Subject to FERC regulation; fair and reasonable terms and 
conditions; open access 

Subject to all environmental laws and regulations; 18 month EIS 
completion 

D Creates Office of Federal Pipeline Director in executive branch to 
coordinate all related government activity 

0 Provides timely judicial review 

D Mitigates regulatory uncertainty/risk 

D Essential for continued joint producer study 

0 New legislation does not alter ANGTA; ANGTA remains in place 

- Does not preclude Foothills project proceeding under ANGTA 

D Creates best possible opportunity for successful Alaska Pipeline Project 

September 2001 14 
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Alaska State Fiscal Certainty 

D Predictability I certainty are vital. Not possible to commit to project if 
State can later revise project economics 

Simplification of Royalty I Severance tax valuation 

Ad valorem tax 

Royalty-in-value vs Royalty-in-kind 

D Potential vehicle: 

Fiscal contract endorsed by legislature 

3"d Party dispute resolution. 

5eptember 2001 lS 

Next Steps 

Joint Producer Study 
0 Complete technical study/route comparison by year-end 

- Develop economic project _through cost reduction, risk mitigation, leading-edge technology application 

0 Pursue U.S. Federal enabling legislation (expedited regulatory process) 

D Continue positive interaction Wth state of Alaska on fiscal certainty 

0 Continue communication 11\Ath potential shippers as information is available 

Governments 
0 Pass market-based enabling legislation in U.S. 

0 Progress fiscal certainty Wth state·of Alaska 

0 Support intergovernmental cooperation 

0 Avoid non-competitive mandates 

Potential Shippers 
0 Support market-based enabling legislation in U.S. 

0 Support Alaska fiscal certainty 

D Advocate selection of cost-competitive, efficient pipeline system 

Seplember 2001 16 
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Presentation from David Hall, Deputy Land Commissioner, Texas General Land Office 
given at the September 25, 2001 meeting of the Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 

Texasoeneral Land Office 

In-Kind Marketing 

DBegan in 1983 through the State's 
appropriation bill which directed state 
agencies to reduce their utility costs by -
buying lower priced gas being produced on 
state lands. 

Contracts went into effect in 1985 with 33 . 
state agencies participating. 
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In-Kind Marketing 

D 1986- 2,209,600 mcf of gas was sold to state 
agencies - Over $1,196,000 savings 

1991 - Legislature expanded the program's 
authority and gave the GLO authority to 
review and approve the acquisition of natural 
gas by state agencies who use a certain 
amount of natural gas. 

D Program expanded from 33 to 138 
customers. 

In-Kind Marketing 

DAnnual in-kind oil & gas sales for fiscal 
year 2001 exceeded $119 million with a 
resulting savings of over $4.8 million. The 
highest revenue in the history of the 
program. 

In-kind oil, gas, & electricity enhancements 

-

to the PSF & ASF exceeded $16 million ' 
during FY 2001. 
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In-Kind Marketing 

DOver 16,400,000 mcf of in-kind gas 
marketed during FY 2001. 

DOver 788,000 barrels of in-kind oil 
marketed during FY·200 1. 

In-Kind Marketing 

DFY 2001 
- 50.44% ($95,537,896;00) of gas taken vs. 

49.56% ($93,870,684.00) of monetary royalty 
(2,437 leases) 

- 46.77% ($22,823,806.00) of oil taken vs. 

-

53.23% ($25,981,808.00) of monetary royalty ' 
(2,066leases) 
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Presentation from Cavan Carlton, Project Director, Williams Pipelines 
given at the September 25, 2001 meeting of the Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 

WilliiJ6s 
~ 

Natural Gas Liquids & Petrochemicals: 
Opportunities. in Alaska 

Cavan Carlton 
Director, Williams Arctic Project 

September 25,2001 

Our Areas of Interest 

0 Natural Gas Transmission 
- We are North America's 2nd largest gas pipeline company 

Willliiifls 
~ 

- We have more experience building gas pipelines than any other company 

D Natural Gas Liquids Processing & NGL Transmission 
- We are North America's 2nd largest NGL company 

- We own & operate critical NGL assets in Western Canada & the Lower 48 

D Energy Marketing & Risk Management 
We are one of North America's largest energy marketing companies 

- We have built a successful relationship purchasing Alaska's royalty oil 

D Opportunities in Alaska 
- We are an Alaskan company, with a broad suite of in-state energy assets 

These in-state assets & the experience we've gained allow Williams to 
bring even more unique synergies to the table 
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Our Views on this Project 

0 Arctic gas is necessary to meet expected North 
American demand growth 

0 Opportunities within Alaska must be analyzed 

0 The Alaska Highway Route is the best way to move 
ANS gas to market 

A consortium including pipeline companies is the best 
way to develop this project 

Williams' Arctic Team Approach 
Williil'ifls 
~ 

Cavan Carlton 
Project Director 
(713) 215-3086 

cavan.c.carlton@ williams.com 

Peter Thomas Mark Gotcher Wayne Buck 
Gas Pipeline Lead NGL I Midstream Lead RG&C Lead 

(801) 584-6663 (918) 573-4527 (918) 573-3584 
peter.c.thomas@ williams.com mark.gotch er@ wHiiams.com charles.w.buck@ williams.com 

i Joe Braswell 1, Miriam Mitchell-Banks 4 "''"'''c •• ,.,. I (713) 215-2619 (403) 444-4560 (403) 444-4524 
joel.h,braowell@william•.com mlrlam.mltohell-banko@wUiam .. com m iohelle .cou ghlin@wllliam •.com 

i Hank Kolesnik 1 Michael Smith 
(918) 573·3334 (713) 215-3014 

henry.kole•nlk@wllllamo.com michaebmih@wliUam t.com 

1 Vaughn White 
(80 1) 584-6838 . 

vaughn. whke2@willlam o.com 

RG&C =Regulatory, Government, & Community Affairs 
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In-State Opportunities 

D Natural Gas & Natural Gas Liquids (NGL's) 
- In-state supply & demand 

- Infrastructure requirements 

D NGL enhancement opportunities 
- Petrochemicals 

General Overview & Description 
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General Overview & Description 

General Overview & Description 

0 The olefin business is in the early stages of 
restructuring and change 

0 Consolidation and integration through mergers and 
acquisitions 

0 Excellent market fundamentals - high growth 

0 New market forces influencing customer/supplier 
relationships 
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U.S. Commodity Demand Growth 
Per Capita ... 

... 

... 

... 
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U.S. Ethylene Consolidation 

1995 2004 

Total 51,334 MMlbs Total65,554 :Ml.\1lbs 

Ethylene Integration Chain 
SIIJJC:g.XIOII of U.S. Gull CCDII ~A~ BaMdCkiiiWe~on Dl:~ 

........... ......................... - ............... c. ... . 
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Ethylene Buyers and Sellers 

Changing Market Dynamics 

D 2000 U.S. light olefins and polyolefins- $41.4 Billion 
revenue 

D Growth rates are projected to be strong 
- New capacity will be needed by 2004 

D In early 2001, high feedstock prices shocked the 
industry and curtailed ethylene production 
- For a time, NaphtbJI became preferred feed over ethane 

D Companies are looking for ways to manage their risk 
and stay competitive 
- Prefer suppliers who don't compete in downstream derivatives 
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~ 
Williams' Petrochemical Feasibility Stu{ly 

0 Initiated May 24,2001 
Originally planned for 9-12 months 

- Accelerated schednle to prodnce results in 6 months 

0 Analysis ongoing 
- We do not yet have conclnsive resnlts 

0 CMAI engaged to perform international market 
evaluation 

CMAI's final report due in mid-October 

0 Overall Williams study completed by November 
We will share the results with you 

Williiftls 

Williams' Petrochemical Feasibility Stu(ly 

0 Build gas processing facility near Fairbanks/North Pole 
- Extract methane (lean gas) for local use 

- Extract ethane & possibly propane 

- Reinject unnsed gas & gas liquids 

0 Build ethane cracker 
- Convert ethane into ethylene 

0 Build polyethylene plant 
- Convert ethylene (propylene?) into polyethylene 

0 Rail polyethylene pellets to Anchorage 
- Ship to global markets 

Anchorage 
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Feasibility Study Components 

D Natural gas & NGL price forecasts and basis differentials 

Ethane/Propane extraction costs 

D Market identification 

D Cost factors for Alaska vs. competing locations 

D Polyethylene and ethylene glycol price, supply, and 
demand forecasts 

D Freight costs 

D By-product disposition 

Alaska-Specific Issues 

D Arctic cost factor 
- Relative to the Lower 48, it will cost more to construct NGL and 

petrochemical facilities in the interior of Alaska 

NGL Access issues 
- Gas & NGL's will have to be removed from and reinjected into a high 

pressure, dense phase pipeline 

D Potential freight disadvantage compared to Alberta 

D Gas composition will heavily impact the project 
economics 

D Feedstock cost (C~ C3) will have to be negotiated 
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~ 
Upside to Alaska if Project Moves Ahealf' 

D Similar facilities in the Lower 48 employ~ 350 full time 
employees 

Potential payroll of~ $18 Million annually 

D Rail transport fees around $15 Million annually 

D May compliment economics of providing in-state gas 
access 

Summary 
Wi/1;;(/s 
~ 

D We are testing a hypothesis - a petrochemical business in 
Alaska can work 
- Preliminary results are encouraging 

We have engaged one of the world's leading petrochemical consulting fmns 
(CMAI) to assist in our analysis 

D We have not reached any conclusions yet 
- Expect final results by November 

We will share tbe results With you 

D If a petrochemical complex in Alaska is viable, Williams 
is the one company that can make it work 
- Synergistic assets & relationships in Alaska 

- Tremendous gas processing & NGL experience 
- North American petrochemical experience 
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Section III: 

Written Public Comment Submitted to the 
Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 



.·. 

BRISTOL BAY NATIVE ASSOCIATION 
P.O. BOX310 

DlLLINGHAM, ALASKA 99576 
(907} 842-5257 

Bristol Bay Alternative Energy Task Force 

Resolution 2001-01 

ALASKA' PROPOSED NATURAL GAS LINE 

WHEREAS, the Constitution of the State of Alaska states in Article VIII, Section 2., that the 
legislature shall provide for the utilization, development, and conservation of all 
natural resources belonging to the State, including land and wateis, for the 
maximum benefit of its people; and 

WHEREAS, despite Alaska having an oil pipe line, home heating and gasoline costs in the 
Bristol Bay region are extremely high, for example: Dillingham residents are 
paying $2.29 per gallon for #1 home heating fuel and $2.59 per gallon for 
gasoline; Aleknagik residents are paying $2.60 and $2.75 respectively; lguigig 
residents are paying $2.94 and $3.63 respectively; Nondalton residents are 
paying $3.05 and $3.30 respectively; and 

WHEREAS, the majority of Bristol Bay communities are solely dependent . upon diesel 
generators for electricity and pay among the highest electric rates in the state, as 
much as 2 to 4 times more than Anchorage, Matanuska, and Kenai residents; 
and 

WHEREAS, high energy costs in the Bristol Bay region has a direct impact on the cost of 
living, transportation, maintaining public buildings; and operating water and 
sewer systems; and 

WHEREAS, one of the cornerstones of economic development is to have access to cheap 
electrical power, and high · energy costs currently hinders the economic 
development efforts of rural Alaskan communities; and 

WHEREAS, with natural gas being cheaper and cleaner burning than diesel oil, Bristol Bay 
residents would like to have access to natural gas for the purposed of providing 
electricity and heating their homes; and 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Bristol Bay Native Association's Bristol Bay 
Alternative Energy Task Force that Alaska's State Legislature, the Governor's Office, and 
Alaska's Congressional Delegation, ensure that all Alaskan communities be provided access to 
natural gas from the proposed North Slope gas line, or the proceeds therefrom be used to 

. inflation proof Alaska's residents escalating energy costs. 
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Signed:{~~ 
Chairman · 

CERTIFICATION: 

I, the undersigned Recording Secretary of the Bristol Bay Native Association, do hereby 
certify that the foregoing resolution was duly passed the majority vote of BBNA's Bristol Bay 
Alternative Energy Task Force at a duly called and noticed meeting this 16lh day of April, 2001 
and that a quorum was present. 

Signed~&· 
Recording Secretary 
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iNuPIAT COMMUNITY of the ARCTIC SLOPE 
an IRA Regional Tribal Government 

P.O. Box 934 • Barrow, Alaska 99723 
Ph: (907)852~4227 1-888-7884227 Fax: (907) 8524246 

. On behalf of the Inupiat Comniunity of the Arctic Slope, Welcome to the Arotic ·slope of 
. . 

Alaska, our homeland. We appreciate your coming to Barrow to have this hearing as it 
impacts us and we too are concerned on the conservation of other pristine environment 
that may be altered. As you saw this morning a glimpse of our pristine environment, with 
spectacle eiders nesting around our communities, caribou coming in and to the Arctic 
shore for insect relief. Gray whales hugging our coast line. Ducks migrating to and fro 
from the Barrow area. 

However, we have contended with the natural gas pipelines even here in Barrow. We 
have learned much in association with the production and use of the petrochemical. It is 
cleaner for our air. 

It is prudent that a natural gasline pipeline be developed in conjuction with the existing 
alyeska pipeline. It is prudent for our pristine environment that no other alteration of land 
be developed for another pipeline other than the existing easement already in place. 

We beliefthat the utilization of the Natural gas resources is a wise investment for the 
United States, Alaska and Rural Alaska. It is for the same statements just submitted by 
the NSBV assembly President Molly Pederson and the Alaska Eskimo Whaling 
Commission that ICAS supports the gas pipeline through the existing pipeline system in 
Alaska .. 

We. submit this statement of support by the Inupiat Commun.lty of the Arctic Sl~pe, IRA 
a regional Tribal government that provides basic services for its membership in the 

. Arctic. We keen)y aware of the wildlife resources in Alaska and the Arctic Slope and still 
support the gas line proposal. We have managed our renewable resources as well as our 
non-renewable resources in a consistent manner that supports their welfare and 
management. It is with critical concern that we submit this statement of support for the 
pipeline on the existing pipeline system. · 

. Thank you for this opportunity to give this testimony of support for the gasline project 
for the State of Alaska. 

~~~~ . 
.Pv&si J.rJ 
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RESOLUTION 2000 - 06 
OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

OF CHOGGIUNG LTD 

A RESOLUTION ADDRESSING EXCESSIVELY HIGH FUEL COSTS IN BRISTOL 
BAY AND GASPIPELINE RELATED JOBS 

WHEREAS, although a long-term funding plan has been crafted for Alaskl:l,'s Power Cost 
Equalization program, high diesel fuel costs will ultimately result in higher electrical 
rates and home-heating costs in Bristol Bay this winter that many residents cannot afford 
without direct assistance; and; 

WHEREAS, in Bristol Bay region's hubs of Dillingham and Naknek, the electric rates 
are twice higher than Alaska's rail belt communities. In the surrounding and more 
remote villages, the electric rates are about four times higher than Alaska's rail belt 
communities; and 

WHEREAS, current gasoline costs in the region are extremely high with, for example, 
Dillingham residents currently paying S2.68 per gallon; Portage Creek residents paying 
$3.15 per gallon; Kokhanok residents paying $4.00 per gallon; New Stuyahok residents 
paying $2.75 per gallon; and Newhalen residents paying $3.19 per gallon as compared to 
S 1.58 a gallon in Anchorage; and 

WHEREAS, commercial fishermen in Bristol Bay suffered disastrous salmon runs and 
received low herring and salmon prices in recent years, however, their cost of living and . 
fuel expenses continue to rise; and 

WHEREAS, Bristol Bay residents who rely heavily on snowmobiles, aU-terrain vehicles, 
and outboard motors to gather and hunt their traditional subsistence foods cannot afford 
to carry out their subsistence activities because of the high gasoline costs; and, 

WHEREAS, cmTent usage of our royalty oil and gas resources are not used to bring down 
the cost of home heating fuel and gasoline and, · 

WHEREAS, the basic health and safety of village residents and their children are 
threatened with loss of electrical power and heat for their homes and school and. 

WHEREAS, energy costs and jobs are related and because so many rural Alaskans were 
left out of the Alyeska Pipeline construction project; and, 

WHEREAS. Rural and Remote Alaskans do not want to be left out of the jobs for the 
proposed gas pipeline; 
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Board ofDirectors ofChoggiung 
LTD calls upon the Alaska State Legislature, the Governor's Office, Alaska's 
Congressional Delegation, and the Alaska Department of Community & Economic 
Development take immediate steps to address the exorbitantly high costs of diesel and 
gasoline in rural Alaska and begin developing a work force training program for jobs 
related to the proposed gas pipeline by taking the following actions: 

• Ensure that Bristol Bay villages will have enough fuel for electricity and home7 
heating this winter. · . 

• Embark on an immediate exploration program to find gas caps for the remote regions . 
of our state. · 

• Begin immediate identification of the nwnber of jobs that will be needed for 
construction of the Natural Gas Pipeline and develop a rural, remote and urban 
·Alaskan workforce with the job skills needed to fill all of the jobs that open up. 

PASSED AND APPROVED by a duly constitute quorum ofthe ~o~4. of Directors of 
Choggiung LTD this 1st day ofNovember, 2000. ~ ~ . 

President. 
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.Alaska Conservation Alliance 
U n i tin g f o r A "I ask a ~ s F u t u r e 

SUBMITTED VI. EMAIL TO <gasllne@gov.stete.ak.us> AND VIA FACSIMILE TO (907) 2fj9..0349 

Alaska Uiahway Natural G~ Polley Council 
Jim Sampsp11 a Frank Brown, Co-chairs 
Office of the Gov mor 
550 West 7m Av nue, Suite 1700 
AnchoragtJ• AK 9601 

The Ala ke Cons~rvation A!lia11ce, on behalf of Its member groups, wishes to comment on the draft 
subcommittee r arts of the Alaska Highway Natural G~s Policy Council •. The Alaska Conservation Alliance Ia 
a statewide coal! lon of 46 conservation groups & ·businesses representing over 35,000 Individual mpmberJ. 

· While o r complete position s~tement on this complex Issue cov_ers a wide and diverse array of lseues. 
our basic pasltlo Is best summed by the following: · 

e strongly oppose all proposed natural gas lln .. a from Alsuak&l'a North Slope thet invade 
rontler Wilderness ecosystems with new routes and infrastructure where it pr~;~eenUy doaa not · 
ow exist, Including the offshore Arctic National Wildlife Refuge or acrosJ the Arctlci or Yu~on ·. 
lata Natrona I Wlldlite Refuge~. We are concerned also about lmpactl c;~n the Porcupine 
arlbou Herd prime habltat wlriter range presented by the Dempster lateral route. Furtht'Jr, we . 
up port 11 full public EIS process to exesmlne the environmental impacts of all propose~ plens. · . 
outE!s, sUing, and stipulations for such project& within the existing estab!l~thed U'ansportatiQn 
outs&. · 

in mind, we agrt3e with the council's po$ltlol1 that environmental policies and safeguards 
~nted. as early as possible durin~ the enuineering de~ign and prior to the start of constniotlon. 

We also upport the council's recornm.endatlon that a "comprehensive citizen's Involvement pllln" be 
established: this· ffort should inolud~ the creation and adequate funding of a cltlzens advisory council with 
r~pr&$8!'1tativ"s om communities a11d Interest eraups throughol.!t the state. . 

We also upport the Council's recommendation th~at a Dismantling, Removal, and Restoration (DR&R) . 
provision be lncl ded 111 gasllne cantracta, agree.mentG, and/or settlements, with adequate f'undlns for 
that purpose. 

Thank y u forth~ opportunity to comment on the Council's reports. · 

· 750 W. 2nd Ave, Hl , ~chorar,c AK 99501/ Ph. 907-258·6171/ Pax 907-258-6177 
P.O. ~01(2Zl,l,JU ~au .J\K. '';1802/ Ph. ')07-463·3366/ Fax 907-4bl·3312./ uni'te@.:\k'Y'oic•~i;i 
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Alaska Con-servation Alliance· 
UnitingforAlaska's Future 

June 5, 2001 

Governor Tony Knowles 
P.O. Box 110001 
Juneau,.AK 99811 

Dear Governor Knowles, 

The Alas~a Conservation Alliance, on- behalf of our member groups, 
wishes to inform you of our position on the development and. transportation of 
Alaska's North Slope gas. The Alaska Conservation Alliance is a statewide 
coalition -of 46 conservation groups and busine.sses representing over 35,000 
individual members. 

While our complete position statement on this complex issue·coversa 
wide and diverse aira.y of issues, our basic position is best summed up by the 
following: 

"We strongly oppose all proposed natural gas lines from Alaska's 
North Slope that inv.ade frontier wilderness ecosystems with new 
routes and infrastructure where it-presently does not now exist, 

· including the offshore Arctic: National Wildlife Refuge or across the 
Arctic or·Yukon Flats National Wildlife Refuges. We are concerned 
also about impacts on the Porcupine Cari.bou Herd prime habitat 
winter range presented by ·the Dempster lateral route. Further, we 
support a full public EISprocess to examine the environmental 
impaCts of all proposed plans; routes, siting,· and stipulations for 
such projects within th:e existing established transportation 

You will note that we are strongly opposed to the so-called .. t"\"'CTP't". 

route in the Beaufort Sea off the coast of the Arctic National Wildlife· 
This route has.the greatest potential for environmental impacts 
vigorously opposed by the state and national en 

Also, please note that the Alaska Conservation 
supporting any specific gas project or pipeline route, 
meet all state, federal and Canadian environmental 
"best available technology and procedures" in order to ......... ,, ..... ""'''~~~ 

750W. 2nd Ave. #109, Anchorage AK 99501 /Ph. 907-258-6171 /Fax907-258-6177 
.P.O. Box22151,JuneauAK 99802/Ph. 907-463.-3366/Fax907-463-3312/ u•u·~·""'v'"" 
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pul:;>lic health, and ·safety concerns. We look forward to working with your 
administration to protect Alaska's people and environment .. 

Sincerely, 

·~Cl.r~ 
Mary Core 
Executive Director 

Attachment: 
ACA.member groups 
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Alaska Conservation Alliance.· 
Uniting for Alaska :~ s F"u t u re 

ALASKA CONSERVATION ALLIANCE MEMBER 

ORGANIZATIONS 

Alaska Center for the Environment 

Alaska Cortrrnunity Action on Toxics 

Alaska Forum for Envirpnmental Responsibility 

Alaska Wildemess League 

Alaska Wildlife Alliance 

Alaska Youth for Environinental Action 

Anchorage Audubon Society 

Arctic Audubon Society 

Center For Marine Conservation 

Cook Inlet Keeper 

Defenders ofWildlife 

Denali Citizens Council 

Earthjustice Legal Defense Fund 

Eastern Kenai Peninsula Environmental Action Association 

Friends of Potter Marsh 

Greenpeace . 

Juneau A1,1dubon Society 

Kachemak Bay Conservation Society 

Kodiak Audub-on Society . 
League of Conservation Voters Education Fund 

Lynn Canal Conservation 

National Audubon Society' 

National Parks. Conservation Association 

National Wildlife Federatian-Alaska Natural 

Northern Ala:ska Environmental 

Sierra Clubj Alaska Chapter 

Sitka Conservation Society 

750·W. 2nd Ave. #109, Ancb,orage AK 99501 I Ph. 907-258-6171 I Fax 907-258-6177 
P.O. Box 22151, Juneau AK 99802 I Ph. 907-463-3366 I Fax 907-463-3312 I urute(g)ak,rolce< 
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Sou~ast Alaska Conservation Council 

ALASKA CONSERVATION ALLIANCE MEMBER 

ORGANIZATIONS(cont'd) 

The Wilderness Society 

Tongass Conservation Society 

Trustees for Alaska 

Valley Alaska Center- for the Environment 

Wildlife Federation of Alaska 

Wrangell Mountains Center 

*ASSOCIATE MEMBERS 

· Alaska Discovery 

Alaska Rainforest Campaign 

Alaska Wilderness Recreation·& Tourism Association 

Alaska Wildland Adventures 

Campaign to Safeguard America's Water a Project of Earth Island Institute 

Chichagof Conservation Council 

Denali National Park Wilderness Centers, Ltd 

Ecotrust 

Natural Resource Defense Council 

The Conservation Fund 
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November 13, 2001 

OFFICE OF THE CffY MANAGER 

Fr~Brown & Jim Sampson, 
Co-C~b-s 
Alaska Highw-ay Natural Gas Policy Council 
Office ofihe Goye:mor. NGPC · 
550 West 7th Avenue, Suite 1700 
A.ncho~age. Alaska 99501 

De~r Chairmen BroWl1 and Sampson: 

On behalf of the City ofV aldez I would like to ~you fot the work that you and 
members of your committee have accomplished in the past many montbs. The work you 
have performed is important to the State of Alaska and bs residents. I would also like to 
thank you for holding one of your public hearings in Valdez. 

Your council focused on many different aspects of a gas pipeline and has qeveloped 
many sound tecommendations. My comments will be on a few of these 
recomm.endp.tions. 

First and foremost the City of Valdez supports the concept ;md. tax exempt structure 
developed by the Alaska Gasline Pon Authority. The Port A-p.thority has developed an 
extensive eC()nomic model that indicates that a gasli:n.e to the lower 48 and an LNG 
facilities located in Valdez is economically viable. The markets are there, both tbr 
domestic and intemational.use of LNG, as well as natural gas . 

Access for In-State Gas Use and Future Opporrunities Committee 

The concept expressed by this committee of a "hub" is not \l.Ulike what the Pan Authority 
is proposing. With only a gasline running to Canada, there wilJ not be much opportunity 
fQr natUral gas usage by the majority of the State. A key cQmponent of the Alaska . 
Highway gasline must be how is the rest of the state gains to benefit .from North Slope 
na:rui:al gas. Granted, residents will benefit from royalty and severance ~xes of the 
natural gas and to some degree the increaseQ. economic opporttWity. However, with only 
a highway line. many Alaskans will not have direct access to the gas. Including an LNG 
leg to the project w~ll provide benefits and opportUnities to many more Alaskans. 

AO. BOX 307 * VALDEZ, ALASKA 99686 
907w835-4313 PH * 907a835-2992 FAX 
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The recommendation from this Sllbconimittee is that $e State encourages privata 
investors to initi~te an economic study of cr~ti-p.g one or more .. gas hubs" should be 
taken a step further. That is, the State sho~dinitiate.the study. The more the State 
knows, the more infqnned their decisions will be. As we have seen in,. tl1e pa$t. private 
investors are only going to look at it ftom their perspective . 

. The committee did reeommend tlla.t the State should encourage entities to exa:mine the 
port authority concept of tax advantaged financing. Valdez believes that the State should 
also be involved in this eJCamination. The Port Authority has demonstrated the taX 

advantages it brings to the project. The econQmic model deyelope4 by the Port Authority 
shows that the tax advantages gahled by the Port Authority makes the project 
economically viable an.d provid.Cs an additional return to the State and all Alaskan 

· municipalities. 

Alaska Hire/Buy/Build Committee 

This ~ommittee recommends that the State undertake a stu.Q.y to determine the socio
economic impacts along the Alaska Highway r0ute. This stUdy should not be limited to 
the route itsel£ There will be other parts of the state that are impacted from a project of 
this magnitu®, partic~ly during construction. 

State Pipeline Ownership and Tax Structure Committee 

The City of Valdez concurs with the committee~s reco:Qlmendati.on against state 
investment in the project. The Alaska Gasliil• Port Authority bas developed a financial 
suuct:Qre that would provide for the financing of the project with ptiva:te investment. 
Thro-ugh the Port Authority ownership of the pipelin~. the public interest woulQ. be 
maintained and protected. The-Port Authority believes that State invesnnent WO\lld 
prevent 100 pereent debt financing ofthe project. 

Valdez also supp()~ the Committee•s suggestion that if a viaQle proposal for it pipeline 
p;roj ect is put forward and the prod1.1cers do not respond. that the state should. use the tools 
that it has available tc, facilitate the project moving forward. · 

Again, thank you for the time that you and your council membeTS put into this important 
pc,licy iss~ before the State. If you have any questions concerning the City's concems 
or would like a presentation :from the Port Authority please do not hesiwe to comact me. 

Sincarely, 

·~~~~ 
City Manager 
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Gas Pipline 

,. 
r. • [It • 
= II • II 1 of 1 • • • 

Subject: Gas Pipline 
Date: Wed, 03 Oct 2001 08:48:38 -0800 

From: cvedc <cvedc@alaska.net> 
To: gasline@gov.state.ak.us. 

Sir; We here in the Copper Valley believe that anything less than the Port Authority Project would hurt 
all of Alaska! For once please consider Alaska first and do not bow to the oil companies wishes. With 
the port Authority project you can build a pipeline to the south-48 and do for all Alaska too. Thank you 
for your time. · · ·· · 
Sincerely, John Downes, CVEDC 

10/23/2001 10:15 
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Suggested changes to Draft Reports · 
of the 

Governor's Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council · 
Submitted by -Foothills Pipe Lines, Ltd 

November 1, 2001 

(Note: [ ] = delete language, _ = add language) 

Environmental Committee Draft ·Report 

Suggested Change: on page 3, rewrite the third paragraph of Section 2 as 
follows: 

A rigorous environmental review should be required and could be [done 
either] accomplished by meeting the requirements of Section 5, Subsection 
III of the Presidents Decision relating to the Alaska Natural Gas 
Transportation System which anticipated the development and public review 
of detailed plans to protect the environment using the best of current science 
and technology. A lengthier way to accomplish the same outcome could be 
by a supplemental environmental impact statement (EIS) building on the 
ANGTS EIS or a :full EIS done ill an expedited manner using inforination 
from the ANGTS EIS. The outcome of[either] any process should spell out 
for public review the :full range of alternatives for protecting the 
environment, [environmental] the pros and cons associated with them, and 
mitigation measures that should be taken to avoid or minimize adverse 
impacts. 

Rationale for the change: Foothills has completed significant legal research 
which has determined that a new or supplemental EIS is not required for 
ANGTS. That research is being submitted with this document. A voiding an 
EIS can save significant time that may be critical in getting Alaska gas to 
market. 

Foothills is not suggesting that ANGTS not be required to use current 
technology and science so that environmental impact can be minimized. 
However, Foothills believes that the requirements ofSectjon 5, Subsection 3 
mandate that ANGTS meet the rigorous environmental standards anticipated 
by the committee. 

1 
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Federa1/Intemational Action Committee Draft Report 

Suggested change: Rewrite the last paragraph on page 3 as follows: 

Because [no] the Alaska segment of the project has not been constructed 
under ANGTA since its enactment 25 years ago~ there may be outstanding 
issues regarding its current application. 

Rationale for change: The prebuilt part of ANGTS has been completed and 
is currently in operation. 

Suggested change: On page 7 rewrite the first "bullet" under the 
. Corresponding Legislative Provisions of Key principles# 4 as follows: 

• FERC should require [each] the project [sponsor] to demonstrate how the 
sponsor plans to meet reasonable projections of in-state local 
consumption needs, including the needs of Fairbanks, Cook Inlet, and 
rural Alaska. In addition, the sponsor should allow for possible future 
construction of a pipeline to tidewater for the export of LNG. 

Rationale for change: It is unlikely that there will be more than one project, 
and suggesting that there could be other projects ignores the decision made · 
by the President and Congress to choose ANGTS. 

Suggested Change: On page 7 rewrite the first "bullet" under the 
Corresponding Legislative Provisions of Key principles # 4 as follows: 

• FERC should require [each applicant] the proiect to [make] establish 
reasonable plans and procedures, including additional·open seasons if 
necessary, for the expansion of the Alaska section of the gasline as new 
fields of natural gas are developed on the North Slope and throughout 
Alaska. 

Rationale for change: Same as previous change. 

2 
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Suggested change: On page 8 in the first section entitled Corresponding 
Legislative Provisions on the page make the following change: 

Corresponding Legislative Provisions 
• To the extent allowed by law, Alaska residents and contractors should be 

employed when they are available and qualified. In turn, contractors 
would be encouraged to employ and train Alaska residents. . 

• Recruitment should be accomplished primarily by advertising in-state 
and using Alaska's job service organizations to notifY the Alaskan public. 

• The project sponsors must, whenever feasible, enter into construction 
· contracts with Alaska frrms and fabricate modules in Alaska. 

• The gasline sponsors should be required to enter into an agreementto 
provide for pre-employment recruitment, on-the-job training, and 
employment of Alaska Natives. 

Delete all bullets and refer the reader to the report of the Alaska 
Hire/Buy/Build Subcommittee. 

Rationale for change: The Alaska Hire/Buy/Build Subcommittee has 
completed a more exhaustive study of these subjects. 

3 
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Comments by President Steve Ginnis, Tanana Chiefs Conference 
To the Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
April 18, 2001, Fairbanks, Alaska 

Good evening, ladies and gentlemen. My name is Steve Ginnis. I'm pleased to see 

you here. 

Coming togetherto hear from the people about a proposed industrial project of 

this size attracts a lot of attention. And it's no wonder, your membership on the 

Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council acknowledges that this project will 

soon be underway. 

As Tanana Chiefs Conference president, I represent 43 tribal villages spread 

across more than 235,000 square miles of Alaska's interior region. TCC serves a 

population of more than 17,000 people while managing 220 programs ranging 

from health and social programs to fisheries and wildlife, education and 

employment. TCC employs approximately 500 people . 

. 
The gas pipeline project is being closely watched by our tribes. There is 35 

trillion cubic feet of discovered natural gas on the North Slope. This is the energy 

equivalent of more than 50 percent of the original recoverable oil reserves in 

Prudhoe Bay. How we move this resource to market will impact our people for 

years to come. 
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Sending Prudhoe Bay natural gas to the Lower 48 has the potential to do a lot of 

good for a lot of people .:.._ if it's done right. Natural gas can heat homes and be 

used to generate electricity. It can be used in transportation; to make fertilizer, 

plastics and many other things. At the rate fuel is being burned in the Lower 48, 

this resource is vitally important to Alaska and the whole country. 

A project of this scope can also employ a lot of people. Work for men and 

women; jobs so that people can earn a paycheck; provide for a family and move 

up in the world. 

Economic development opportunities of this scale are few and far. between. It's 

important to all of us that this one is done right. Careful, thoughtful, planning is 

vital to its success. 

The construction phase is expected to b:ist from 3 to five years. The project has 

the potential to provide an enormpus economic boost to people who live in Alaska 

and along its route. 

A project of this value can help improve community infrastructure. It's not 

unrealistic to think that better schools, transportation and health care can be a 

result of a project like the gas pipeline. 
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Thirty years ago, when the oil pipeline got underway, there were a lot of 

promises connected to that project, too. Some proved out, many did not. 

Nevertheless, Alaska Natives supported the frrst line and we support this one, 

following the governor's route down the Alaska Highway. 

The Alaska Highway route crosses Native lands. We have a number of villages 

along the way. Stevens Village, Minto, Manley Hot Springs, Tok; Tanacross, 

Mentasta, Mansfield, Healy Lake, Dot Lake, Tetlin and Northway-- the gas 

pipeline will run for miles through our neighborhoods. 

While economic opportunities presented by this project.will·be welcomed by 

. many people, we want assurances that certain planning and ·performance criteria 

will be met. We want planning to be upfront so that the collection and 

dissemination of information is open and transparent. 

Planning at the community level pmst have mechanisms for local people to 

become involved. For the success of the project, it's important that our villages 

are represented on planning committees. 

We want strict environmental and safety protections so that ou(renewable 

resources will be treated with care and respect. 
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Let me remind you that while our communities are small, energy costs are high. 

Given that our communities are the first the line will pass by, we want the 

pipeline to serve us and help reduce fuel costs. Our energy needs are no less real 

than those of people in the Lower 48. 

At the Yukon River crossing a facility is needed that will transfer and hold gas 

for local consumers. Both upstream and downstream villages will benefit from 

this access. It will not be as convenient as piped delivery, but a natural gas 

transfer station will mean improved living conditions, reduced costs and 

increased economic activity. 

Prudhoe Bay natural gas is a public resource. It is owned by the people of the 

state of Alaska. Our people are eager to make this project a reality. We look 

forward to.participating in discussions regarding employment and training 

opportunities.· 

While no one denies that markets far from Alaska are the driving force behind 

this project, let us not forget that the resource delivery system should be planned 
] . . . 

and designed in ways that serve people who live here, people .whose homeland is 

here. 
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As you continue to solicit public testimony and build support for the governor's 

Alaska ·Highway route, you can be assured that Tanana Chiefs and its members 

tribes stand ready to offer assistance and consultation. 

Thank you, again, for the opportunity to share my concerns with you. 
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ILISAGVIK COLLEGE PRESENTATION TO THE 
ALASKA HIGHWAY NATURAL GAS POLICY COUNCIL 

· ~JULY. 19, 2001·· : ·_, . . .. --· ... · .. 
," ... .. -··~;::.-;- --···. ~-- ... ····~ . . .... 
~ .. ·' :··./-.,. : 

~ .. - _.·I'<·<·""·-~-:·:..."' . 
. . ·,.·"' . 

Good afternoonJ ladies and gentlemen. My name is Richard Glenn. 
am the Chairman of the Board of Trustees for llisagvik College. I'm 
speaking today on behalf of the Board and the College. 

: llisagvik College understands the need for the nation to develop its 
, natural resources. Ever increasing demands for energy continue to 
-require expanded exploration, processing and distribution. However, 
the. College also recognizes the need to protect our fr~gile 

. :environment and natural beauty of our home-the North Slope of 
Alaska. We believe these are not incompatible goals. Clearly, the 

·large variety of agencies, companies, and other organizations and 
interest groups examining the options for natural gas transportation at 
present represent all sides of the issues-from the commercial needs 
to the environmental and ecosystem considerations. -· 

After looking at the options, the College believes it js in the best 
interests of the North Slope, Alaska and the nation for all Alaskans to 
·join in supporting the Alaska Highway gas pipeline option . We gladly 
~join the Mayor, the Assembly and many others in lending our support 
to the Alaska Highway gas pipeline. 

Our reasons for this support are many. As you may know, the 
. primary supporter and source of funding for llisagvik College is the 
:North Siope Borough. There was nq opportunity for higher education 
·on the North Slope until the North Slope Borough took upon itself the 
·:duty of initiating an institution of higher education in Barrow. This 
institution has undergone many changes until it has reached its 
present form as llisagvik College. It is the farthest -north institution· of 
higher education in the world. During its creation and Gontinuing · 
·.operations, the college has not received funding from the- Un.iversity 
:.pf Alaska system. llisagvik College has been largely supported by 
-.allotments from the North Slope Borough; which, as you know, has 

-·. property taxation as the:basis of its revenue. 
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. 'It is well known that higher education is one of the most effective 
ways to address cultural and socal disruption that occurs when 
intensive economic development comes to a region bringing rapid 
change. Having llisagvik College located on the North Slope-in the 
re·mote villages and in Barrow-· is of great value to the culture and to 
the society as a whole. Without the support of the North Slope 
Borough, the college will not be able to supply the level of" service to 
the North Slope that has come to be expected. We are hopeful that 
in the future the State of Alaska will be able to help fund the delivery. 
of higher education on the north slope. 

A number of other advantages of the highway gas pipeline route have 
. been voiced from a variety of groups. For example, it is said that the 
Alaska Highway route will allow easier and cheaper dispersion of the 
gas to more areas of the Lower 48 states and will provide the most 
security from foreign attack than any other option. But probably the 

·. most telling.argument for residents of the North Slope and for the 
college is that the highway route provides both the greatest 
opportunity for jobs and the least disruption of the ocean and other 
waterways on which many native peoples rely for ecc)nomic and 
cultural well being. · 

llisagvik College was founded as a vocational-technical training 
college. Our primary mission is to train people for gainful 

·· employment in the construction and other infrastructure development 
occupations through partnerships with a. variety of government and 
business entities. Among other initiatives, llisagvik College has led 
the way in multi-cultural training for scientists and engineers; and this 
training has developed a high level of awareness and sensitivity to 
·the problems faced by Native p.eopl~ in Alaska .. The Alaska Highway 
gas pipeline will surely provide more jobs for Alaskans in construction 
and building than any other alternative. We hope to be a part of this 
training effort and to be instrumental in providing another means for 
residents of the North Slope to reach economic self-sufficiency. · 

We are, in the final analysis, all Alaskans. Whatever is decided must 
be in the best interests of Alfiska first. We support the Alaska 
Highway gas pipeline option because we believe its construction is in 

., the best interests of the North Slope, Alaska, and the nation as a 
whole. 
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ASRC PRESENTATION 

TO THE 

GOVERNOR'S ALASKA IDGHWAYNATURAL GAS POLICY COUNCIL 

JULY 19,2001 

Richard Glel111. Vice-President Lands 
Arctic Slope_ R~giQ!l;;tl Gorporation 
'"' .......... '". 

On behalf of our president, Jacob Adams, the North Slope community and the 

shareholders of Arctic Slope Regional Corporation, I would like to extend a warm 

welcome to the Governor and the members of the Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy 

Council. ASRC is pleased to assist in hosting the council on its visit to Barrow, and also 

appreciates this opportunity to present our views related to Alaska's natural gas 

resources. 

Our desires related to North Slope natural gas exploration and development can be 

summed up in one statement: We desire access- access to capacity, access to 

opportunity, and access to the process. 

Access to Capacity 

As you are probably aware ASRC is the largest landowner on the North Slope outside of 

the federal government, with title to more than four million acres of surface and 

subsurface estate. ASRC' s lands include more than three million acres in the central 

Arctic foothills, one ~f America's premier natural gas provinces. Together with State-

owned lands in the central Arctic there are 11 million acres- ofland there that may contain 

more than sixty trillion cubic feet of natural gas, which we strongly believe should have 
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an avenue to market. Said another way, ASRC believes that any natural gas pipeline 

leaving the North Slope should provide capacity to accommodate areas of new natural 

gas production such as in the central Arctic, in addition to the significant identified 

natural gas reserves around Prudhoe Bay. 

Access to Opportunity 

The construction and eventual operation of a natural gas pipeline presents many 

opportunities to all Alaskans. Jobs in construction, engineering, operations. and the 

support of natural gas-related processing industries alJ will be welcomed by all Alaskans 

along the pipeline route. Our corporation, with established subsidiaries in oilfield 

construction, surveying and engineering, and pipeline operations, has much to contribute 

to the construction and operation of a natural gas pipeline. We are already contributing, 

for example in the "front-end engineering and design" for a portion of the pipeline along 

its proposed route through Canada. We seek continued participation in the design, 

construction, and future operations of this major development project. Our companies 

are competent, they have proven themselves in industry, and most importantly they seek 

to put our people to work. 

Access to the Process 

In addition, we do not wish to foreclose any opportunities related to an equity position in 

the Alaska gas pipeline or any of the related systems. To this day, tllere has been little 

discussion on who will own the pipeline. The issue is yet unclear, buf as it develops 

ASRC wants to be there 
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Finally, ASRC would like to join the North Slope Borough, the whaling captains of our 

villages, and many others in supporting an overland route for the Alaska natural gas 

pipeline. In addition to avoiding the placement of a pipeline in the Beaufort Sea, a route 

from the North Slope paraUeling the Trans-Alaska pipeline would provide access to the 

significant resource base of the central Arctic, opening up a significant hydrocarbon 

province bringing jobs and revenue to all Alaskans. We are confident that the oil 

producers will come to the same conclusion after reviewing all of the issues related to gas 

development in Alaska. 

Governor and Council members, ASRC welcomes you to Barrow. We encourage you to 

get to know this town, one that has virtually grown up on natural gas. Study the issues. 

related to small town energy needs, necessary infrastructure support, and the quality of 

life improvements that come with the presence of a safe, reliable natural gas supply. Our 

people and our organizations wish to be a part ofthe process as the idea of natural gas 

developmc;mt-matures. When you return to the great debates that surely will ensue 

regarding Alaska's natural gas, please do not fail to appreciate the regional resources we 

provide: our people and our land, and the promise that they both hold for all Alaskans. 
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GOLDEN VALLEY ELECTRIC ASSOCIATION INC. PO Box 71249 • Fairbanks. Alaska 99707~1249 • 907-452-1151 

April27, 2001 

A TIN: Jim Sampson 
Offic;:e of the Governor 
Governor's Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
P.O. Box 110001 
Juneau, AK 99811-0001. 

Dear Mr. Sampson: 

H a-• ld J:d"/fj ~ et{ 
·5 ---'/--:()/ 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the Alaska Natural Gas Pipeline. 
As Acting President & CEO of the member-owned electric cooperative serving over 
90,000 Interior Alaska citizens, I can fully appreciate the value and importance of open 
public participation. I applaud your commitment to ensuring timely completion of a 
route that best addresses the needs of both Alaska and the nation. 

In conjunction with our Board of Directors, let me assure you that our committed 
workforce of skilled professionals stand ready to provide the power necessary for any 
potential future opportunities throughout the construction, operation and maintenance 
lifecycle of this most important arid far-reaching initiative. · · 

I am convinced that this project must be integrated into a State-sponsored fifty year 
long-range energy plan that creates the vision and goals for addressing the State's 
energy needs and us of our resources for the next fifty years. Such a plan should, at a 
minimum: 

--Direct free and open access to gas as stipulated in 18 CFR governing · 
US gas transmission infrastructure, depreciation and tariffs (mileage 
pro-rata basis); · · 

--Create common carrier status under a State certificate of public 
convenience; 

--Ensure access to state gas royalties bin kind provides a: real and lasting 
price point benefit to State residents; · 

--Develop a price for royalty gas used in-state; and 
--Designate royalty gas proceeds for the creation of a state energy fund 
charter that ensures future development of renewable energy supplies. 
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letter to: Jim Sampson 
Apri127, 2001 
Page2 

Fairbanks already has the infrastructure and trained and ready workforce needed for 
such an undertaking and leads to the realization that the pipeline must come through 
Fairbanks. Such routing, in tum, makes the possible establishment of a Fairbanks
based gas hub a reality. 

This hub, with easy and ready access to cost-competitive fuel, can serv.e as a. 
cornerstone of renewed economic development, creating opportunities for new 
industrial, commercial and personal value-adding enterprises. This more efficient and 
cleaner-burning fuel, when added to our current energy mix, will help us demonstrate 
responsible, responsive leadership in meeting increasingly stringent air-quality 
standards, while supporting an ongoing responsibility of serving today's citizenry while 
meeting the future needs of the Interior. 

Your crucial and timely decisions will ensure that all involved are remembered as 
visionaries and leaders that responded to this moment in history. With business and 
government working together, we can develop the plan .that results in a more robust 
and diversified economy that ensures current and future generations continue to live 
and work in our Great Land. 

Again, thank you for the opportunity to share my views. If I may be of further 
assistance, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

-~ 
Steve Haagenson 
Acting President & CEO 
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Written Testimony presented to Governor Tony Knowles Alaska Highway Natural Gas 
Policy Council, November 12,2001, Scott Heyworth, Chair, Citizens Initiative for the 
All-Alaska Gasline, respectfully submitted. 

Ladies and Gentleman of the Council: 

A fair an unbiased report should have studied and investigated all of the options for 
marketing our North Slope Gas. Where is the study of LNG to Valdez? A best interest 
finding studying both routes was called for. What should Alaskans have expected? 

.-

In the short life-time your Council has been meeting, here are just a few developments 
that have occurred: ' · 

'• !!:.:·; 

1. The same 3 Oil Companies that have kept our North Slope gas stranded now for 
some 25 years have announced some 5 other LNG projects, mostly aimed at our 
own West Coast markets. That is because our State did not sign "use it or lose it' 
lease policies as these other competing Countries did. But your Council ignores 
our oWn. LNG potential, with a route that is only 2,000 miles long via tanker to 
Los Angeles, but is 7,000 miles long from competing projects in Australia 
Indonesia or East Timor. 

2. Some 50-1 OOTCF of gas was found off Nova Seotia. Would a 700-mile gas line to 
Chicago be sho;rter than the Councils' recommended 3900-mile line? Especially · 
when there are no gas shortages whatsoever in Chicago or the Mid-West? 

3. The Oil Companies announced the Southern Route (your recommended route) as 
cost prohibitive and they can't make 15% profits on their investment. 

4. The Governor has switched teams and now wants to form a new coalition.with big 
Gas Companies to build the line the big Oil Companies can't do without special 
Federal Legislation, subsidies, tax credits, accelerated depreciation, etc., etc., etc. 

5.. On the day your Council was appointed, the cost·ofthe Southern Route was 
alleged to be $10Billion. Three-months ago, the truth finally came out that it is 
$20 Billion to Alberta alone. Even the Governor is·on the record admitting that 
much. Now the Oil Companies have told you it is $17Billion. But wait, that is not 
the end of it. Because the Southern Prebuilt is full of Canadian gas, someone will 
have to build a brand new 1200-mile gas line from Alberta to Chicago at a cost of 
some $?Billion minimum. That brings the real cost back to around $24 Billion or 
almost 300% higher than the cqst of the LNG route to Valdez ($8Billion), or 
$1 OBillion with 9 LNG tankers included. Some facts your report leaves out. 
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6. The Foothills group has a little hidden "meatball" problem. 
7. The Canadian Indian tribes are all fighting over which route they support. 
8. ANGTA has a stipulation that the gas line can only·be 2.6BCF per day, yet for all 

your discussions and scenarios, the size of your lirie is given as 4-6BCF. That is 
illegal. The Southern Prebuilt is at 2.6BCF per the treaty. 

9. There are over 10,000 piee:es ofland yet to be negotiated in Canada and the Great 
Lakes region to get this Southern route built. 

10. The Oil Companies allegedly spent $100Million to come to their own conclusion 
that your route recommendation won't hunt. But you have ignored their findings. 

FINDINGS OF FACT: 
. 

The Southern route is missing many, many permits that have yet to be obtained. 
The Southern route is not engineered. . ; 
The Southern route has no Project Labor Agreements.:· '.\i'.,: · 
The Southern route has no spur line to South-central or ai:J.y"defined plan for gas to any 
Alaskan cities or villages. At least none that has yet been·fuade public. 
And if it does exist, then why didn't the Council present itm detail? 

The Gas Policy Council has never said how many jobs the Southern route brings to 
Alaska. That number is about 8,000-9,000. The same with the. Valdez route. But the LNG 
Route to Valdez adds another 4,000 jobs with the construction ofthe LNG plant, 
terminal, and piers at Anderson Bay in Valdez. The permanent jobs with your 
recommendation are about 250 while LNG to Valdez is some 500 plus for Alaskans. 

In ·conclpsion, the least your Council might have fairly,done was to support equally both 
the Southern route and the LNG route to Valdez. But since:you never even studied it (just 
as the Oil Companies apparently failed to do in their $100rriillion study), Alaskan citizens 
. did not get the pleasure of your full responsibility to do ex~tly that. For their benefit. 

. . . 

The number one thing people like Roger Marks or Cambridge energy fail to mention is 
that while many LNG Projects from other countries may already be at or closer to 
tidewater than Prudhoe Bay, their field development costs have not been carried out yet, 
while this has obviously already been done at Prudhoe Bay. 7.5BCF is produced daily 
and of that some 6BCF is reinjected and stored daily~Those Foreign projects have not 
accomplished this field development cost yet nor have they overcome the 7,000 mile 
journey across the Pacific Ocean to our West Coast markets using approximately 2.5 
times as many LNG tankers to accomplish the number of round trips as would be needed 
from Valdez to California. Did you all consider any ·Of these facts? 
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The Council should have fairly studied LNG to Valdez a5:an. option. This did not happen. 
Alaskans are the less for this. Many true facts did not come out. But that does not make 
them any less untrue. 

Finally, the tremendous response to the Citizens Initiative for the All-AlaSka Gasline is a 
reality that the Legislature and the Governor are going to have to deal with very soon if 
the people of Alaska continue to sign the petitions at the rate they are today. 

Numerous statewide polls have shown this over and over. 

Alaskans are telling your Council and the Governor and the Legislature loud and clear in 
many forums that they do not support any Southern Route through Canada. 

Your majority Council report has totally ignored this·willofthe people to date. I look 
forward to the Minority report because I find it highly unlikely that all of you supported 
this Councils' fmdings and recommendations. I can assure you the citizens of Alaska do 
not support these fmdings. 

Alaskans are smart enough to know, for instance, that the State of Alaska must own some 
percentage of this project to insure we have access to the books this time around. That is 
a compelling reason as to why we should own some percentage of any gas pipeline. 
Aside from the fact that it obviously would bring more revenues to the State . 

. I wish Alaskans had been represented with a study of their preferred choice. VALDEZ! 

A tip of my hat, though, to all of you for your hard work·in a most difficult and 
compromising endeavor. · · ' · · · 

Sincerely, 
Scott Heyworth 
Chair. 
CIAAG 

. '.:· . 

. · ! ~ • 
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Todd Hoener 
P.O. Box 144 
Ester, AK 99725-0144 

18 April 2001 

Governor's Alaska Highway Namral Gas Policy Council 
Office of the Governor, State of Alaska 

Dear Co-Chairs, an,:to~~rprominent Alaskan council members: . . .. ~. . . ' "' . ' . . . . 

The Governor created the Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council to analyze the many 
issues related to gas development and to make recommendations that can be incorporated into gas 
line legislation and project development. I wish to· express to this group the views and 
recommendations about an issue that will certainly, and without question, maximize an important 
benefit for all Alaskans, as the governor has mandated and our state constitution requires. 

Several of my colleagues and I in the energy field propose the creation of an Alaska systems 
benefit pre gram that would eventually fund all statewide energy efficiep.cy programs and 
rep.~wable :; .. lyrgy resource research, development, and procurement prO~ in 'the; state of 

·,:~=,A1aska.J...-~~~'P->;:.med :!rls program the "Alaska-Energy,Futures·-Trust~?•. :rbe';:goru.'flf~h~. "":Alas!: a · 
Energy Futures Trust" is for Alaska to be totally powered by renewable energy by 2051, and 
energy effic:lency programs are an important component of this transition. 

This goal-for Alaska to become 100 percent dependent on renewable energy in 50 years-is, 
without argument, a conservative, reasonable, attainable and most desirable goal. It dovetails well 
into the self-sufficiency philosophy of all independent-minded Alaskans. This goal can be. 
achieved through the creation of the "Alaska Energy Futures Trust." The "Alaska Energy Futures 
Trust" would grow as a dedicated percent of the income and revenue from the state's royalty gas, 
taxes and pipeline tariff charges are deposited into it. Economic efficiency, environmental 
protection, and ensuring all Alaskan consumers receive a fair share of the natural gas and pipeline 
benefits are conclusive reasons for supporting the "Alaska Energy Futures Trust" creation. 

The "Alaska Energy Futures Trust'' will provide a flexible and transparent mechanism for 
funding energy efficiency programs and renewable energy resource research, development and 
procurement programs in the state of Alaska. Moreover, it will free up capital from current 
limited-funding sources, such as the Alaska Housing Finance Corporation. At this time, market 
transformation is the most common barrier for programs and activities involving renewable 
energy resource procurement in gaining a' foothold in the market. However, renewable energy · 

· resources are inevitable, and all Alaskans who do not currently embrace this view will do so 
eventually. 

The "Alaska Energy Futures Trust" can comfortably meet the political, regulatory, economic, and 
social objectives in a variety of situations to forward this future inevitability. In the early years of 
the "Alaska Energy Futures Trust,'' proceeds could be used to assist in fi.nancing traditional 
power delivery systems such as pipelines, gas turbines, fuel conversion systems, and transmission 
lines. Combustion technology could continue as the transition to non-combustion technology, 
such as fuel cells, as they become more economical to purchase and operate. Eventually 
construction of renewable energy power and delivery systems would be funded by the "Alaska 
Energy Futures Trust." Renewable energy resources, as a distributed generation resource, will 
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provide better utilization of the distribution system and allow generation to be sited closer to 
loads, thus reducing the losses now associated with a central power plant. 

In tandem with this transition, and from its inception, the "Alaska Energy Futures Trost" would 
also be used to finance all energy efficiency programs including the low-income weatherization 
program, energy efficiency mortgage program, residential rebate programs and home energy 
rating services and training and educational activities. 

Today the barriers for funding all energy efficiency programs and renewable energy resource 
programs in the state of Alaska not only include capital limitations, but also information costs, 
performance uncertainties, access to financing, product availability, and the uncertain and 
fluctuating prices· of oil and gas. Recognizing·this, the council should recommend and the 
lawmakers and regulators should established the "Alaska Energy Futures Trost" for funding 
energy efficiency and renewable energy programs in the state of Alaska so as to target the market 
transforming activities and become the leader in tbe Arctic and sub-arctic region. An important 
purpose for the creation of the "Alaska Energy Futures Trust" is to reduce total energy service 
costs for all Alaskans, and this is consistent with the broad public policy goal of economic 
efficiency. Any cost effectiveness tests that are applied over the projected life of funded programs 
must also include environmental and health benefits. · 

: Environmental protection is another broadly recognized poli~y betleflt that arises from the 
.· ·~.Alaska.Energy Futures Trust.''·More.effi.cient use of energy resource~'.<md the use of renewable 
.. energy resources will produce avoided environmental emissions fiom the ·site of primary fuel 

production, fuel transportation and storage, and final consumption. As Alaska uses the "Alaska 
Energy Futures Trust" to fund the energy efficiency and renewable energy programs, air pollutant 
emissions and the emissions of greenhouse gases will be reduced. And, as we are well aware , the . 
Arctic and sub-Arctic are particularly vulnerable to the smallest environmental fluctuations. As 
we increase the fraction of energy demand supplied by renewables, we will, at the same time, 
preserve our valuable petroleum and natural gas resources to be used as feedstocks for the 
petrochemical industry. 

The levels of funding for the "Alaska Energy Futures Trust'' is a detail that will obviously gain 
more scrutiny as acceptance to this proposal grows and is not within the scope of this testimony. 
The rational for the "Alaska Energy Futures Trust" is to meet our goal for Alaska to rely on 100 
percent renewable energy within 50 years. The "Alaska Energy Futures Trust" program promotes 
the use of renewable energy and energy efficiency in overcoming the market barriers that all new 
technologies face and eventually will bring them to a point of cost competitiveness with other 
supply resources. Moreover, at the same time, it allows for a smooth and cost effective transition 
period. 

Thank you for this opportunity to present this proposal and explore these issues. 

Todd Hoener 
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KAKE TRIBAL CORPORATION • P.O. Box 263 • Kake, AK 99830 • (907) 785-3221 • Fax: (907) 785-6407 RECEIVED 

Honorable Tony Knowles 
State Of Alaska 
Office of the Gm·emor 
PO Box 110001 
Juneau, AK 99811 

Dear Governor Knowles: 

No,·ember 17. 2000 NOV 2 1 2000 

GOVERNOR'S OFFICE 

FAX (<.k)7) 465-3532 

I am ~Titing to you regarding a very important turning point for the State of Alaska: the route. the control 
and the development of the Alaskan Natural Gasline. · 

Kake Tribal Corpor.ttion full~ supports the creation and construction of the Alaska Natural Gasline Solely 
"ith the Alaska Gasline Port Authority. The reasons are olnious and include: 

1. Jobs for Alaskans including those from rural and Southeast Alaska. It is essential fot aD Alaskans that 
the natural gas that belongs to the citizens of Alaska is del•eloped by and for the citizens of Alaska. 
The Port Authority is the best mechaitism for Alaskan control. That contiol ensures that a "pro
Alaskan hire" is adhered to. and not only spoken. In addition,. the Port Autho:iity is on record for 
supporting small and large Alaskan construction and trucldng companies for the work needed in 
building the pipeline in the next three years. 

2. The use of natural gas in Alaska to create new economic development in all parts of Alaska. A 
terminal on the Yukon River will allow for the gasificatiOn (through barge service) of all Yukon River 
communities which will not only lessen fuel costs. but \\ill create much needed economic development 
through fuel snings and therefore the competitiveness of small industrial development. Furthermore, 
Kake Tribal Corporation would like to see Southeast Alaska reeei"-e gas service for all communities in 
SE Alaska. In this mar.ner, the gas of Alaska is used for the betterment of our citizens. ~ 

3. The Alaska Gasline Port Authority stabilized the economic base in Alaska fur the foreseeable future. 
The AGPAproposes to pay 60% to the State of Alaska: 30% to the communities in Alaska (a 
minimum of $50K per community amwally) and Only 10% to the Port authority. This would be far 
more generous and beneficial to the citizenry tban a piileline controlled b)• a Board of Directors in 
another country. · 

The 'route and control of the ANG pipeline by the Alaska Gasline Pipeline Authority ~'OUld eliminate the 
discussio11 of tapping the permanent fund or re-establishing a state personal income ta.'t. The revenue also 
eliminates the Republican legislative battle to ~ce services to rural Alaska justified with the name of 
balancing the budget. 

I knew that there are tough decisions to make. I request that the decision be based on the benefits to the 
<.:itizens of all of Alaska. The AGPA would leave the control with Alaskans. "ill employ Alaskans, and \\ill 
benefit all Alaskans regardless of race or mral/urban disposition. This is probably one of the. most 
important decisions that will be made in your administration. and one that \\>ill have tremendous economic 
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etfects for many generations to come. I have tremendous confidence that you will do what is best for this 
wonderful state and the people who deserve the benefits that the pipeline could deliver. especially with the 
scenarios that I have outlined in this letter. 

Very truly yours. 

.. ~ _JL<...ts~. 
SamJ~ 
President/CEO 

Cc: Alaska Gasline :Pon Authority 
Rep. Albert Kookesh 
Rep. Bill Hudson 
Rep. Bill Williams 
Rep. Beth Kenula 
Sen. Alan Austerman 
Sen. Kim Elton 
Sen. Robin Taylor 
Rep. Mary Kapsner 

r· 
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Presentation to the Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy 
Council ~· 

·---·· --~···--·-· -· 
... ·.:· 

' ·~. 

Barrow, Alaska 
July 19, 2001 

Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. I am Edna Ahgeak 
MacLean, President of Ilisagvik College. Thank you for coming ~o 
Barrow, Alaska to listen to our concerns and suggestions as you 
prepare to make recommendations to Governor .Knowles on the 
development of an infrastructure to share the gas from the north 
slope of Alaska. 

A primary concern of the North Slope Borough is jobs-both the 
provision of jobs and the training of people for the jobs that are or 
will be available. 

We expect that the Alaska Highway Pipeline will provide 
opportunities for a wide variety of jobs in both the construction 
and operations phases. 

When Prudhoe Bay was being established, there was no college 
north of the Arctic Circle that offered either academic or 
vocational higher educational programs. There were few program$ 
statewide that delivered education outside the major population · 
centers. There were regional high schools that required students to 
leave their homes and villages to receive a quality education. In 
.essence, there was not a critical mass of trained residents of the 
North Slope who were qualified for jobs in the Prudhoe Bay 
complex nor on the oil pipeline. The result was an influx of 
qualified people from a variety of places other than the North 
Slope. Since our inception, we have been dedicated to providing 
training for North Slope residents, to preserving the Inupiat culture 
while at the same time, preparing Inupiat young people for the 

· changing world of tomorrow. 
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We, at Ilisagvik College, are ready now to do new things in new 
ways to create new results by providing critical training in 
construction trades, in building maintenance technologies, in heavy 
equipment operation, in office management and business 
management, and in information technology to residents of the 
North Slope. We have creative programs and initiatives that will 
lead the way in such things as distance delivery of critical . 
education to the remote villages of the North Slope. We are able to 
train people to operate heavy equipment in the conditions they will 
actually face as they begin to construct the pipeline and build the 
other elements of the infrastructure. And we can help provide a 
wealth oftalented individuals·who can fill the many other support 
jobs that are necessary for th·e success oft)le project. 

We are proud to support the Alaska Highway Gas Pipeline project. 
We ask that those who create the plans consider their special needs 
far enough in advance to allow Ilisagvik College an opportunity to 
become an active partner in training. By doing so, the Pipeline 
will be a major positive influence. on not only the economic but 
also the cultural integrity of the North Slope and its residents . 

. The Alaska Highway Gas Pipeline can be. of enormous value to the 
North Slope in terms of economic.opportunity and long-term. 
stability. The same can be said of its value to Alaska. Let's work 
together to make this happen . . 
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1315 Hillcrest Drive 
Anchorage, AK 99503 

(907) 279-8247 

The Governor's Alcan Highway Gas Policy Council 

Dear Council Members: 

May 29, 2001 

Thank you for the opportunity to testify. As requested and promised, I'm 
submitting my questions in writing. Quite obviously, only the Governor can 
answer some of these questions, the Administration others. 

I would like to take this opportunity to clarify some of my answers to questions 
that some of you posed. 

Ken Thompson asked me why I wouldn't support a hub in Interior Alaska and an 
Alcan project? Obviously, implicit in the concept of a hub is a central, strategic 
location providing access to multiple markets and/or uses. That's why Nikiski has 
been so successful. A tidewater location for a hub delivers all of the attributes 
that Ken so rightly associates with hubs and runs much less of a risk of being a 
flub. · 

The main reason I oppose the Alcan project is that it fails to maximize returns for 
the state as required _by the constitution. As I understand it, CERA essentially 
said that the Alcan probably wouldn't fly because it can't achieve the economies 
of scale necessary without depressing the $3 price necessary. 

But assuming, for a moment that the experts at CERA are wrong and the Alcan 
could start at $3. and 4.0 bcf/day. This is where it gets us: At $3 per mcf in 
Chicago, 4.0 bcf/day sells for $4.4 billion per year. Our royalty share alone would 
sell for over $450 million per year. Yet according to the Department of Revenue 
Alaska's total will only be $200-$400 million per year. That's essentially giving 
away an enormously valuable asset-and should be avoided assuming we have a 
better option which we have in the LNG project. ·; .. : "' 

The Alcan is also to~· reserves-i~te~sive, as Tom Marshall argued. There are 
some lessons we can draw from the current gas supply situation in Cook Inlet. 
We wouldn't be running out of gas here if we weren't exporting so much of it. 
Therefore, in choosing the best option for Alaska's gas it seems that we would 
want to ensure that gas is available to Alaskans, and for as long as possible. At 
4.0 bcf/day, the Alcan option exhausts proven reserves in 24 years, or sooner if it 
quickly expands to 6.0bcf/day. Even if there is a Jot more gas waiting to be 
discovered on the North Slope, why would we want to run through it as fast as 

' 
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possible when we can probably get a lot more. revenue for it as LNG and extend 
it's lifespan? 

The Phillips-Marathon LNG plant at Nikiski is essentially an ATM machine for its 
owners. For example, until Phillips acquired Arco-Aiaska, the Nikiski facility 
accounted for 50% of Phillips' annual worldwide net profits. A state-owned 
_pipeline and LNG facility at Valdez could do the same for Alaska once its capital 
costs are recovered. 

Ken Thompson talks a lot about his hopes of putting Alaskan LNG in Japan, but 
he keeps overlooking North America. People refer to the LNG project as huge, 
but by what measure. For years, it was thought that an LNG project would have 
to move 14 Million Tons Per Annum (MTPA) to achieve economies of scale. (By 
comparison, the Alcan would move the equivalent of 28-42 MTPA). So that 
makes th~ Alcan, what, gargantuan? 

My numbers were a little off in the other night. What I should have said is that 
the most recent estimates suggest that an LNG export project could get off the 
ground at somewhere between 6 and 9 MTPA. (There is a general rule of thumb 
that any new project that can deliver 1 MTPA to Tokyo for a $1 Billion of 
investment is competitive.) Furthermore; if you are competitive and the markets 
want you, (say for reasons of diversity of supply or security of supply--both of 
which are likely in Alaska's case) then they bend over-backwards to make the 
economics work. For example, in 1996 the Japanese financed a project at 4% 
interest, roughly half of prime at the time. 

Now it's easy to get lost in numbers here, but there are two points. First, Alaskan 
gas is competitive in Japan, which is precisely why BP. Phillips, and Exxon must 
keep our gas away from tidewater. And Alaska's gas would also be competitive 
in California, which might be one reason why BP and Phillips are racing to plug 
California with gas from Australia and Indonesia. The other reason the 
companies must keep our gas away from tidewater is that the Indonesian and 
Australian leases lapse back to the host governments if the gas doesn't niove to 
market within a very finite period (BP has only two more years left before they 
are thrown out of East Timor.) 

Secondly, the amount of LNG that will soon be imported to the U.S. would have 
been enough to support an Alaskan project. The reason Alaska isn't ready to 
supply that Pacific LNG market stems in part from the leaseholders 1991 
agreement to strand Alaska's gas on the North Slope until at least 2005. People 
claim last summer's realignment at Prudhoe Bay removed these impediments to 
gas sales. But that is, at best, wishful thinking. Given that Alaska leases don't 
hold a gun to the producer:s heads and leases in other parts·ofthe world do, 
common sense says that the leaseholders have agreed in one form or another to 
prevent Alaska's gas from moving to tidewater from some period beyond 2005. 
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The environmental community appears to be in nearly unanimous agreement 
with Harold Heinze's suggestion that there needs to be formalized citizen 
oversight of any gasline. However, state-ownership of a pipeline has such huge 
economic advantages to the state treasury-in terms of avoiding federal 
corporate income taxes--that it merits serious investigation. It's easy. to name 
failed State endeavors, but the Permanent Fund stands out as a shining success. 
And even though some decry the private ownership concept as socialism, this is 
nothing more than privatization, with the added advantage that it doesn't give 
away all of value. · · 

Thank you for your consideration and for guarding the public interest. 

Sincerely, 

Mike Macy 

Here are a few of the basic questions needing answers: 

Sound Science 

How did the Governor determine "My way is the highway?" 

Why has the Governor never had a briefing from the LNG project? 

The Administration says the LNG export option "doesn't pencil out." When will 
the Administration supply its assumptions, methodology, and calculations? 

The Administration acknowledges that the Purvin and Gurtz; study is flawed. 
Why haven't they redone the analysis with the correct numbers and 
assumptions? 

Why has the Administration modeled the LNG project on 7 million tons per year-
a volume far short of achieving the necessary economies of scafe-and then 
turned around and assumed that the North American market will be able to 
absorb the equivalent of 28 millions tons? 

The Administration claims that the Alcan is the environmentally best option for 
marketing our gas. Compared to what? Where is the analysis? 

Responsible Stewardship 

Is the ga~ available today for any viable project and market, or not? 
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Indonesia's and Australia's leases automatically revert to the host government if 
the gas hasn't been marketed within a finite period.· Alaska lacks similar "move it 
or lose it" leases. What should Alaska do to· level the playing field? 

Why are we even talking about a pipeline to a market that we hope levels out at 
about $3 per mcf, when a cheaper project puts our gas into a market that has 
paid $5 per mcf for years? · · 

Where does the Alaska Constitution say anything about putting our resources 
into the U.S. domestic market? 

Alaska already has two gas trading hubs, one at Nikiski and the other at Prudhoe 
Bay. What conclusions can be drawn about the best location for the next trading 
hub? 

Where do state leases confer on the leaseholders any right to transport the oil 
and gas therein? · · 

If the Alaska Permanent Fund can be insulated from political manipulation, why 
can't we do the same for a state-owned/privately-operated pipeline? 

The producers say for a 2.5 bcf/day project beginning sometime after 2005, the 
impact of gas withdrawals on ultimate oil recovery at Prudhoe Bay will be "de 
minim us." Does this change if 4.0-6.0 bcf/day are withdrawn? 

We are running out of gas in Cook Inlet because of excessive exports. If gas is 
so important to Alaska's Future, wouldn't an option that stretches proven North 
Slope reserves make more sense? 

BP and the Governor complain that outlawing the Over the Top route 
prematurely forecloses the companies' options. Why should we be concerned 
about their options when they foreclose Alaska's by putting foreign gas into our 
Asian· and North American markets? 

. . 
What's the Administration's fallback position when falling domestic gas prices or 
Canadian politics strand the Alcan project? 

Recent gas pipeline accidents in the lower '48 have revealed that the Office. of 
Pipeline Safety is the industry's lapdog instead of the public's watchdog. A 
heated battle is underway in Congress to update federal regulations. How does 
the Administration intend to protect the public's safety in the event of a gas 

. ·pipeline? · 
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Chnsty McGraw, Director 

Testimony 
Before 

Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
May24,2001 

Mr. Chairman, members of the Gas jlolicy Council, 

For the record, my name is Christy McGraw, Director of 
Backbone and author of the repoq, ''Alaska Gas Alaska's 
Future., We prep~d this study to evaluate all options for 
the commercialization of Alaska's natural gas~ Until today 
Backbone did not endorse any one project;· but rather 
strived to inform Alaskans of all options. Recent events 
have changed our position. 

Since we prepared our report, the following. things have 
happened: . 

~ Phillips and El Paso Gas have. reached agree.ment to import 
4.8 mta LNG :from Australia to the west coast of U.S., 

~ Chevron is studying a·3.4 mta LNG :from Asia to west coast 
of U.S., 

~ Shell is studying LNG to west coast of U.S. probably from 
eastern Russia, and 

~ BP is already supplying the U.$. east coast with LNG and 
making plans to build an 800-kilometer pipeline over the 
Andes Mountains from Bolivia to the west coast of South 
America in order to deliver 12 mta of LNG to Mexico and 
the west coast of the U.S. 

This represents the potential for over 20 MT A of foreign 
natural gas (as LNG) to be delivered every year to the 

. North American west coast, to· what·should have been· 
Alaska's prime market. Even larger amountS. of gas 
imports are possible if pipeline flows are reversed out of 
California to the rest of the nation~ I hope that by now 
some of you are asking yourselves why Governor Knowles, · 
Phillips Petr<;>lewn and Ken Thompson continue to tell us. 
"there is no potential market ~or Alaska LNG." 

5412 West Dimond #4 Anchora!:le. AK 99515 • 243-4616 • Fax 243-5555 • backbone@alaska.r 
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In order to compare apples to apples and evaluate the growing west coast market, the. 
Backbone team scaled up our Alaska Tidewater LNG project model a 4 bcfd capacity. 
The 4 bcfd volume· is equivalent to the minimum gas project being evaluated by the 
North Slope producers for export to the lower 48 on the Highway Route. The results of 
the increased economies of scale for the Tid~water LNG proj~ct are dramatic. Our 
evaluation shows that Alaska can deliver LNG to the U.S. West Coast for less than the 
Governors Highway project can deliver it only to the U.S./Canadian border, not tQ . 
mention delivery costs from the U.S. border to California and other markets. 

With this in mind let me review the advantages of an even larger Alaska Tidewater LNG 
project serving the North ·Pacific region: .. 

./ Similar up front capital investment as the Highway Project, . 

./Less Cost of Service including gas conditioning- $2.01/mmbtu·for LNG· 
delivered to the west coast vs. $2.07/mmbtu for Alcan delivery only to 
the U.S. border, 

./ Higher wellhead values, 

./ Multiple potential markets (U.S. west coast, Mexico, Hawaii. Asia,) 

./ Maximum Alaskan jobs, · 

.,. Maximum gas for Alaska's use, 

./ Simpler permitting process, 

./Higher yearly state revenues (and.higher revenues to the producers,} 

./ Lowers dependence on foreign energy sources, 

./ Potential for State ownership of a significant portion of the tran:sportation 
system, 

./ And, the Alaska Tidewater option eliminates problems in construction, 
ownership, foreign control and delivery, with a significant foreign 
competitor- Canada. 

In closing, recent and newly fielded polls show that the people of Alaska are iitformed 
and vocal on the issue.ofwhich natural gas project best serves Alaska's interests. We 
have only to remember the BPI Afco merger to realize that Governor Knowles doe~not 
look out for the best interests of Alaska when it comes to oil and gas development If the 
members ofthis council do not wish to be tarred with that same brush. they must· insist 
that the Council study arid report to the people of Alaska on the benefits of all available 

. options for marketing Alaska's gas. If this council's process is to substitute for good 
public process on this issue you must represent all of us at the table or risk being labeled 
a mouthpiece for big oil. 

It is time to carefully copsider making Alaska~s clean .energy available t() Alaskans and to 
establish our rightful :Place as an independent, competitive energy source for the gr()Wing 
energy needs of the North Pacific. And it-is in the best interest of the. people of Alaska to 
control and maximize the value of our natunil gas resource by following the lead of our 
.partners in the oil industry and building a Tidewater LNG project to bring Alaska's g3s. 
finally to market. 
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Northern Alaska Environmental Center 
830 COLLEGE ROAD, FAIRBANKS, ALASKA 99701 

PHONE: (907) 452-5021 FAX: (907) 452-3100 
http://www.northern.org • northern@northern.org 

November 12, 2001 

Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
Jim Sampson and Frank Brown, Co-chairs 
Office of the Governor 
550 West 7th Avenue, Suite 1700 
Anchorage, AK 99501 

Dear Mr. Sampson and Mr. Browm •• I : ~ \: ,•, • 

On behalf of the Northern Alaska Environmental Center, I subniit these oomments on the draft reports 
from the Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council committees. 

The Northern Center views natural gas as a transition fuel in the move toward alternative, sustainable 
energy sources. ·Thus said, while we do not oppose natural gas development and transportation in Alaska 
under the conditions described in our policy statement (see attached), we continue to advocate for the 
concurrent development of community and state-wide plans and programs that facilitate the move to 
non-fossil fuel-based, sustainable energy sources. 

Upon review of the draft reports from the various committees, we f"md the following areas for comment: 

Alaska Hire/Buy/Build Committee 

We concur with the committee's recommendation that the state's Dep~ent of Community and 
Economic Development undertake a study to determine the sociO-economic impacts of the gas pipeline 
along the Alaska Highway route. The development of the Traris:..Alaska Pipeline System (TAPS) 
brought home the realities of boom and bust to Alaska. It is vital that all Alaskans be aware ·Of and 
prepared for both the positive and negative aspects of another large-scale 9evelopment project. In 
particular, we believe all communities along the pipeline route should undergo community-planning 
discussions to ensure future development occurs in a planned manner rather than haphazardly as it did 
during the TAPS development. One area of pruticular concern to us is limiting development to that 
possible within existing air and water quality standards. 

Federal/International Action Committee 

If modifications are made to modernize ANGTA, we recommericf.removing any limitations to judicial 
reviews thereby allowing all agency actions to be public ally scru~~ized . 

. :- : 
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Access for IIi-State Gas Use and Future Opportunities.Cq~mi#ee . : . ~. , : ... 

We concur with the committee's recommendation that a long-tertri:~lean energy plan and vision needs to 
be developed for Alaska. However, we believe this energy plan needs to extend beyond the scope of 
natural gas to include non-fossil fuel-based sustainable energies such as wind and solar. The state of 
Alaska must recognize that some rural communities would be better served by bypassing natural gas and 
moving directly to sustainable energy sources. We recommend that the state's long-term energy plan 
acknowledge and fmancially encourage this transition. 

The committee also recommends taking a long-term, broad and strategic view of Alaska's entire natural 
gas resources. While we agree that an overall understanding of Alaska's natural gas potential is 
important, we encourage the state to recognize the necessity of balance between development and 
wilderness. We recommend acknowledging this balance by permanently placing the Arctic National 
Wildlife Refuge off limits to oil and gas development. 

We are concerned by the committee's recommendation to assess th~;potential of utilizing methane gas 
from coal seams as an energy source. Methane gas is a particularly· potent global warming gas. We 
encourage the state to avoid developing such a harmful resource in tavor of pursuing more Earth-
friendly, 21st century resources such as solar and wind energy. · 

The committee also recommends that the State facilitate favorable policies and incentives to encourage 
development. We .recommend revising this statement as follows: "The State should facilitate favorable 
policies and incentives to encourage development by the private sector of a broad natural gas 
infrastructure with the State that meets the long-term clean energy demand of Alaskans at reasonable 
market prices while safeguarding the Alaska environment" · 

Environmental Considerations Committee 

We concur with the committee's recommendation that GPOcon~w~t a thorough review of"lessons. 
learned" from TAPS. As mentioned above regarding a socio-ecoh:ori:tic study, we believe that Alaskans 
should learn from past mistakes and be better prepared for both the.positive and negative aspects of 
another large-scale development project. this inciudes implementirig the "lessons learned" in a way that 
better protects the environment. 

. . 
We support the ·committee's recommendation of requiring a rigorous environmental review. However, 
we believe this must come in the form of a full Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) rather than a 
supple;mental EIS built on to the outdated ANGTS EIS. 

We-concur with the committee's recommendation to establish an open and available data and 
information pro·cess for the public, agencies and industry. 

We concur with the committee's recommendation that th~ state·m.ke a long-term view of the gas pipeline 
to minimize environmental concerns. An example would be to' fudhide potential long-term factors such 
as global warming into the initial design and placement of the pipelfrte rather than dealing with these 
factors as an afterthought. .· ·· . · 

·We concur with the committee's recommendation that a comprehensive citizen's involvement plan be 
established. However, we believe this plan must include the creation of a citizen advisory council with 

'representatives from communities and interest groups throughout the state. 
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We concur with the committee's recommendation that a Dismantillig, Removal, and Restoration 
(DR&R) provision be included in gasline contracts, agreements, and/or settlements, with adequate 
funding escrowed for that purpose. 

Finally, we concur with the committee's recommendation that environmental safeguards built into the 
design of the project as well as the recommendation that environmerital specialists work on same teams 
and in same facilities as the engineers. 

Thank you for this opportunity to comment. 

Sincerely, 

Deb· Moore 
~.:: 

Arctic Coordinator . ; : ~ . 

• 
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POLICY ON NATURAL GAS DEVELOP:M.ENT ON THE ALASKAN NORTH SLOPE 
Approved by NAEC Board on August 14, 2001 

The Northern Alaska Environmental Center believes that the United States, as a member of the world community, 
must aggressively reduce its dependency on fossil fuels, through energy conservation, transition to cleaner 
burning fuels, and increased development and use of renewable sources of energy. To prompt this transition, the 
Northern Center believes the State of Alaska should adopt an aggressive policy of energy conservation standards 
for new building construction and vehicle purchases, and should launch a new program using state funds to 
support rural alternative energy development, emphasizing renewable energy .. 

The Northern Center also recognizes that natural gas is a cleaner-burning fuel than are others used in the 
Fairbanks area and in many parts of the world. As such, the Northern Center considers natural gas a transitional 
fuel source in the move toward reduced and more conservative use of fossil fuels in favor of renewable energy 
resources. 

. .. 
The Northern Center recognizes that energy is a strategic resource, required by all Alaskans and essential to their 
physical and economic well-being. With this consideration, the Northern Center believes the development of 
North Slope natural gas reserves to be a reasonable certainty. However, unplanned and poorly conceived 
development, as abetted by comparatively low energy prices, can cause significant long-term environ!nental, 
economic and health damage, particularly for the pollutant-prone Fairbanks bowl and the fragile Interior Alaska 
environment. Therefore, the Northern Center wishes to remain as involved as possible in the public debate and 
dialogue on natural gas and its impacts on the Alaskan and Fairbanks North Star Borough environs and seeks to 
participate and provide assistance throughout the process of permitting and construction. 

If Alaska's proven North Slope natural gas reserves are developed, the Northern Center believes the following 
conditions must be met: 

" ~ ; ·. ' 

:> Any project must minimize deleterious impacts on local communities and traditional lifestyles and respect 
the basic human right to a clean, safe, and healthy environment. 

:> The pipeline should remain as close as possible to present utility corridors (excluding RS 2477 rights-of
way). No p~peline development should traverse wilderness frontier areas including offshore of the Arctic 
National Wildlife Refuge. 

:> The State of Alaska should develop a comprehensive energy production and management policy as a 
precondition to its issuance of a permit for construction ofthe pipeline. 

:> The State and federal government should conduct studies that assess all reasonably-anticipated impacts 
accruing from the gas pipeline, including the degree of pressure on the Arctic Refuge that may be 
expected from the addition of the pipeline to the North Slope. 

:> The project must go through a new Environmental Impact Statement process. There must be no 
regulatory short cuts in the issuance of permits. . . . 

:> Any project must include Best Available Technology and Best Management Practices including, where 
environmentally appropriate, Seasonal Construction Techniques. (can we provide·a citation of reference 
for these?) . : · 

:> There must be a permanent, adequately funded, and independent, formal citizen advisory council for the 
gas and oil pipelines that includes representation by conservation organizations, as well as local citizens, 
and that reports directly to the Governor · . . 

.:> The project must escrow sufficient funds for Dismantling, Removal and Restoration (DR&R) of all 
project facilities and impacts in a way that regulatory agencies can ensur~ that the original ecosystem 

· characteristics of the corridor have been restored as facilities are taken out of service. This "return to 
original condition standard" and the escrow ofDR&R funds must be stipulatep in all permits and 
reviewed in the EIS. 
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STATEMENT 

. ofthe 
ALASKA ESKIMO WHALING COMMISSION. 

at the 
STATE OF ALASKA HEARING ON ROUTES FOR THE 

NATURAL GAS PIPELINE PROPOSED 
BY THE ALASKA GAS PIPELINE PRODUCTION TEAM 

Barrow, Al.eka 
. July 19, 2001 

Thank you. my name is Chariie Neakok: I am the Vice President of the Barrow Whali.ng 
Captains• Association. 

1 am speaking today on behalf of the Alaska Eskimo Whaling Commission (AEWC). 
which.represents the 10 b()Whead subsistence hunting villages located along the coast 
of northern Alaska from Kaktovik near the Canadian border to little Diomede and St. 
Lawrence Island in the Bering Strait. · 

Subsistence hunting, especially. the bowhead hunt, is at the core of our culture. 
·Without it, our culture and social structure would collapse. 

Before commenting.directly on the two proposed gas pipellne routes, I would like to 
make a few general comments on the Impacts of North Slope oil and gas development 
on our communities. 

We understand that the United States needs North Slope oil and gas. and we are a 
people who believe in sharing. We also recognize that the development of North Slope 
oil has ·enabled us,: «:!Specially our North ·slope communities, to improve the quality of 

. our physical lives.· · 

However, we also are very conscious of the fact that our communities bear 100 percent 
of the risk and other burdens assodated with the environmental. social and cultural 
impacts· of North Slope oif and gas development. 

Like I said, there have been some indirect physical benefits to our communities from .oil 
development, and many who support. North Slope oil and gas development are very 
quick ~o point out those benefits. We gladly acknowledge them and are grateful for 
them. · 

However, we must note that in reality, the benefitS to our communities from oil and gas 
devetopmen~ have been to bring the standard of living in our vUiages only up to the 
minimum enJoyed by the rest of the population of the United States. 

' ,. In fact, t~~ overwhelming benefits of North Slope oil and gas development go to the 
commun1t1es of the lower48 states. to foreign countries who buy the oil and gas, and to 
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the corporations who gain huge profits from the development of our petroleum 
resources. 

None of these entities share even a tiny portion of the .risks and burdens of this 
development. · 

This situation is no different ·sn the case of the proposed natural gas pipeline. 

·The AEWC understands that two possible routes are being considered f~r the prop.osed 
North Slope naturcil gas pipeline~ 

One route would go from Prudhoe Bay, along the Ataska Highway to Fairbanks ·and 
then south to Alberta, Canada. · 

The AEWC supports this so called "Ataska Highway Route" for a number of reasons. 
To mention only a few of those reasons: 

• · A pipeline running onshore through the North Slope will provide an 
opportunity for our small communities and communities to the south of us 
that do not have access to natural gas at this time to bring natural gas into 
their villages and homes by spur lines. · 

• The building of a pipeline along the Alaska Highway Route would provide 
many jobs opportunities throughout Alaska. We_ hope that our Native 
people would have· access to some of these job opportunities. . 

• The onshore pipeline running through North Slope B~rough land would · 
provide some additional indirect benefits to our community by providing 
capital for the North Slope Borough tax base.'· 

• Most importantly, however, the Alaska Highway Route would keep the 
pipeline onshore. ' 

The AEWC adamantly opposes the proposed alternate, or so called "Northern Route," 
for the pipeline. 

The Northern Route would call for- the gas pipeline to be built across ihe North Slope 
through the Beaufort Sea. 

The location of this alternate proposed route would go directly through the fall migratory 
route ofthe bowhead whale, hicludlng the subsis~ence hunting area used by our fall 
hunting villages of Nuiqsut and Kaktovik. . . 

' ' 

This proposed alternate route would go through important fe~ding areas for the fall 
migrating whales and through the Kaktovik deferral area which has been set aside to 
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protect the bowhead feeding grounds in the area of Barter Island .. 

We have seen no environmental studies evaluating the effects of dredging a pipeline 
tor so many miles through the sea floor. but we know what the Impacts will be. 

The Beaufort Sea habitat used by the bowheads, belugas, ugaruk, fish, birds, and other 
sea animals will be disrupted for an indefinite amount of time. With this disruption 
comes the potential .for harm to these stocks, including our endangered bowhead 
-~· . . 

There is no way to know how long It would take for the eastern Beaufort Sea habitat to 
return to normal after .the extensive dredging operations that would be required. · 

Furthermore, if a gas pipeline were laid through the Beaufort Sea, our communities 
would be faced with decades of disruptions due to the need for ongoing surveillance 
and maintenance of the pipeline. This would further disrupt the habitat and migratory 
habits of the Beaufort Sea wildlife on which we depend for our subsistence. 

. Since some of these animals, especially the bowhead; migrate beyond the North Slope, 
these disruptions would not only affect North Slope communities. They would affect 
villages all along the coast of Alaska. 

They also would disrupt the diet and lifestyle of the many. communities and families 
throughout Afaska that depend on us for barter for their marine food. 

At this point in time, many of us here on the North Slope have literally grown up hearing 
the arguments of outsiders trying to tell us about the animals and the environment of 
the Arctic. 

In the 1970's, the U.S. Government and the environmentalists told us that the bowhead 
whale was going to extinction. Our elders and whaling captains told them then that the 
bowhead whales are healthy and that the population was growing. 

The outsiders wouldn't believe us. so the North Slope Borough did the research and 
proved that our elders and whaling captains were right. · 

In the 1980's, the oil companies .told us that seismic noise would not Interfere with the 
bowhead whale migration. 

Our elders and whaling captains told them that bowheads are very sensitive to noise. 
Bowheads will swim away from noise and will changE~ their swimming patterns when 
they hear unfamiliar noises. · ' 

This is why we have been taught to be quiet at our spring ice camps. 
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But the AEWC and t11e North Slope Borough had to file a faw suit and go to Washington 
to lobby Congress before the U.S. Government would require the oil and gas· 
companies to do the right kind of research on seismic noise: 

When this research was done, again our elders and whaling captains were proven right. 
The bOWh.ead whales shift their fan mign:~tion to the north when there is seismic activity · 
durins the open water season. 

. . . 
Not only that, the whales have been observed avoiding active seismic at almost exactly 
the distance our elders and whaling captains safd they would. 

Now th~e natural gas producers want to tell us that they can build a subsea pipeline 
from Prudhoe Bay to the McKenzie Delta and' that it will not disturb the habitat of our 
marine animals; and that It will not interfere with our subsistence. 

Our elders and whaling captains are telling us that this is wrong. · There will be 
· tremendous disturbance. And we know that our elders and whaling captains are right. 

We also know that these natural gas producers are being driven only by greed. They 
will say whatever they think will help them get what they want. 

· The oil and gas companies always want to tell us that whatever actions they propose 
will be harmless to our environment and to our people. 

A generation of listening to these arguments has taught us tha~ they are nothing but 
strings of empty self-serving words. 

The Arctic is a harsh and unforgiving place. Life here is fragile. Man-made machines . 
and other equipment become very fragile when exposed to the temperatures, weather, 
sea, and ice conditions of the Arctic. 

The AEWC and the whaling captains try to work cooperatively with the oil and gas 
companies when we can. Like I said, our culture is based on sharing. 

We did not oppose ~he gas producers' request for an Incidental Harassment 
Authorization from the National Marin~ Fisheries Service this summer so that they can 
condu~ their shallow hazard survey. 

Why should we? We don't mind if they want to gather data. As long as they do not 
interfere with our marine animals and our subsistence. 

Not only that, but opposing the IHA request would have been pointless. NMFS would 
ha\'e· issued ft whether or not we objected. · 

However, ff the gas companies try to go foiWard and build a pipeline through the 
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Beaufort, we will oppose that project w~h all resources available to us. 
Keep in mind the ten AEWC whaling viflages have signed resolutions opposing the 
Northern Route. 

We will share with these oil and gas companies up to the point where they threaten our 
subsistence resources and our hunting. Then we will not share anymore. We will fight. 

If the gas producers want to take gas from the North Slope. let them bring the pipeline 
onshore. where they can share the gas with Alaskan communities, and where they 
share the benefits with our peopl~ and with the State. 

· . If the·se producers are not willing to do this, then we will oppose them absolutely. · 
. . 

We will propose. that someone else build the pipeline. 

In closing, let me be very clear, the Alaska Eskimo VVhaling Commission is prepared to 
work coQperatively with the gas producers if. they· bring the gas pipeline onshor~. 

However, ·the AE.WC and the whaling captaln.s of au of our 10 villages will oppose -
ABSOLUTI;l Y- any attempt to build a gas pipeline through our Beaufort Sea. 

July 19, 2001 
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NORTH SLOPE BOROUGH 
PLANNING DEPARTMENT 

P.O. Box69 
Barrow, Alaska 99723 

Phone: (907) 852-2611 ff 
(907) 852-0320 

Fax: (907) 852-0322 · · 
Comments by Rex A. Okako:K, Sr., Director- Planning and Community ~!QI!I~!J 
July 19,2001 NSB Assembly Room Barrow, Alaska 

"Marshaling the best talent he could :find," he mounted a detailed zoning plan for the 
Arctic Coast and presented to the state and the nation a Coastal Management Program 
which he felt provided and environmentally safe program for the industrial development 
of America's Artie coastline." (Eben Hopson) 

Good afternoon, Governor Knowles, members of the Governor's Natural Gas Council, 
welcome to our beautiful land and our homeland. · 

My n~e is Rex A. Okakok, Sr., Director of P~anning and Community Services 
Department, North Slope Borough. My department has a delicate task of balancing 
cultural and traditional resources with oil and gas development within the North Slope 
Borough boundaries. I started my comments with a quote from Eben Hopson's speech in 
mid-seventies related to oil and gas activities at the start of Prudhoe Bay development. It 
underscores -the importance of our North Slope Borough's regulatory powers that helps us 
decide what is in the best interest of the North Slope Borough residents and communities. 

The guiding principles of managing our lands, its resources, and its inhabitants is that 
Inupiat people had always had their own unwritten laws for governing themselves. Unge.r: 
these traditional laws, the Inupiat people managed the natural resources and kept order in 
their villages and camps. Inupiat people not only survived but also succeeded in the · 
challenges of the Arctic living. Mastering the survival skills required resourceful thinking 

·and tough actions. Mr. Joseph Upicksoun accentuate the leadership skill of an Inupiat 
leader, when he stated in 1968 comments as Arctic Slope Native Association President, 
"First of all, I had a strong beliefthat we had, as Inupiat, and always had, complete 
dominion over the Arctic in Alaska". 

We are enjoying the fruits of skillful Inupiat leaders today. They have fought tooth and 
nail, every inch of the way, the right tb govern ourselves to protect our way of life, while 
at the same taking advantage of the socio-economic tools of American dreamers and 
Alaskan Frontiersmen. Let me simply paint the picture of the success ofNorth Slope 
Borough. In late 1960's the Federal Field Committee Report, funded by United States 
government, revealed that, along with other rural regions of Alaska, the economy of the 
North Slope was the poorest in the nation. It was not better than that of poverty stricken 
nations in the Third World". Look around Barrow and see the positive changes since this 
statement. 
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Incorporation ofNorth Slope Borough enabled the first steps to overcome years of 
neglect and isolation, and to address the overwhelming public needs. The tax base 
enabled monies to build schools, health clinics, fire stations, housing, roads to protect 
lives and properties, public safety, search and rescue, elders programs, early childhood 
education, substance abuse facilities, basic public facilities such as water and sewer, 
waste disposal, airports, electrical power systems, and high tech communications · 
systems. 

The quality of life for the people of North Slope Borough has been greatly improves; 
However the costs associated with the creation of the infrastructures are very high. This 
strains the North Slope Borough budget, which like most local governments in Alaska, 
are experiencing declining revenues. In addition, high unemployment and under
employment remain features of the North Slope Borough. The 1998 North Slope 
Borough Economic Profile and Census reveal that under-employment has increased by 5 
percent. The Report continues, "This situation is compounded by census projects 
suggesting that more Inupiat will enter the labor force than will leave through retirement. 
Among the major problems facing North Slope in the near future are: preparing the 
workforce for jobs that will not become available during this time and seeking ways to 
diversify the economies of the North Slope communities." 

The North Slope remains the fastest growing areas in the State, experiencing the annual 
growth of2.6 percent, exceeded only by Mat-Su's rate of3.8 percent. The average annual 
growth rate ·in the State of Alaska, as a whole was only 1.5 percent (1998 NSB Economic 
Profile). 

"Statistics collected· for 1998 North Slope Borough Economic Profile and Census Rep<;>rt 
show that the unemployment rate for the entire North Slope Borough in 1998 was 15.54 
percent, an increase of3.2 }lercent over the rate for 1993. At the same time, the ·' 
unemployment rate for the villages outside Barrow was 17.63 percent, up 3.62 percent 
over 1993." These statistics reveal the importance of your Council to seriously consider 
all Alaska route of the gas line. Giving the residents of the North Slope Borough an 
employment and contractual opportunities. You can get a comprehensive report from our 
department for small fee to get good picture. 

Having briefly painting socio.,..economic picture, I would like to concentrate .rest of my 
comments on Land Manage:rhent Regulations, Comprehensive Plans, and Alaska Coastal 
Management Program that regulates activities Within the North Slope Borough 
boundaries. These three programs insures the North Slope Borough's rights to alter or 
even stop development in areas critical to coastal arid inland species when that 
development endangers wildlife populations, or to protect certain activities at certaln 
times. Examples are offshore oil rigs during the whale migration.and infrastructures that 
may impede the wildlife migration routes and subsistence hunting at Meltwater Project. 

North Slope Borough Municipal Code Title 19 created a unique set ofland management 
principles and procedures for development in the Borough. The ideas contained in this 
NSBMC Title 19 was developed by officials and residents of the Borough in many public 
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meetings held to develop the North Slope Borough's Comprehensive Plan·, Coastal 
Management Program and other studies. 

The purposes of the Title are: 

(A) To achieve the goals and objectives, and implement the policies, of the North 
Slope Borough Comprehensive Plan, including its Coastal Management 
Program; 

(B) To ensure that the future growth and development of the Borough is in accord 
with the values of its residents; · 

(C) To identifY and secure, for present and future residents, the beneficial impacts 
of development; 

(D) To identifY and avoid, mitigate or prohibit the negative impacts of 
developments; 

(E) To ensure that future development is of the proper design and location, and is 
served by a proper range of public services and facilities. 

The Land Management Regulations provide guidance to a person or companies that want 
to develop within North Slope Borough boundaries. The oil and gas development has 
continued to grow and with this growth problems associated with traffic, density, and 
land use and activities conflicts arise. We have experienced dramatic acceleration of oil 
and gas activities closer to our .communities than ever before. For instance the Alpine 
Development and Meltwater Project pipelines. are beginning to surround the hunting, 
fishing, and whaling activities at Nuiqsut. The pipelines surrounding Nuiqsut may 
impede the migration of the wildlife, especially caribou. We are working with the · 
industry, State, Tribes, and community of Nuiqsut. This should give you an indication 
how effective our land management operates to protect our way of life and promote 
careful, environmentally safe land use actiVities. 

Included in the land management regimes is selection of entitled lands. To .date, we have 
received only just under300 acres ofmunicipalland entitlement from the State. 

North Slope Borough is the regional entity responsible for any Alaska Coastal Zone 
Management Program activities. This program conduct research, field inspectionS and 
provides administrative services to determine consistency of land and water use activities 
with the North Slope Borough Coastal Man~ement Program Plan. We have worked very 
wen·with the State to ensure our whaling activities were not threatened by offshore 
activities through Coastal Management Program. The examples are North Star Project 
and McCovey Project, offshore exploration projects. 

North Slope Borough Comprehensive Plan is a plan that guides the current and future 
development. It is very unique in that in a community in which Inupiat people and the 
Inupiat character oflife dominate. The Plan was designed for 'Values and circumstances of 
the people of the North Slope Borough. It is the basic governmental instrument for land 
use planning and regulation, through texts, data, and maps for the conservation and 
preservation of the Inupiat character of life, and systematic and orderly development of 
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the villages and the various natural resources of the Borough. Two of the design criteria 
are; (1) stimulate systematic development of transportation, water, sewer, school, park. 
and other public facilities; (2) Encourage efficiency in the use of energy and the 
substitution of energy from renewable sources for energy from fossil fuels. 

The North Slope Borough land and water use regulations encourage economic 
opportunities for all of residents and our lochl businesses. I feel that :the All Alaska Route 
can provide greatest possible economic opportunities not only for urban centers, but also 
for North Slope local and regional businesses. We also feel that oil spill contingency 
plans within the land are doable. 

I encourage the Council to consider developing cumulative impact funds to mitigate 
negative impacts that may occur from the construction activities of the gas ·pipeline. If 
included in the early plans as part of the gas agreement, the communities of the North 
Slope Borough would be assured of assistance to deal with socio-economic impacts that 
comes with this kind of activity. 

I also encourage to Council also to look at providing certain amount of percentage both 
from the governmental and company royalties. This will ensure the local governments the 
ability to fund monitoring programs throughout the life of the pipeline. We have learned 
from recent activities of deteriorating infrastructures of Prudhoe Bay that are not 
monitored adequately. I understand gas is different from crude oil, however, activities 
assoCiated will have impact for long time. 

· In conclusion, I encourage you to consider the "best available technology" in the pipeline· 
designs, such as pipe-in-pipe systems. You also need to look at the buried pipe system 
that hides the pipeline and not impede the wildlife migration and wildlife habitat. Look 
beyond the economic values and think about the impact to the people and wildlife in the 
North Slope. 

Thank you for giving us the opportunity to testify and provide input to the design of the 
All Alask~ Pipeline. 
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3100 Channel Drive, Suite 30.0 +Juneau AI< 99801 

AugUSt 1 S, 200.1 

Office of the Governor 
Attn: Natural Gas Policy Council 
POBo~ 110001 
Juneau., AK 99811-:0001 

(907) 463-3488 + Fa~ (907) 463 .. 3489 
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The Juneau Chamber of Commerce's Board.ofDiiectors support the Alaska 
Highway route f9r the natural gas pipeline because it has the potential to 

. provide significant economic benefits for the greatest number of Alaskans. 

During the construction phase, the highway rQute would enable Southeast 
Alaska port communities (H~es Skagway, Juneau, Ketchikan, Hydei) to 
serve as staging areas ancl sources of supplie::; for the project itself and 
construction crews. 

- ._However, it is critical for the Natural Gas Pipeline Policy Council, in its 
·fofii181 recommendation to Governor Knowles, to specifically include spur 
· lines from the main pipeline to the R.ailbelt area and at least on*' port in 
Southeast. ·· · · 

The primary source of heating and electric en~y for the Railbelt area is 
natural gas from the Kenai Peninsula. Recent estimates i.pdicate natural gas 
resources for this area could run short as early as 2008. It is imperative for 
the continued economic health and welfare of the Rail belt area that 
additional natural gas supplies be made-available via a spur line from the 
proposed Alaskan ·Highway Natund Ga.Sline. 

Haines and Skagway could easily be developed as spur line delivery ports to 
deep-sea vessels .. Haines is the shortest route to tidewater of any port along 
the Alaska Highway route and the Southeast CQrlference is on record · 
supporting such a development for Haines. In addition to providing Haines 
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with year-round jobs for that economically depressed community, location 
of a pipeline spur to Haines or Skagway would provide another sour~e of 
energy to Southeast Alaska communities. · 

· .~cerely, ,.~} · · 

\ --~/~d~~<---
'eParsons · 

Executive Director 
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Remarks to the Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
Public Hearing and Meeting 

Thursday, July 19, 2001 
1:30 p~m. 

North Slope Borough Assembly Room 

Good afternoon. My name is Molly Pederson. I am President of the 

North Slope Borough Assembly, and I am speaking today on behalf of 

Mayor George Ahmaogak, who cannot be here because he is in London 

for the International Whaling Commission meetings. 

First of all, I want to welcome all of you to Barrow and the North 

Slope. We· appreciate your interest in visiting our part of the state. 

Many of you have been to our communities over the years, and I hope 

you are impressed by the progress we continue to make in providing 

basic services to our residents. I also hope your visit to one of our 

newer facilities-the lnupiat Heritage Center-has given you a chance · 

to learn more about our culture. 

For more than a quarter of a century, the people of the North Slope 

have played an active role in Alaska's oil and gas development. Ever 

since the frrst oil flowed from PrUdhoe Bay, we have worked in 

partnership with the state and the industry. 

Our role has been to make sure that development plans include 

adequate protections for the land and the wildlife that feed ~ur people 

and provide a spiritual continuity in our indigenous culture. 
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Ours has not been an easy role to play. I know there have been times 

when our insistence on specific environmental safeguards has been a 

thorn in the side of the industry. I mention this, because we are.ata 

moment in our state's history when the North Slope Borough's role as 

environmental steward is very important to the industry and the state as 

a whole. 

As you know, we have been quite active in the effort to open ANWR. 

We have supported Arctic Power - fmancially, politically, and 

through staff support. Residents and leaders from Kaktovik have 

willingly endured a constant barrage of media attention in order to 

show the world that the Inupiat who live in ANWR support 

exploration. North Slope Borough officials have teamed up with 

villagers to lobby Congress on a weekly basis this spring. 

The lobbying effort has demonstrated that our people get a very warm 

reception from Congress. Why· is this? It is because we have an agenda 

that extends beyond oil income; because we are more dependent on the 

land for other values than for its oil potential; and because we deliver 

the most powerful response to the Gwich' in, who are among the 

environmentalists' most potent weapons. These are all important· 

factors in the overall presentation of Alaska's development position. 
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We bring the same attitude of partnership to the issue of gas 

development. We applaud the Governor for his early and frrm support 

of a highway route in delivering natural gas to market. By using the 

existing pipeline corridor instead of the Beaufort Sea, the highway 

route makes the most environmental sense. By maximizing the Alaska· 

portion of the route, we increase the potential for in-state use of gas, 

particularly in rural areas where energy costs are persistently high. And 

by considering a variety of options for public sector financial 

participation, we can have a positive effect on the economics of the 

project. 

The North Slope Borough took an early interest in the question of 

public sector involvement in fmancing the gas line. As a member of the 

Alaska Gasline Port Authority, we have been able to explore a variety 

of finance options as mechanisms for lowering. the effective cost to 

industry. The port ~uthority has sponsored valuable discussion and 

brought some consultants with rel~vant experience to the state . 

. However, with the advent of your group and Senator Torgerson's Joint 

Committee on Natural Gas Pipelines, the Borough believes it is be~t to 

step back and wait for results from both groups before it is determined 

whether or not the port authority concept has a useful role: 
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We are also interested to see the results of industry efforts through the 

Consortium Group and the Sponsor Group. In short, there are a lot of 

questions yet to be answered before any of us can arrive at a plan that is 

best for all Alaskans. 

In the meantime, our interests and concerns remain constant. Natural 

gas production and transportation down the existing pipeline .corridor 

and the Alaska Highway will help to s~stain our tax base and that of 

other municipalities. It is consistent with our preference for onshore 

development, instead of taking unnecessary risks out in the unstable sea 

ice of the Beaufort Sea. 

In addition, natural gas is a cleaner fuel than oil, and its use in the 

Lower 48 may .help to reduce some of the global effects of air pollution 

that we are already seeing up here. Finally, natural gas development 

will occur largely within the existing resource development area; which 

helps to confine the impacts on our land and wildlife. 

One of our biggest concerns is not directly related to the gas line, but 

·affects our attitude toward any major North Slope project .. 

Development and transportation of the North Slope's huge natural gas 

reserves is good for the nation, for the state, and for our region. The 

impacts of development, however, fall largely within the region. 

Certainly, the environmental risks are concentrated on our lands. Social 
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impacts tend to be most concentrated here too~ particularly since the 

culture that accompanies resource development is so different from our 

own. 

Impacts are a significant factor that we deal with everyday. The social 

and cultural costs are very high-just look at the budget for our health 

department. I mention this because our responses to the social and 

cultural impacts of development are funded through our local revenues. 

I suspect you have noticed that those revenues have come under fierce 

attack in the legislature in recent years. Alaskans in all regions of the 

state have come to our defense, but these attacks on our revenues and 

our responsible use of them are not going away-in fact, they seem to 

be gaining ground. 

I want you to know that we consider these assaults a betrayal of the 

partnership we have enjoyed with the state and the industry for a 

generation. To rob us of a substantial portion of our tax base--or to 

deny us the legitimate use of our revenues-sends the message that we 

are no longer full partners in the development of Alaska~ s energy 
.. 

resources. 

I do not believe that is the attitude of the people in this room, and ~e 

need you to pass the message aiong to your legislators. Now is not the 

time to harm the good working relationship we have with one another. 

Nothing is broken; no fix is required; a lot is at stake. 
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Mayor Ahmaogak, the North Slope Borough Assembly, and the 

residents of our villages look forward to a continued partnership with 

you in the responsible development of the resources we have been 
• 

blessed with. We are all in this together, and through mutual respect, 

we can achieve the goals of all Alaskans. 

Quyanakpak . 
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UIJill: Cooperative Extension Service 
~ ~.._-- Energy and Housing Specialist 

UNIVERSnY dF AlASKA PO Box 756180 
FAIRBANKS Fairbanks, AK 99775-6180 
con•!lf!oiRureiAieskll (907) 474-7201, fax (907) 474-5139, ffrds@uaf.edu 

April 18, 2001 

Governor's Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy council 
Office of the Governor, State of Alaska 

Dear Members, 
. I regret that I cannot be present at this evening's hearing, as I had another 

obligation. So I am submitting written comments which I hope you will find worthy of 
consideration. · 

Other associated and colleagues whom I respect, notably Mr. Paul 
Woodman, and Mr. Todd Hoener, will be giving you their ideas this evening, and I want 
to add my endorsement to their concepts. Especially important is the idea of an .. Alaska 
Energy Fu.tures Trust", modeled on the concept of other states to finance renewable 
energy, weatherization and related educational public activities and benefits through 
revenue from the pending gas pipeline production. There are many examples of this 
concept, and it has worked well in other states. We have an exceptional opportunity to 
establish this crucial financing mechanism with a major fossil fuel resource stream, and it 
is important for you to consider this fertile idea for the well-being of all Alaskans.· 

Also included with his letter are some written discussions evaluating 
several of the pipeline alternatives before you. These are further elaborated on a web 
page I maintain privately for just such public discussion and issues: 
· · · www .sustainlaska.org 

. I urge all members to go to that web site and download the file: .. Gas Line 
Futures" 
which ~s an exploration of the options that are before us as Alaskans. I appreciate yoirr 
col)sideration of my contributions. · 

Respectfully submitted,· 

·.~~ 
Richard D. Seifert-=-- J - v -

Professor 

Cooperative Extension Service • University of Alaska Fairbanks and USDA Cooperating 
www.uaf.edu/coop-extlfaculty/selfertlenergy.html · 
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ALASKA-STATE CHAMBEROFCOMMERCE 

Priority ·2001 - 2 

Alaska North Slope Gas Commercialization 

The Alaska State Chamber of Commerce urges the Administration and 'the Legislature to be 
receptive to· all viable commerci~ization technologies to -develop North Slope stranded gas 
resources. 

Gru; cbmmercialization opportunities need to be adequately reviewed so as to 'identify the. full 
range of benefits ·and risks to the state, its citizens and businesses· in an effort to encourage and·· 
foster the economical development of our natural gas resources in partnership with oil and gas 
producers, and our Canadian neighbors .. This review should specifically include an analysis that 
eneourages producers to move forward with development of a gas line route that has substantial 
opportunity to benefit Alaskans from the .standpoint of jobs, in-state ga8 use and value-added 
products. " · · · 

'ADOPTED 

December I, 2000 

BY -~-~---~_4 tJ._~_-_ 
Pamela La Bolle 
President · 

.... 

- "·". 

d;~.· BY_....:/_£_ ~---A----
Rob·Shoat 
Chairman· 
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Statement of Allen M. Todd 

R~marks presented to Alaska ffighway Natural Gas Pblicy Council 

· Chena River Convention Center; April18, 2001 
·Fairbanks~. Alaska 

My name is Allen Todd;.I am the General.Counsel for Doyon,. Limited .. Doyon is 
one oftbirteen regional.corporations .established as. a result .of .the.Alaska Native 
Claims Settlement Act. Doyon has over 14,000 shareholders most of whom live in 
the Alaska Interior. 

My purpose here today is to provide. a few remarks. about the proposed.Natural Gas 
pipeline ... We believe the proposed highway corridor gas .line will be good for the 
economic well being of Alaskans, including Doyon shareholders. 

We at Doyon believe that the construction of a highway -corridor gas line Will have 
a .positive economic impact on Interior Alaska. Alaska workers. and businesses 
including Alaska Native workers and.Alaska Native. businesses are better 
positioned today than. they have ever been to take advantage .of the economic 
opportunities that the construction and operation of a gas pipeline would create. 

Doyon Drilling, Inc .. ,. which. started in the early 1980's,.. has five state-of-the~art. 
drill rigs on the North Slope. Doyon Drilling currently employs 177 Alaskans 
many of whom are Alaska.Native and Doyon shareholder. Doyon Drilling would 
benefit from the drilling activity for drilling gas ·wells on the North Slope now and 
into the future. 

Doyon Universal Services, Joint Venture,.formed inthe.early 1990's.provides 
remote site catering,. housekeeping and security services both on the North Slope. 
the Trans Alaska Pipe Line and throughout. the state. Over 700 Alaskans are 
employed. by Doyon Universal Services, many of whom are Doyon shareholder or 
other Alaska Natives .. Doyon Universal S.ervices is· well positioned .to provide 
remote .site catering, housekeeping and security services for the construction of a 
new gas pipeline. 

Doyon Drilling and.-Doyon.Universal make a substantial contribution to .the .. 
profitability of Doyon, Limited. ·Company-wide profits last year were over $10 
million. Nearly halfofDoyon's profits. are.distributed to.our shareholders in the 
form of dividends. In .addition, substantial contributions are made each year.to the ·. 
Doyon Foundation, which;·in tum·provides annual educational-scholarships to 
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Statement of Allen M. Todd· 
Remarks presented to Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
Chena River .Convention Center, Fairbanks,..Alaska 
Aprill8, 2001 

several hundred Doyon shareholders and funds a number of cultural heritage 
programs. 

We believe that the construction of a highway corridor pipeline is good for Alaska 
because it will enhance revenues for the State of.Alaska .and .pipeline corridor 
boroughs. We are all paii:rfully aware of the competing need· for additional 
resources .. We anticipate that the revenues that would become available .through 
the construction of.a highway .corridor pipeline would help to fund a long-term 
fiscal plan that can support the needs .of the State of Alaska, including programs 
that are so important to the rural villages. 

We believe that the construction of a highway corridor pipeline will provide 
oppprtunities for economic development as natural gas becomes available to 
compliment the existing energy·supplies in Interior Alaska. The construction of a 
highway corridor gas pipeline is an important avenue to more fully develop our 
natural gas resources. · 

Thank you for the opportunity to address the Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy 
Council. · 

2 
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Subject: Ak. Gasline 
Date: Fri, 20 Apr 2001 12:12:41 -0700 (PDT) 

From: Twig Tordoff <twigt@yahoo.com> 
To: gasline@gov.state.ak.us 

The Gasline Council, 

My Name is Twig Tordoff and I am a lifetime Alaskan. 
The oil industry on their entry into Alaskan l·and had 
promised that we would see lower fuel prices than the 
lower-48 because we had the product and would be able 
to refine the product here. We still have not seen 
lower fuel price than the lower-48. What good are 
promises if no one makes sure they are kept?! 
At the end of each year the oil industry get free of 
much tax burden from the state because of oil 
discrepancies of what has been moved. The volume 
pumped and or shipped should not be a dispute if the 
metering system is accurate and checked by a reputable 
third party. There is no reason this should be 
happening. 
If the established oil companies do not want to put in 
the gas line, it's time to allow the wildcat~ers of 
the past to re-enter the oil fields to do the job. 
This oil product still belongs to the people of the 
State of Alaska, and is being worked by companies 
working for the people of the State of Alaska and 

.should be fired if they cannot or will not do the work 
requested. Money is no object if the oil companies 
want something bad enough, look at the cost overruns 
of the last pipeline and the early payoff of that 
line. 
I think that since we have had no inflation according 
to past administrations and the unions have been 
drastically reduced in the oilfields, along with 
oilfield'personnel wages and benefits that price 
controls of the fifties and sixties should be 
considered since to oil companies cannot control their 
monetary appetite. 
The government is suppose to be by the people for the 
people, not the corporations. 

Do You Yahoo!? 
Yahoo! Auctions - buy the things you.want at great prices 
http://auctions.yahoo.com/ 
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Subject: [Fwd: AK Highway Natural Gas Policy Council] 
Date: Fri, 16 Nov 2001 16:14:16-0900 

From: Ga:sLine <gasline@gov.state.ak:.us> 
To: Erika B Mcconnell <erika_mcconnell@gov.state .. ak:.us> 

-------- Original Message --------
Subject: AK Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
Date: Mon, 12 Nov 2001 10:29:35 -0900 
From: Bill Watterson <wcc@alaska.net> 
Reply-To: wcc@alaska.net 
Organization: Watterson Construction Co 
To: gasline@gov.state.ak.us 
CC: Eden Larson <eden@abcalaska.org> 

Mike Navarre, Chair 
A review of the Draft Committee Report for Alaska Hire/Buy/Build 
Subcommittee causes us to comment as follows: 

While we agree with the desire for p~omotion of Alaskan hire and the 
committee .. s acknowledgement that legislating local hire will not 
withstand court challenges, we disagree with.the premise that a Project 
Labor Agreement (PLA) will promote/assure local hire preference. 

More than 75% .of the construction work force in Alaska chooses to work 
non-union. By what logic will having a PLA, which' ·effectively 
discriminates against this 75% of the work force, serve to promote local 
hire? We agree that training is important and AssoGiated Builders & 
Contractors of Alaska (ABC-Alaska) with more than 140 members state 
wide, has Bureau of Apprenticeship Training programs in place, which the 
75% of the Open Shop work force has access to. 

The scope of the Alaska Highway Natural Gas Line· is such that both the 
union and non-union resources need to be utilized. It is naive to think 
that even with local recruitment and training in both the union and 
non-union craft pools that the project can be staffed with local hire. 
But to assure the maximum local hire usage, both labor pools and 
training venues must be tapped. 

The State should not be writing legislation which restricts the Gas Line 
owners in their choice of a viable project. By restricting (or 
suggesting restrictions) such as a Project Labor. Agreement, the State 
will be driving up the cost of the project. 

Bill Watterson 
President, Watterson Construction Co .• 
Chairman - ABC-Alaska - Legislative Affairs Committee 
cc: Eden Larson - Ex Dir - ABC-Alaska 
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YUKON 
PACIFIC 

·cQRPOQTION 
TRANS-Ai.ASMGAS SVSTEM 

. November 12.2001 

Ala$~ Highway Natural Gas Polley Council 
Office of the Governor 
SSO W. 7tfl Ave., Sui'l.e 1700 
Allchorage. Alaska 99501 

Dear Council Members: 

Thank you for the opporcunity to provicie the following testimony on the draft repons of 
the :five subcommittees of the Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Col.lllcil 

Recommendations ~the draft rc:pom appear to be based on ~ hypothesis that a stand
alone p1pebne project through Canada can be made commcm:it~.lly viable with the aid of 
govemmemal action whereas a stand-alone pipeline project to a tidewater LNG fa:cilicy 
cannq:t. Y PC believes tlus hypotll.esis remains unproven. 

Inherent in lh~ name Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Coqncil is a directive tq 

recommend policy to promote developJl1ent of a southem pipebne along the highway 
route. While we concur wilh many aspects of the draft l'q]Ol1S7 we do not agree that a 
pipeline along the southern route is more preferable or otherwise J!lOre in the national or 
states interest than a pipeline to a ndewater LNG project. The stanas of the bigbw"y 
pipeline cmd LNG options are similar since both have permits, but nenher has project 
financing in place or finn contracts for the sale of gas or LNQ. 

The draft repotts do not address a stand-alone pipeline to a LNG project of a. si2e s1milar 
to the larger highway pipeline projects· recently proposed. Economies of scale achieved 
by the larger highway pipeline prQjecJS also apply \o lhe SQO-mile pipeline of the LNG 
projc:ct. A large pipeline to tidewater can support LNG sales to the west coast. ofNorth 
Amt:rica. LNG sales to Asia at a premium pnce relative to natural gas in rhe Lower 48, 
gas sales to a tidewater GTL facility, gas sales wttltin Alaska. transport and sale of large 
quantities· oflighl NOL components. or combinatiop,s of these. 

· We request rhat $e Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council not recomm~.."'ld to 
endorse a mandate for the highway option when most all the goals. recommendations. 
conc!LlSions ~d key principle~ idemified m the draft reports ~pply no less favorably to 

1400 WEST BENSON BLVD., SUITE 525 • ANCHORAGE, ALASKA 99503 • (907) 265-3100 • FAX (907) 265-SlSP 
Yukon Pacific Corporarion rs a BuSiness Unir of CSX co,,rar•on 
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the i..NG option. We see no reason why recommendations in the report cannot suppon 
both the lughway and .LNG options. 

~s ag$ for the opportunity to comment on the chaft repons. 

Regards, 

WaTd Whitmore 
Director ofProject Development 
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Copper Valley Electric 
Asso.ciation, Inc.· 

P.O. Box4S • Glennallen, Alaska 99588 • Tclc:phone: 907-82.2.-3211 • FQCSimilc: 907·82.2.-5586 • Valtlez: 907·83~01 

.. . '.:;::-... ,. ' 

August 27. 2001 

Office oftJ'l~ Governor 
Attn:·NGPC . 
P.o. Box 110001 
Juneau. Alaska 99811-QOO 1 

SUBJECT: Governor's Gas Line Committee 

-·'-·-;-··- ... 

- ·- .~ .. 

E-mail: wilkinson@C\·ea.org 

RECEIVED 

SEP- 4 2001 

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

The purpose of my letter is to ~te in suppon of a gas line project that would benefit the 
maximum number of Alaska residents. I believe that project includes a gas line to Delta with 
separate lines following the Alaska Highway and ~o tidewater in Valdez. · 

· CVEA is a non-profit, member-owned electric cooperative. We serve 3.500 customers in the 
City of V~dez and the Copper River Basin, and our service area, which is geographically the 
size ofWest V.irginia, i11cludes 156 miles of the pipeline oonidor along the RichardsOn Highway. 
The region is vast, and providing rcli~ble el~c service in some of the most di:ffacult climatic 

'• coriditions in the world is a challenge to say the least, it is also very expensive. ' 

CVEA' is not interconnected electrically to other regions· of the state. We produce electricity at 
four power generatin.B stations within our service te¢tqry. The tact that we operate and 
maint~in four generating stations accounts in large part for the high cost Qf electricity for the 
regia~ which tod~y in Valdez is 16.4~ per kilow~t hpur~ not quite double that of the Railbelt 
area. 

In the mid-19908, in an effo11 tQ reduce the high cost of el~city to the region, CVEA pursued 
developing ~ transmission litte project to interc:Pnnect opr ~tility with the R.ailbelt Energy Grid. 
The purpose of that project was to access less ex:pensiv~ Railpelt energy. 

In 1996~ CVEA set the proposed intertie projeet as~de in part due to the realization that it did not 
complement a possible gas Une project. In filet, an LNG project has far greater energy potential 
for the region including the pot~tial to make Valdez or the Copper River B~sin an. exporter 
instead of an importer of energy. · 

CVEA's.Jdission: Be the energy supplier of ~icc. 
GOals aud Objective~: ltlduce power cost to cUilOQJeB. In~ enetiD' sa]es. Develop new income produciJla proclw:ts and 

. scrvfces. and Build member rdadons througb cua~omer ~~~ aru;l gtllS$tO(I'iJ support. 
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Testimony •.Governor's Gas Line:: Committee 
AuguSt. 27. 2001 

. Pagel 

A LNG f~cility prodtjces an enonnous IQJlOunt of heat. and accordins to the Port Au~orlty 
·Consultant, Mr. Boynton, the prowsed project produces on dl~ order of280 megawatts of usable 
heat. This he~t can be harnessed to produce steam, which in turn oan drive turbines to produee 
e]ectricity. Depending upon the capital cost of tpe project and the cost of the heat, eJectricity 
produced at the LNG facil~ty could be very cost effective compar~ to electricity generated With 
Cook Inlet gas. Tbat energy could be delivc~ to the Railbelt region co•t effectively via a high 
vohaae tr~smission line. 

The Valdez/Copper Basin regions are poised for economic dev~lopment as evidenced by 
construction of. the Princ.ess Hotel near Copper Center and tlle new Natiorial :Park· Service visitor 
center~ both of which are scheduled to open in mid-20Q2. These projects, coupled witlt the 
strategic transportation corridors ~Jfong the Glenn, Richaidson, Alaska 8nd Marine highways, are 
all indicat~ the re~on has tremendous potential for future economic growth. 

CVEA is excited about the future of the region .-nd our ability to deliver cost effective energy 
solutions to fUel fUture prosperity. A gas project thro~gh Glennallen to Vald~ capable of 
serving west coast and world Jlllll"kCts not to mention the 800 mile& between the North Slope and 
tideW-ater7 woulq pe· a major cornerstone in developing a sustainable economy :fbr the state of 
Alaska at a critical time when timber, fishin& arid even the oil industry are in decline. In 
add.jti9n, a spur Une to Anchorage along the Glenn Highway would augment declining gas 
reserves in the Cook Inlet region. . . ' . 

I Would like to close on a personal note. I am a 42 year resident of the Great Land. · When I 
moved to Anchorage with my family in 1959, Alaska!s largest city had Jess than 20,000 
residents. I remember the bumper sticker "I d,fove Tudor Road and survived." Since that tim~ 
tlte State h.8.s benefited from tremendous growth and prosperity; howeVer. I am uncertain of how 
bright tbe future is, particularly if our resources are extracted to benefit others. Alaska,s 
resourves should be qeveloped to benefit Alaskans. Developing a gas projem: aimed at 
maximizing· corporate profits while ignoring sustainable, long term economic prosperity for 
Alaskan residents .es little sense to me. As the Coun~il completes its yery importaitt work, I 
urge you to carefully consi~er what is in the State's long term best fbmncial interests and the 
inJerests of 630,ooo· Alaskans who are proud to call the Last Frontier homt;; I urge you .to . 
~pport the Alaska ~ Line Port Authority in developing a gas line project that ensures long 
tcm'n prosperity and a bright economic :future for Alaska. . 

Sincer~Bi----

Robert A Wilkinson 
Chief Executive Officer 

\~ort\word'a.w\Ol·l:ZODb.doo 
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Testimony before Governor's gas line committee 
August 23,2001 

• My name is Robert A~ Wilkinson and I am CEO of Copper Valley Electric 
Association 

• I am here today to testify in favor of a gas line. project which would benefit the 
maximum number of A~aska residents. I believe that project includes a gas line 
to Delta with a with separate lines following the Alaska Highway and to . 
tidewater in Valdez. 

• CVEA is a non-profit, member owned electric cooperative. We serve 3,500 
customers in the City ofV aldez and the Copper River Basin and our service 
area which is geographically the· size ofWest Virginia includes 156 miles of the 
pipeline corridor along the Richardson highway · · 

• The region is vast and providing reliable-electric service in some of the most 
.difficult climatic conditions in the world is a challenge to say the least, it is also 
very expensive. 

• CVEA is not interconnected electrically to other regions of the State, we 
produce electricity at 4 power generating stations within our service territory. 
The fact that we operate and maintain 4 generating stations accounts in large 
part for the high cost of electricity for the region which today in Valdez is 16.4¢ 
per kilowatt hour, not quite double that of the Rail belt area ·. 

· • In the mid 1990's in an effort to reduce the high cost of ek~ctricity to the region, 
CVEA pursued developing a transmission line project to interconnect our utility 
with the Rail belt energy grid. The purpose of that project was to access less 
expensive Rail belt energy. 

• In 1996, CVEA set the proposed intertie project aside in part due to the 
realization that it did not complement a possible gas line project. In fact, an 
LNG project has far gieater energy potential for the region including the 
potential to make Valdez or the ~opper River Basin an exporter instead of an . 
importer of energy 

• An LNG facility produces an enormous amount of heat and according to Mr. 
Boyntop. the proposed project produces on the order of280 MW of usable heat. 
This heat can be harnessed to produce steam which in tum can drive turbines to 
produce electricity. Depending upon the capital cost of the project and the cost 
of the heat, electricity produced at the LNG facility could be very cost effective 
compared to electricity generated with Cook Inlet gas. That energy could be 
delivered to the Rail belt region cost effectively via a high voltage transmission 
line. 
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• The Valdez/Copper Basin regions are poised for economic development as 
evidenced by construction of the Princess Hotel near Copper Center and the 
new National Park Service visitor center both of which are scheduled to open in 

. mid 2002. These projects, coupled with the strategic transportation corridors 
along the Glenn, Richardson, Alaska and Marine highways are all indicators the 
region has tremendous potential for future economic growth. 

• Copper Valley Electric Association is excited about the future. of the region arid 
our ability to deliver cost effective energy solutions to fuel future prosperity. A 
gas project through Glennallen to Valdez, capable of serving west coast and 
world markets, not to mention the 800 miles between the North Slope and 
tidewater would be a major cornerstone in developing a sustainable economy 
for the State of Alaska at a critical time when timber, fishing and even the oil 
industry are in decline. In addition, a .spur line to Anchorage along the Glenn 
Highway would augment declining gas reserves in the Cook Inlet region. 

• I'd like to close on a personal note. I am. a 42 year resident of the Great Land. 
When I moved to Anchorage with my family in 1959 Alaska's largest city had 
less thari20,000 residents. I remember the bumper sticker "I drove Tudor. road 
and strrvived." Since that time the State has benefited· from tremendous growth 
and prosperity however I am uncertain of how bright the future is, particularly 
if our resources are extracted to benefit others. Alaska's resources should be 
developed to benefit Alaskans. Developing a gas project aimed at maximizing 
corporate profits while ignoring sustainable, long term economic prosperity for 
Alaskan residents makes little. sense to me. As the Council completes its very 
important work I urge you to carefully consider what is in the State's long term 
best financial interests and the interests of 630,000 Alaskans who are proud to 
call the Last Frontier home. I urge you to support the Alaska Gas Line Port 
Authority in develop1ng a gas line project which ensures long term prosperity 
and a bright economic future for Alaska. 

• Thankyou 

08/23/01 !2:59PM 2 
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Alaska Highway Natural Gas Policy Council 
Office of the Governor 

550 W. 7th Ave., Suite 1700 
Anchorage, AK 99501 
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